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NON-LINEAR SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION

John P. Wolf
Electrowatt Engineering Services Ltd.

8022 Zurich, Switzerland

SUMMARY

The basic equation of motion to analyse the interaction of a non-linear
structure and an irregular soil with the linear unbounded soil is formulated
in the time domain. The contribution of the unbounded soil involves convolu-
tion integrals of the dynamic-stiffness coefficients in the time domain and
the corresponding motions. As another possibility, a flexibility formulation
for the contribution of the unbounded soil using the dynamic-flexibility f
coefficients in tl»e time domain, together with the direct-stiffness method f
for the structure and the irregular soil can be applied. The dynamic-stiffness
or flexibility coefficient in the time domain is calculated as ;he inverse -
Tourier transform of the corresponding value in the frequency domain. The
dynamic-stiffness coefficient's asymptotic behaviour for high frequencies
determines the singular part whose transformation exists only in the sense i
of a distribution. As the dynamic-flexibility coefficient converges to zero *
for the frequency approaching infinity, the corresponding coefficient in the t
time domain is simpler to calculate, as no singular part exists. Alterna- <
lively, the dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain can be cal-
cuia ted using the indirect boundary-element method, which is based on a '
weighted-residual technique and involves Sreen's functions. As an example of )
a non-linear soil-structure-interaction analysis, the partial uplift of the :
bascmat of a structure is examined. •



1. INTRODUCTION

The procedures to analyse soil-structure interaction for a linear sys-
tem are well developed (Reference 1). The effects of embedment can rigorously
be considered. The calculation is normally performed in the frequency domain,
«thereby the (frequency-dependent) dynamic stiffness of the soil takes the
radiation condition of the unbounded domain into account. It is, however,
well known that structures are designed by providing sufficient ductility to
perform in the non-linear range for high seismic excitation. Base-isolation
systems with friction plates, which exhibit strong non-linear characteristics
for the design-basis earthquake, are routinely used, even for nuclear-power
plants. Other local non-linear effects include the partial uplift of the base-
mat, the separation occurring between the walls of the base and the neigh-
bouring soil in the case of embedded structures, and the highly non-linear
soil behaviour arising adjacent to the basemat. In all these cases, the non-
linear behaviour is restricted to the structure and possibly to an irregular

soil region adjacent to the structure (the near field), while the far field
of the unbounded soil is assumed to remain linearly visco-elastic. Referring
to Figure 1, the line joining the nodes whose variables are denoted by sub-
script b (for base) separates these two regions. The subscript s (for struc-
ture) denotes the nodes of the non-linear discretised system. To analyse such
cases, procedures which work directly in the time domain have to be used.

Although the irregular soil region will exhibit non-linear behaviour in
the interaction analysis, the calculation is based on the free-field motion
determined for the linear soil. (Actually, the formulation also applies to a
non-linear free-field motion. The only restriction consists in neglecting the
additional non-linearities of the unbounded soil, arising from the scattered
notion of the actual, interaction analysis. As, however, the free-field re-
sponse cannot yet be calculated based on a general non-linear constitutive
law, especially not for a wave pattern consisting of inclined body waves and
surface waves, this extension is of no practical significance.} Selecting the
location of the control point {e.g. at the free surface), where the pre-
scribed control motion is assumed to act, and choosing the wave pattern, the
free-field motion (u£(t)} in all nodes b (Figure 2) can be calculated for the
continuous soil (i.e. ignoring the excavation) based on a linear analysis
(Reference 1). The superscript f stands for the free field. The dynamic-
stiffness matrix in the time domain [$£b(t)] of the same linear-soil system f
contains the forces required to produce unit-impulse displacements. It can be
calculated from the familiar dynamic-stiffness matrix in the frequency domain
ÍS^MJ as

' i */ isbb(w)I exp(iwt) *•
)J and [s£b(t)J form a Fourier-transform pair.

The dynamic-stiffness matrix in the time domain of the linear soil for
which the excavation is taken into account is denoted as [SJL(t)J (Figure 2 ) .
The superscript g stands for "ground". The same transformation as shown in
equation 1 also applies for [SJL(t)]. fuf(t)} represents the corresponding
so-called scattered motion.



Fig. \: Structure-soil system
with irregular-soil region

Fig. 2: Reference soil systems

The basic equation of motion in the time domain is formulated as

Í0)

(0)

(2)

(u (t)j denotes the vector of the total displacements. [M] is the mass matrix
and {?) the vector of the (non-linear) internal forces of the system consist-
ing of the structure and the irregular soil. The interaction forces (R^(t)}
of the (linear) unbounded soil acting on the nodes b are equal to the con-
volution integral of [Sgb(t)] and the motion relative to the ground

h (3)

The load vector on the right-hand side of equation 2 can be rewritten by con-
sidering as a special case a linear "structure" consisting of only the ex-
cavated part of the soil (superscript e), shown in Figure 2. This represents



the free field and thus iujj -• lujj applies. The temi ÍMbbJíüJ(t)l »• !l>b(t)i

is equal to JlSbb(t-t)jíuí(i)}dc. For this special case, equation 2 results
in o

dT dt

Using (Figure 2)

• lsL(t)j • isjh(t)]'bb* 'bb' (5)

and substituting equation 4 in equation 2, the basic equation of motion is
reformulated as

iPs(t)l {0}

t

10}

1 f
/re"l>!>^ (6)

The scattered motion luíj(t)} thus doei out have to be calculated.

In contrast to working in the frequency domain, the basic equation of
motion in the time domain as expressed in equations 2 and 6 has hardly been
applied rigorously. The dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain
of a rigid circular basemat resting on the surface of an clastic halfspace
are discussed in Reference Z, In addition, approximate expressions for the
corresponding stiffness coefficients in the time domain arc developed. In
this reference, the coefficients in the time domain are calculated by apply-
ing the Fourier transform to those in the frequency domain as specified in
equation 1. An alternative procedure is reported in Reference 3, where the
stiffness coefficients in the time domain are directly determined on the
basis of a finite-element discretisation. In this reference they are then
transformed into the frequency domain. The basic equation of motion in the
time domain is formulated for horizontally propagating waves in Reference 4.
Interesting analogies exist in Betti's theorem (integrated over time) whic*
is applied in the transient dynamic analysis based on the boundary-integral-
equation method (boundary-element method) (Reference 5). Use is made of
Stoke's fundamental singular solution in the time domain, i.e. the displace-
ment field for a unit impulse point and line load applied in an unbounded
three- and two-dimensional elastic body, respectively (Reference 6).

This lecture is based on References I and B with some original
material. A condensed version 1s published elsewhere (Reference 9).

In the first part, the dynamic-stiffness coefficients with reference



to tí"it- riodcv; b (fiyurc 1) of the unbounded soil are f i rs t established in the
freq'iency domain and then trans funned into the time domain. To be able to
discuss in detail the salient features of the dynamic-stiffness and f l ex i -
b i l i t y coefficients in the time domain, the simple one-dimensional problem
of the semi-infinite rod with exponentially increasing area is addressed in
Section 2. The corresponding coefficients of a r igid circular basemat rest-
ing on the surface of a layered halfspace are examined in Section 3. The
computational procedure to solve the basic equation of motion in the time
domain is described in Section A. For the sake of i l lust rat ion, a simple
structure with and without a non-linear base isolation is calculated in Sec-
tion 5. The rigorous results are compared to those of an approximate analysis
based on frequency-independent springs and dashpots.

Alternatively, influence functions (Green's functions) in the time
domain of the layered halfspace can be used directly in the computational
procedure. This is demonstrated in the second part, where, in addition, i l -
lustrative examples are presented. In Section 6, the displacement f ie ld as a
function of time resulting from applying a unit-impulse point load in a
layered lialfcptice is addressed. As example, the vertical influence function
on tilt? surfiice of a halfvpace for a vertical surface load is calculated. The
computational procedure to determine the interaction forces of the unbounded
soil using the influence functions is described in Section 7 (instantaneous
dynamic-stiffness matrix), for i l lustrat ion, the vertical dynamic-flexibility
coefficient of a circular r igid basemat resting on the surface of a halfspace
is calculated ami compared to that determined by applying the transformation
as described in the f i r s t part of this lecture in Section 8. As an example
of actual practice, the non-linear analysis of the partial basemat upl i f t of
a simple structure is investigated in Section 9. Finally, conclusions are
stated in Section }O.

I. INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE

Analytical solutions in closed form do not exist for the dynamic-stiff-
ness coefficients in the frequency domain of a circular disk on an elastic
halfspace. They can be found, however, for the semi-infinite rod with an
exponentially increasing area. This example is thus suitable to discuss ,ne
transformation into the time domain and to examine the vi tal aspects of the
coefficients in the time domain. However, i t should be stressed that for the
model of an actual s i te , the rod cannot be used. The dynamic-stiffness coef-
ficient of the semi-infinite rod with exponentially increasing area in the
frequency domain is discussed in depth in References 1 and 10.

The rod with an irea A(z) increasing exponentially with depth z

A(z) * AQ exp(f) (7)

is shown in Figure 3. A represents the area at z » 0, f is a parameter. The
dynamic-stiffness coefficient in the time domain S(t) is equal to the force
R(t) applied at / - 0, which results in d unit-impulse displacement at the
same location

w(z * 0,t) • ó( t ; ; (6(t) is the Dirac delta function) (8)



Fig. 3: Semi-infinite rod
with exponentially increasing area

At f i r s t the material is assumed to be elastic. Disregarding the radial
effects, the one-dimensional equation of motion is formulated as

i)w(z,t) J_
az = c£

where the bar velocity c is defined as

c •

(9)

(10)

E and o denote the modulus of elasticity and the mass density.
To solve equation 9 subjected to the boundary-condition equation 8 and the
in i t ia l conditions

w(z,t*0) = 0 (Ma) -oT(z'ts0> S ° <1l

the integral-transform technique is applied. The Laplace transform

w(2(u) * /w(z,t) exp(-ioit) dt
o

(12)

is used, whereby the transform variable is written with the imaginary unit i.
For this case, <*> can be interpreted as the circular frequency.
Using equation 11, the equation 9 is transformed into the frequency domain
as

^ l i * g l ^ O (13)

whereby equation 7 is also applied. The transform of equation 8 equals

w(0,w) » 1 (14)

With the radiation condition, which suppresses the incoming wave, the solu-



Mon of oquüUoM '3 vi i th the boundary condi Li on M is wri t ten as

w(z ,a 0 ) - c x p [ - f{

with tin* riiiucnsionless frequency

(15)

(16).

it is appropriate to determino the dynamic-stiffness coefficient in the fre-
quency donmin S(a ). Substituting equation 15 in

S(ao) - -

I (Mils tO

dw(z=0,aQ)
(17)

S(aQ) = -£ S(a0) . (18)

with the dimensionless dynamic-stiffness coefficient S(ao) specified as

(19)

The factor CA / f represents the static-stiffness coefficient.
It. is customary to spl i t up the (in general) complex S(aQ) into i ts real and
imaginary parts

»o> + i a o c<ao> (20)

k(a ) represents the (frequency-dependent) spring coefficient, and c(a ) is
proportional to the (frequency-dependent) damping coefficient. They are
plotted as a solid line in Figure 4.
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To dclcrtnim.' Hit; dynamic-stiffness coefficient, in the lime ijoiiwin, th**
inverse transform is performed.

§<t) * ^ . / S M e x p ( U ) d» (21)

Introducing the dimensionless time t defineu as

equation 21 is reformulated as

S(t) = 2 ^ _ J§(a 0) exp(iaot) daQ (23)

Substituting equation 19 in equation ?.i leads to

" L + f i e x p ( i a t ) d a • - i - + / — S . ' e x p ( i a t d a l

For a -» •»<, S(a ) becomes unbounded. For large a , equation 19 leads to

S( a 0 ) ^ aQi + j + ...

It is thus necessary to decompose S(a0) into a regular part and a singular
part whose transformation is valid only in the sense of a distribution. The
first term within the bracket of equafion_24 is equal to o(t)/2. The second
term can be shown to result in J1(!/2)/(2t), where Jj is the Bessel function
of the first kind and of the first order. For t = 0, the second term leads
in addition to di(t)/dt. Equation 24 is thus transformed (for I > 0) to

4 ;
dt 2t

and for t < 0, S(t) «=_U. The (transfoniuid) regular part Jt(t/2)/(2t) is plot-
ted as a function of t in Figure 5. For t * +Ü, the value equals 0.125.

To interpret the two singular parts of S(t), the dimensionless time t
is at first eliminated using equation 22 and

,.-. f .... f07. dS(t) f2 dó(t) • /97KX5(t) * -c~ 6(t) (27a) — A - i = ~.j ~~^L (27b)

Equation 26 is transformed to

^ y f , g-f t) • (28)

in analogy to equation 2, i t mur>t then l>t remiMiiücred thai, in the (.omputji ion.il
procedure, the force R(t) follows from the convolution integral of S( t ; and
the displacement w(t).

R(t) » / S(t-i) w(i) dt • (29)
o
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Fig. 6: Linearly visco-elastic
material models
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S u b s t i t u t i o n o f equations ttt and 28 in equat ion 29 leads to
EA t c

R(t) --~y- |_^w(t) • ̂ -w(t) - t l - J , W(T) dt] (30)

In view of this equation, the f i r s t terra of the dimensionless dynamic-stiff-
ness coefficient in the tin» domain (equation 28) can be interpreted as a
spring with a coefficient O.i> and the second term as a viscous damper with a
coefficient f/c .

The influence of material damping is addressed next. Two different
linearly visco-elastic material models are investigated: the two-parameter
Kelvin model, o Ho called Voicjl model (Figure faa) and the three-parameter
Kelvin model (figure fab). In contrast to the latter, the Voigt model does not
exhibit instantaneous elasticity. The material damping is introduced by using
a complex material constant E* which is defined for the Voiqt model as

í* = Í (31a)
arni for the three-parameter model, assuming the two spring constants to be
equal, as

(31b)E* ' E Tt7=T

i, represents the damping factor.

Using the correspondence principle, the dynamic-stiffness coefficient
in the time domain for the damped case can be determined by replacing E with
I* in the equation for the coefficient in the frequency domain and then per-
forming the inverse transform, for the three*|hir.mwter model, equation 19
results in



1+2ÍU i

with the dimension!ess damping factor

(32)

(33)

The same factor EAo/f as in the undamped case is usedto non-dimensionalise
S(a0) (equation 18). The real and imaginary parts of S(a ) (equation 32)
determine the spring and damping coefficients k(a0) and CI&Q) defined by
equation 20. They are plotted in Figure 4 for I • 0.2.
As for the undamped case, equation 23 is used to calculate S( t ) . For large
a 0 , equation 32 leads to

V • d- 4
4 2c

(31)

This expansion is not applicable for r, -> 0, as l/(?,a ) « 1 is assumed in its
derivation.
S(a ) is again decomposed into regular and singular parts. The regular part
[S(a0) of equation 32 minus the first two terms of equation 34]is transformed
numerically up to a particular frequency using the Fast Fourier Transform.
Above this frequency, the third term of equation 34 is integrated analytical-
ly. The singular part can be interpreted as a viscous damper and a spring.
The resulting dynamic-stiffness coefficient in the time domain equals

S(t) « i- #) Hi)
dt

g(t)l (3b)

where g(t)co/f denotes the transform of lhe entire regular part. g(t) is
plotted in Figure /a for 7. - Q.?.. Although a numerical integration is por-

\.

- 1 . •

-2. -2.
-2.S •2,5 0, 2.5 S.O 7.S

DIMENSIONLESS TIME t - tc^f 0IHENS10NLESS TIME t«tc,/f
Fig. 7: Regular part of dynamic-stiffness coefficient in time domain,

semi-infinite rod with exponentially increasing area, ç « 0.2,
a) three-parameter model b) Voigt model

10



formed, g(t) * 0 for t <_0. As discussed later on in connection with equa-
tion 43, the value of 9(1*0 ) follows from the third term of equation 34.

Tor the Voigt model,

follows. The dynamic-stiffness coefficient is plotted for I « 0.2 in Figure 4.
l i la ,

1 ' 1
For large a , this equation leads to

{ ^ Ü >(•,*) V . . (37)

The singular part consisting of the first four terms is of a more complicated
form. It can be shown that the inverse transform of equation 36 equals

UD - ̂ [-Jfl I * • I *j& - ̂ à . J Hi) • ,,i>] (38)

where g(t)c /f represents the transform of the regular part shown for c, * 0.2
in Figure 7b. As the inverse transform of the first term of the regular part
[^•{aoi )'*•%] is proportional to t"

V2, g(t=O+) is infinite. However, the corre-
sponding convolution integral exists. The second and fourth terms of equation
33 can again be interpreted as a viscous damper and a spring, respectively.*'
The first and third terms exhibit strong singularities at t=0, whereby the
transformation is not valid for 1=0. As a consequence, the convolution inte-
gral (with the displacement) appearing in equation 29 cannot be performed.
However, applying integration by parts leads to tractable expressions with
convolution integrals involving accelerations and velocities instead of dis-
placements. The equivalent of equation 30 for the Voigt model equals

° 0 . 0

* dT + 7 w^> + / 9(t-x) W(T) àx] (39)
c o J

The first and third terms of equation 39 can also easily be derived by intro-
ducing accelerations and velocities instead of displacements in the frequency
domain. This reduces the power of a i of the first and third terms of equa-
tion 37 in the convolution product (appearing in the equation corresponding
to equation 29 in the frequency domain) to powers of -1/2.

As the dynamic-flexibility coefficient F(a ) « 1/S(a ) tends to zero
for w •* "% working with dynamic flexibilities may turn out to be computation-
ally simpler. No singular part exists any more.
Analogously as in equation 18, the dynamic-flexibility coefficient is non-
dimensional ised as

11



(40)

where (equation 23)

P(t) » ^ ?
+ / F ( a o ) e x p ( i a o t ) d a o (41)

F(t) represents the displacement resulting from applying a unit-impulse force.
The integration is performed numerically using the Fast Fourier Transform up
to a specified a0 . Above this frequency, the following equations, which are
valid for large a , are integrated analytically. Equations 42a, b and c ap-
ply to the elastic case, the three-parameter model and the Voigt model,
respectively.

(42b)

(42c)

The dimensionless^flexibility coefficient F, multiplied by f/c , is plotted
as a function of t for the three cases in Figure 8a. For the two visco-
elastic models, ç =_u\2 is selected. As expected, F(t) * 0 for t < 0. The
characteristics of F(t) for t = 0 + follow from the asymptotic behaviour of
? As?(a ) for large aQ

lim [afti F(aJ] » lim ~ F(t)J (43)

applies, the values of F(t=Q*)f/c0 follow from equation 42 as 1, \fJi and 0

-.5
-S.

NO MBTERIflL DAMPING
THREE-PHRRMETER MODEL
VOIGT MODEL

o. 5. to. «5.
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THREE-PfiRflMETER HODÊL
VOIGT MOOEL

'\. o, «; r.
0IMENSI0NLES5 TIME t - tC o / f

Fig. 8: Dynamic-flexibility coefficient in time domain, semi-infinite rod
with exponentially increasing area

• ) - 5 < t < 1 5 b ) - 1 < t < 3



for the three cases (Figure 8b). Similar considerations allow the deriva-
tive of df"(t)/<lt for t = 9* to be r*iMildtcri also fro» equation 1?. This
leads to the following results for [dF(t = U^/dtJf/Co in each of the three
cases: -1 /2 , - ( l / 2 - ^ / ( 8 ç ) ) = + 0.384 for £ > 0.2, and +« {Figure 8b).

The value of F(t = 0+) can also easily be calculated, whereby the in-
crease of the area of the rod along the axis has no effect for t » 0+. For
the undamped case,

R ( )c R(t)
w(*=0,t) = —r—

tAo
(44)

applies. As R(t) is a Dirac function, the time integral of equation 44 re-
sults in

c
F(t=O+) * w(z=0,t=0+) = ~- (45)

owhich after substituting equation 40, leads to

(46)

To avoid the computational effort of evaluating convolution integrals,
the dynamic-stiffness coefficients Sfa^) is approximated by a spring and a
viscous damper whose coefficients are independent of frequency (equation 20).
Selecting for the undamped case, the static value for the spring coefficient
k - 1 and the damping coefficient for high freguency c = 1 (Figure 4 ) , the
corresponding dynamic-flexibility coefficient F(t] determined from equation
'11 could be of interest. The corresponding value F( t ) f /c 0 is plotted in
Figure 9. 11 should Le compared tü the rigorous value taken from Figure 8.
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DfiMPER

-5. 0. 5. iO. *5.
0IMEN5I0NLESS TIME t-tCo/f

Fig. 9: Dynamic-flexibility coeffi-
cient in time domain, semi-infinite
rod with exponentially increasing
area, no material damping

Finally, the material model of constant hysteretic damping is addressed.
This is widely used in the linear analysis of soil-structure interaction
working In the frequency domain. The corresponding complex modulus £* Is
written as

13



E* = E (l+2<;i)

This constitutive law does not belong to the class of linear visco-elastic
materials as can easily be seen from ^oe equation of motior. in the time
domain.which becomes non-linear. Strictly speaking, the correspondence prin-
ciple can therefore not be applied. If nevertheless equation 47 i» used ana-
logously as equation 31 in S(a0) or F(o0), then the corresponding tro.»s-
formed coefficients in the time dowav.i show non-causal behaviour. This leads
to non-zero values of S(t) and F(t) 'or t < 0.

3. LAYERED HALFSPACE

For surface and embedded (two- and three-dimensional) foundations, the
dynamic-stiffness coefficients in the frequency item In are routine y deter-
mined on the basis of the boundary-element method (References 1, 11). The
soil is assumed as a horizontally layered visco-elastic halfspace. The struc-
ture-soil interface is discretised with boundary elements. The source loads
and the corresponding displacements and surface tractions are expanded in
the wave-number domain using Fourier and Bessel *f*tio»s/or ^ **•""*
three-dimensional cases, respectively. As the number of boundary elements is
limited, the accuracy for higher frequencies diminishes. However, analytical
solutions exist for the asymptotic behaviour (a0 •> «) in certain Cases
(Reference 12). In these cases, the inverse transform can be obtained for
the singular part and the dynamic-stiffness coefficients in the time domain
can be determined. Alternatively, a flexibility formulation can be envisaged.
As the dynamic-flexibility coefficients converge to zero for a 0 >-, the
high-frequency rang;? is probably less important when performing the inverse
transform.

The rigid circular disk of radius a resting on the surface of a half-
space is addressed. The coupling term of the horizontal and rocking degrees
of freedom is disregarded, thus allowing each term of the ^namic-stiffness
matrix to be analysed independently from the others. Applying the boundary-
element method to calculate the dynamic-stiffness coefficient S(a0), the
disk is discrctispd using 25 annular rings of equal width. Over each annular
ring the (unknown) soil reaction is assumed to be constant for the vertical
degree of freedom and to vary as the first symmetric Fourier ten., circum-
ferential ly for the other two degrees of freedom.

It is appropriate to use non-dimensional dynamic-stiffness coefficients
5(a0) which result from S(a0) through division by the corresponding static
value (horizontal'. 8Ga/(2-v), vertical: 46a/(1-v), rocking: 8GaV(3(1-v)),
G • shear modulus, v « Poisson's ratio). _
In analogy to equation 41, the Fourier transform of F(a0) »

 1/S(a0) leads to
the dynamic-flexibility coefficient in the time domain F(t), i.e. the dis-
placement caused by a unit-impulse force

i) K <48>

with the diroensionless frequency

14



and the dimensionlcss time

t - •£ t (50)

c represents the shear-wave velocity (• *Wo\o = mass density). Hiterial
dair-ping is introduced using the same models as in Section 2. Identical damp-
ing factors apply to S- and P-waves resulting in a real Poisson's ratio. The
dimensionless damping factor is defined as

The integrations arc performed numerically up to a0 = 16. Above this frequen-
cy, the expansions valid for large a0 (Reference 12) are integrated analyt-
ically. For the undamped cases they are as follows for v * 1/3:

horizontal: F(aJ ^ 1.528 ( s i ) " 1 + 1.119 a!2 (52a)
o o o

vertical: F(a0) -0.955 ( a ^ ) " 1 + 0.358 a~2 (52b)

rocking: F(aQ) * 2.546 (ãQi)'} + 1.904 a~2 (52c)

The dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain are plotted versus t
in Figure 10. In addition to the elastic case, the results for the three-
parameter and Voigt models with a damping factor r = 0.10 are shown. From a
practical point of view, the numerical and analytical integrations lead to
I ( t ) = 0 for t < 0. As in the case of the rod with exponentially increasing
area (equation 43), the expansion of the dynamic-flexibility coefficient in
the frequency domain for large a0 (equation 52) determines the corresponding
value in the time domain for t * 0*. This leads to F(t=0+)a/cs equal to
1.528, 0.955 and 2.546 for the horizontal, vertical and rocking degrees of
freedom, respectively. I t also follows from equation 52 that the values for
[dF(t--O+)/dt] a/cs are equal to 1.119, 0.358 and 1.904 for the three degrees
of freedom.

The ini t ia l values can also be verified as follows: For instance, for
the rocking degree of freedom, the rate of the rotation 'p of the disk for
t - 04 can be formulated in analogy to equation 44 as

Hi) - f Lw (53)

where cp is the congressional wave velocity c > /(A+ZGJ/o" with X « Lane
parameter and I * na*/4. The moment K(t) is a Dirac function. The tine inte-
gral of equation 53 results in

(54)
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Fig. 10: Dynamic-flexibility coefficient
in time domain, halfspace, v - 1/3,

a) horizontal
5? b) vertical

c) rocking

Normalising with the static value 3(i-v)/(86a*), equation 54 is transformed
to
«. • + ík 32 S

5 p
For v * 1/3, the right-hand side of equation 55 equals 2.546. For the hori-
zontal and vertical degrees of freedom, F(t»O+)a/cs equal ÍJ/{M(?-V}) antí
4c$/ln(l-v)c J, respectively.

To demonstrate the difficulties associated with the high-frequency be-
haviour of the dynamic-stiffness coefficient when performing the inverse
transform, the vertical degree of freedom of the circular disk on the half-
space with v > 1/3 is discussed. The three-parameter model with I « ü.i is
used. Substituting the complex elastic constants into the dimensionalised



form of the high-frequency expansion of the dynamic-stiffness coefficient
of Reference 1? leads for the vertical direction to

s 1.482 • i • (0.786 - (56)

This singular part can be interpreted as a viscous damper and a spring. For
the regular part, no analytical expansion valid for high frequencies is
available (ctju.ition 56). Analogously as discussed for the rod (equation 35),
the dynamic-stiffness coefficient in the tine domain equals

S(t) = — 1(0.786 - 1.482
dt

(57)

where g(t)_c /a represents the integral of the regular part evaluated n
ically. g(t) is plotted in Figure 11. The result is hardly satisfactory.

-20.
-i.

Fig. 11: Regular part of vertical
dynamic-stiffness coefficient in t i i
domain, haIfspace, v * 1/3,
three-parameter model, c * 0.1

DIMENSIONLESS TIME

The dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain for the rigid
circular disk of radius a resting on the surface of a layer bui l t - in at i ts
base am discussed next. This system and the haIfspace examined before re-
present the two limiting cases of a site. The depth of the layer is selected
equal to the radius. Pension's ratio = 1/3. The stat ic-f lexibi l i ty coeffi-
cients of the halfspace (ano not of the layer) are used to "non-dimensiona-
lise" the corresponding dynamic-flexibility coefficients of the built - in
layer which are shown in Figure 12. The models used for material damping and
the selected damping factors are specified in the figure. The reflections of
the waves at the base of the layer leud to strong oscillations in F ( t ) . The
early-time behaviour of the f lexibi l i ty of the haIfspace and that of the
layer are identical for the same material model and damping factor; in par-
ticular the maxima are the same.

In arv actual non-linear analysis, the dynamic-stiffness coefficient is
often approximated with a spring and a viscous damper whose coefficients are
frequency-independent. For Instance, for the rocking degree of freedom of a
disk on an undamped halfspace, the following equation applies;
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k + i a co (58)

with k * 1 and c * 0.15. The corresponding dynamic-flexibility coefficient
t(i) determined from equation 48 with F(a0) * 1/S(a0) is compared to the
rigorous value of Figure 10 in Figure 13. As c * 0.15 does not correspond to
the asymptotic value of S(a0) (inverse of equation 52c, aoi/2.546), the
value differs significantly for t * 0*.
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4. COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE

For the temporal discretisation of the basic equation of motion (equa-
tion 6 ) , the explicit-integration procedure is used. The method as applied
to a non-linear structure is well known and wil l not be repeated. To cal -
culate the interaction forces of the unbounded soil at time ni t {R 0 ) n , con-
volution integrals of the form / [St>b(t>T)]{ub(T)}di have to be determined,
whereby (u D ( i ) l up to nAt is known. {\uhn follows from the known displace-
ments, velocities and accelerations at time (n-l)At using the central-dif-
ference operator.) The singular part (which does nol involve a convolution
integral) and the regular part are straightforwardly evaluated. As S 0 D ( t )
vanishes for a haIfspace for t larger than a certain value (Figure I T ) , the
convolution integral does not necessarily have to be calculated from T » 0
for this si te. For real ist ic structures having severo1 degrees of freedom
and with a rigid base, the computational effort for evaluating the convolu-
tion integrals is of minor importance.

An analogous formulation to equation 2 can be derived using a f l e x i -
b i l i ty formulation for the contribution of the s o i l , together with the direct-
stiffness method for the structure and the irregular soil region. The contri-
bution of the unbounded soil is formulated, analogously as in equation 3,
as

- {ujj(t)} dt (59)

Assuming a constant temporal variation of the concentrated interaction forces
over the nth time step (0 < t1 < At)

(60)

the equation 59, formulated for time nAt, leads to
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'ibWj ibWn
with

At
/ [^ ( (^ -OAt - i 1 ) ] dr« (62)
0

In the algorithm, {R5}} for i = 1» 2, . . .n-1 are known.
Starting from the known motion of the unbounded soil at time (n-i)At, the
displacements at time nAt, iug)n, are calculated as above. Equation 61 can
then be solved for the unknown interaction forces i%)

No inversion has to be performed, as [F^] is a diagonal matrix. [F[L]Õ
is identified as the instantaneous dynamic-stiffness matrix (= [Sbblo/-

For a lumped-mass matrix, the acceleration follows as

It should be pointed out that when using a f lexibil i ty formulation for
the contribution of the so i l , the scattered motion luj((t)) has to be cal-
culated. As this is by definition a linear problein.it is appropriate* to work
in the frequency domain. Analogously, as in equations 4 and b

<»)> (65)

can be formulated. The amplitudes of the scattered motion in the frequency
domain (u?(w)) fellow from those of the free-field motion as

(66>

5. STRUCTURE WITH BASE ISOLATION

As an example, the simple structure shown in Figure 14 with mass m with
and without base isolation, is investigated. 3/4 m is concentrated at the
height h. The mass moment of inertia associated with the rocking degree of
freedom at the rigid circular basemat of radius a equals 1/4 a Si. For a
structure with base isolation, half of the mass at the basemat (» m/4) is
assigned to both parts of i t . The fixed-base frequency and the damping ratio
of the structure without the base isolation equal 4 Hz and 0.07, respective-
ly. The non-linear isolation mechanism acting in the horizontal direction
and located between the upper and lower basemats consist? of Ncoprene pads,
resulting in a frequency of 1 Hz, and friction plates with a coefficient of
0.17. The following parameters apply: a/c s * 0.06 $, h/a • 1.5, m/(paJ) * 3
(t> «mass density of so i l ) . Horizontal and vertical artificial time-histo-
ries which follow the US-NRC response spectra, both normalised to Q.?1 g.
are used. The soil is modelled as a haIfspace without material damping (Fig-
ure 10) and also as a layer built-in at i ts base with the depth equal to the

Oft
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structure
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radius using a Voigt model with I * 0.02 (Figure 12). Poisson's ratio v » 1/3.

Calculations are performed not only with the rigorous procedure based
on the convolution integral but also approximately, using (frequency-inde-
pendent) springs and viscous dampers to represent the soil. The static-spring
coefficient and the damping coefficient for high frequency are used. As is
visible from Table 1 for the (linear) structure without base isolation, the
approximate method works better for the halfspace than for the layer, as,
in the latter case, the dynamic-stiffness coefficients depend strongly on
the frequency. Another choice of the frequency-independent coefficients of
the springs and dampers, e.g. evaluated at the fundamental frequencies, would
result in a better agreement. For the non-linear case, the two procedures
lead to similar results, as the influence of the soil is diminished for a
structure with base isolation.

Horizontal at Top

Horiitoniitl tit Vppur

Horizontal at Lower

Vertical

Without Ba*e Isolat ion

llalf*p»c«

Convolution
Integral

0.415

0.245

0.245
0.27)

Spring and
Daqprr

O.SbO

0.234

0.234

0.262

Layer

Convolution
Integral .

0.860

0.240

0.240

0.49»

Spring ami

0.511

0.247

0.247

0.315

With Kate Isolat ion

Halfspace

Convolution
Integral

0.1S9

0.251

0.271

0.273

Spring ami
poapcr

O.IM

0.223

0.2S4

0.262

Table 1: Maximum total acceleration [g]
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6. INFLUENCE FUNCTION

The alternative formulation to be discussed in the second part of this
lecture uses directly influence functions in the time domain.

The displacement field as a function of time resulting from a vertical
and from a horizontal unit-impulse point load (Dirac function in time and
space) applied within a horizontally layered halfspice (figuro lfj) is cal-
culated using integral transforms. Introducing cylindrical coordinates r, 0,
z, a field variable with the vector {f(r,o,z,t)} is transformed to if( ,
as follows. The transformation from the time to the frequency domain is per-
formed using the Fourier transform. The field variable is expanded in a
Fourier series in the circumferential direction 0 (integer n = 0, 1, 2, ...)
and into Bessel functions involving the wave number k in the radial direc-
tion r (References 13, 1). The following transform pair applies

{f(k,n,a»)} * ar / r fCfkr)] / ÍD(no)J{f(r,Q,a))} do dr
r«O " O«0

if(r,0,w)} « E [D(nO)J / k[Cn(kr)]{f(k,n,ü>)} dk
nn*0

/
k=0

n(n

(67a)

(67b)

The argument z has been omitted for the sake of conciseness. The scalar an
is the normalisation factor, which is equal to \llv for n * 0 and 1/TT for
n / 0. [D(n©)] contains the sine and cosine functions of no on the diagonal.
The matrix [C (kr)] is defined as

[Cn(kr)J (68)

where Jn(kr) denotes the Bessel function of order n of the f irst kind.
Assembling the dynamic-stiffness matrices of the individual layers and of
the halfspace results in the matrix of the s i te [S(k,w)J. It turns out that
the dynamic-stiffness matrices are independent of the Fourier index n (Ref-
erences 13, 1). The discretised dynamic-equilibrium equation of the s i te re-
sults in

[S(k,w)]{u(k,n,e>)} » {P(k,n,u)} (69)

where {u} and {P} denote the vectors of the displacements and external loads
at the Interfaces between the layers.

As an example, the vertical point load R(t), whose Fourier transform
1s denoted as R(u>), which acts at the interface (depth z-f) is examined
(Figure 14). Only the zeroth symmetric Fourier term (n * 0) resulting in
constant values around the circumference arises. Formulating equation 67a
for the loads and making use of equation 68 lead to the load in the (k,w)
domain
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k l r
(70)

) represents the only non-zero term of {P(k,u>)} of equation 69. Solving
the latter for the displacement at interface j leads to

R(k,ro)

where F(k,o>) denotes the (in-plane) dynamic-flexibility coefficients.
u(k,(t>) and w(k,w) represent the radial and vertical displacements in the
{k,(.i)-domain.
Tito inverse transformation leading to u(r,n>) and w(r,a>) follows from equa-
tion 67b, formulated for the displacements at interface j.

u(k,u>)

w(r,w)

Substituting equation 71 in equation 72 results in

w(r,o) •v~v F_(k,a») J0(kr)

dk (72)

( /
k=0

dk) (73)

Applying the inverse Fourier transform to equation 73 leads to u(r,t) and
w(r,t).

For the sake of illustration, the unit-impulse point load is applied
on the free surface of an undamped homogeneous halfspace, and the corre-
sponding displacements are evaluated at the free surface. The vertical dis-
placement resulting from a vertical point load is addressed (Lamb's problem).
The temporal variation of the point load 1s represented by a Gaussian dis-
tribution.

R(t)
2/ifo

(74)

For the parameter o approaching zero» R(t) converges to the Dirac delta func-
tion 6(t) . The corresponding Fourier transform is equal to

R(w) • / R(t) exp(-iwt) dt - exp(-oV) (75)

The dynamic-flexibility coefficient F^k,to) appearing in equation 73 follows
for the present case from the Inversion of the In-plane dynamic-stiffness
-matrix of the halfspace (References 13, 1, 14)
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k'fk'-k*)^
FwJk'w> * - 7 - J EF5 —Tf- <76>

"" e (2k2-kpMk2(k2-k2) (k2-k|p

where G is the shear modulus. ks and k» are defined as

k = £. (77a) t « f " (77b)
s K p

c and c denote the shear-wave and di1atational-wave velocities.
w(r,t) follows from the inverse Fourier transform of w(r,u>)
w(r,t) = ^ / w(r,w) exp(iwt) dm (78)

Substituting the second row of equation 73 in equation 78 and using equation
75 lead to

»(r,t) = X / exp(tet-oV)( J k F (k,u) J (kr) dk) &> (79)
H7T

 w = - • k = 0
This expression can be simplified introducing dimensionless variables.

tc - X (80a) a = — (ÜOb)
s cs

- t cs - ° cs

t»-~ (80c) o =-jH- (80d)

Substituting equation 80 in equation 79 results in

w(r,t) = ̂ j . w(t) (81)

where
"(*) • ' 4̂ 7 / ao exp(iaot-5

2aj)
aos" °'

*( Jo ( e r - u ^ v M ^ ^ V ^ J°(r'ao) dK) da° (82)

with

Y . ! i • ( 8 J ,
CP

The evaluation of the integral ovt*r K in equation U2 is not straight forward.
The denominator of the integrand represents the Rayleigh equation, which
exhibits poles and branch points. Making use of the properties of Bessel func-
tions, the integration bound can be made f in i te (Reference 15).

The influence function w(t) is plotted for Y • 0.5, corresponding to
Poisson's.ratio « 1/3, in Figure 16, usingji • 0.02. No material damping is
introduced. The arrival of the P-wave at . t « 0.S is clearly vis ible, the
arrivals of S- and R-wavcs just jbove Í « 1 cannot be separated.
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7. INSTANTANEOUS DYNAMIC-STIFFNESS MATRIX

The concept of the indirect boundary-element method to model the soil
as described for harmonic motion in References 1 .id 16 is generalised for
an analysis in the time domain. A surface structure is first addressed. The
structure-soil interface is discretised using boundary elements compatible
with the adjacent finite-element model of the structure. The subscript b
denotes the variables associated with these nodes.

The nth step leading from time (n-l)At, where all variables are known,
to time nAt proceeds as follows. The loading {p(stt')}n, which acts during
the nth step (0 < t' < At) on the boundary elements, is specified as

(p($.f)} ip}n (84)

Here, s denotes symbolically a point on the structure-soil interface and
[L(s)] represents the selected interpolation function. ip) n denotes the loads
associated with the nth step, which are assumed to be constant. The corre-
sponding surface displacements {up(s,s',t')}n at time t =» (n-1)At+f result-
ing from the loading (p(s',t)} acting at the point denoted by s' follow
from the convolution integral

t
i"p(s,s',f)}n « / [F(s,s',t-T)]{p(s',T)) dx (85)

K 0
[F(s,s',t)] contains the Green's functions as defined in equations 81 and 82,
where r denotes the distance between the two points s' and s. Substituting
equation U4 formulated for all time steps and integrating equation 85 over
the boundary elements (coordinate s') lead to

• [a(s.f)]0{p}n<u p(i,f)) n

[g(s,r)jft{p>, (86)



An clement in [g(s,t')]n.j contains the displacements as a function of s
and t' (during the nth time step) resulting from the corresponding load {p},-
distributed in space and time as specified in equation 81.

At
l9(*,f)]n... = J(/[F(S,s',(n-i)At+t'-i')][L(s')} ds') dx' (87)

As all {pjj up to i = n-1 are known, the first termon the right-hami sirtc
of equation 86 can be evaluated and is denoted as íü (s , t ' ) ) n .

The nodes associated with the dynamic-stiffness matrix dre denoted with
the subscript b. In principle, they are independent of those of the loads.
The corresponding shape functions [N(s)| relate the nodal values of the dis-
placements (U5(t ' ) jn to the displacements of the structure-soil interface
(u(s,t ' ))n(relative to the specified scattered motion (u[H, which is equal
for a surface structure to that of the free field iu£l). In an explicit a l -
gorithm, {u b ( t ' ) } n can be calculated from the known motion at (n-l)At (cen-
tral difference operator).

iu(s,f)}n . [N(s)li«ib(f)}n (88)

As only a finite number of load intensities can be introduced at. dis-
tinct time steps, the displacement-boundary condition on the structure-soil
interface S cannot be satisfied exactly (i.e. in every point on S for every
t'), but only in an average sense as
At T

' s . f ) } , , - {u(s,f)}n) ds d f = 0 (89)J J p , , }n)

The matrix [W(s,t')J denotes the weighting function, for which various choic-
es are possible. As equation 89 is used to determine the loads fp}_, the
following selection is appropriate

[W(s,t')J * [L(s)J (90)

Substituting equations 90, 86 and 88 in equation 89 leads to

where

[6j « - ç / J[L(s)]T [g(s, t ' ) ] 0 ds d f (92)
o S

[T] • /[L(s)]TfN(s)J ds (93)

b n À W no

i D } n * I t J JíL(s)]T{ü(s,t')}ndsdf (95)
o S

Equation 91 represents the generalised stress-displacement relationship. The
flexibi l i ty matrix [G], which depends only on the Green's function of the



first tinv? step, is symmetric. This ran be verified by using Maxwell-Betti's
reciprocity law.

As is well known from virtual work considerations applied in finite-
element analysis, the concentrated loads at time nAt are obtained as

«Vn = .f-At)) (96)

Substituting equation 84 in equation 96 and solving equation 91 for {p}n re-
sult in

It can

(Vn
with

iSbJo

b n

be rewritten as
t

» ft" [ i I at \

DO 0 D •!

! A t t

' ' 0

At
df - d f

<98>

(99)

(100)

(101)

Tne instantaneous stiffness matrix [SbbJ0 *
s symmetric and is independent of

the time step for a constant At. {u*)n is the averaged total displacement
of the nth time step. For each time step, f%> n has to be recalculated,
evaluating the convolution integrals. The equation 98 should be compared
with equation 63.
The same relationship can also be derived starting with the reciprocity law.
In an explicit time integration, equation 98 is applied to calculate the un-
known interaction forces of the soil (RK)»*

The computational procedure can be generalised to the analysis of em-
bedded foundations, based on the indirect boundary-element method [16, 1].
The load's are applied on the so-called source line, which is always offset
toward the soil region to be excavated, in the limit by an infinitesimal
amount. Besides calculating the displacements {u }, the tractions also have
to be determined on the structure-soil interface? This corresponding coef-
ficient matrix is used as the weighting function.

8. FLEXIBILITY OF RIGID CIRCULAR DISC

The flexibility coefficients in the time domain in the three transla-
tions! and rotational directions at the centre of a rigid massless circular
disk of radius a resting on the surface of an undamped elastic ha If space with
Poisson's ratio 1/3 are calculated. Relaxed contact is assumed.
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The contact area is discretised into 112 square elements (see figure
19). At f i r s t , the rigid-body constraint defined by

{ub ( t ) ) = [A]{uo(t)} (10?)

is introduced in the force-displacement relationship (equation 93). {uo>
contains the six degrees of freedom of the r ig id disk. Solving for {uo}n

leads to

Q contains the corresponding prescribed forces, i .e. a Dirac-delta func-
tion (distributed over the f i r s t time step). For the f i r s t time step, the
last term of equation 103 vanishes. For a l l other time steps, the loads {pi
are self-equi l ibrat ing. They affect the subsequent time steps through {D}n

(equations 95 and 86).

As an example,the non-dimensional vertical f l e x i b i l i t y coefficient in
the t^tie domain a/csF(t) is plotted versus the dimensionless time t - tc£/a
in Figure M. The f l ex ib i l i t y coefficient is divided by the static value
(1-v)/(4Ga) (denoted as F( t ) ) . This solution using boundary elements in the
time domain agrees well with the result determined by the inverse transform
of the f l e x i b i l i t y coefficient in the frequency domain. The la t te r , shown as
a dashed l ine, is discussed in Section 4 (Figure 10b).

9. STRUCTURE WITH PARTIAL BASEMAT UPLIFT

For severe earthquakes, large overturning moments arise which may lead
to tension in part of the area of contact of the baseroat of the structure and
of the s o i l , according to a calculation based on a linear theory. As tension
is incompatible with the constitutive law of soi ls , the bastmat w i l l become
part ia l ly separated from the underlying so i l . A thorough discussion of this
par t ia l -up l i f t phenomenon lies outside the scope of this paper. The reader
is referred to References 17, 18 and 19, where approximate procedures using
springs and dampers with frequency-independent coefficients are described.

For the purpose of i l l us t ra t ion , i t is sufficient to examine the behaviour
of the simple structure with a r ig id basemat resting on the surface of a
haIfspace shown in Figure 14. The base isolation is omitted. The parameters
are described in Section b. Horizontal and vertical a r t i f i c i a l time histories
which follow the US-NRC response spectra, normalised to 0.4 g and 0.267 g,
respectively, are used. Vertically incident waves are assumed.

The computational method proceeds as follows. For the ntli step, the
total displacements (u£(t ' ) }n and thus {u j ) n at the centre of the basemat
are calculated from the motion at time (n-l)At using the central difference
operator, in analogy to equation 102, the displacements iu^)n of a l l bound-
ary elements relative to the free f ie ld { u f l n (which is equal to (u?l_ for
this case) follow as (equation 100) D D "



[A] represents the rigid body constraints. 112 square boundary elements are
used in the actual calculation {Figure 19). The force-displacement relation-
ship of equation 98 still applies, wiich is repeated for the sake of con-
venience

»Vn
(105)

It is computationally advantageous to work with point loads concentrated at
the centre of the boundary elements instead of with distributed loads (equa-
tion 84). This results in a diagonal instantaneous stiffness matrix l^bJ0
(for a sufficiently small time step). Equation 105 is evaluated for all
boundary elements. If tension arises, the corresponding components are set
equal to zero. In addition, if the resultant shear force exceeds the allow-
able value (= normal force multiplied by the friction coefficient), the cor-
responding modification is performed. To be able to calculate {Rt>}n. the
history of the updated loads on the boundary elements {p)i (i*l,2,...n-l) is
needed. Formulating equilibrium leads to the resultant soil reactions at the
centre of the baseaat.

iRo]n <Vn (106)

For a lumped mass matrix, the total accelerations at the centre of the
Uasemat follow as (see also equation 64)

»n + {Ro}n> ( 1 0 7 )

(M J represents the (diagonal) mass matrix of the structure corresponding
tooothe degrees of freedom of the bascmat. {P 0) n denotes the corresponding
(internal) forces of the structure evaluated at time rtAt.

This algorithm is remarkably simple when compared with the approximate
methods of References 17 and 19. However, the computational effort in eval-
uating the convolution integrals affecting {\}n in equation 105 is sub-
stantial, although, at least for a halfspace, the influence functions are
non-zero in a limited range only (Figure 16).

PflRUflL UPLIFT FULL CONTACT PARTIAL UPLIFT FULL CONTACT

TIME l ( • )

Fig. 18: Time history of total soil reaction
a) Vertical force (factor pi*) b) Overturning moment (factor pa*)
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Tor the following results for the simple structure shown in figure 14.
slipping is disregarded. No uplift occurs during the f i rs t second of the
tine history. The time histories of the vert ici l soil reaction and of the
Overturning moment in the following t.5 s are plotted in Figure ?8. Tor in-
stance, the values of the vertical soil reaction shown in Figure 18a speci-
fied in m/s* have to be multiplied by the factor pa3 given in the caption
to obtain the actual results. Partial uplift, occurn during most of the time.
Compared to the linear analysis, a significant intnviso of tlu» vertical nun-
tion occurs, leading to high-frequency oscillations. The elevation of the
basemat and tin. vertical soil pressure shortly after upl i f t has started are
plotted in Figure 19.

-10
-20
-30

(mm]
UPLIFT

. „ _ ._ . 1
CONTACT

Fig. 19: Elevation of basemat and
vertical soil pressure ([r,i/s2],
factor pa) at t = 1.10 s

10. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. The basic equation of motion to analyse the interaction of a non-linear
structure and an irregular soil with the linear unbounded soil is formu-
lated in the time domain. The contribution of the unbounded soil in-
volves convolution integrals of the dynamic-stiffness coefficients in
the time domain and the corresponding motions.

2. Also for non-linear soil-structure-interaction analysis, the seismic
environment is defined by the free-field motion deterr^ned on tho inter-
face between the discretised and unbounded regions based on a linear ana-
lysis (from a practical point of view).

3. The dynamic-stiffness coefficient in the time domain, i .e. the force re-
quired to produce a unit-impulse displacement, is calculated as the in-
verse Fourier transform of the corresponding value In the frequency
domain. The latter 's asymptotic behaviour for high frequencies determines
the singular part whose transformation exists only in the sense of a dis-
tribution. Certain terms of the singular part can be interpreted as a
spring and a viscous damper and others wil l lead to convolution integrals
involving the velocities and the accelerations.

4. As the dynamic-flexibility coefficient in the frequency domain converges
to zero for the frequency approaching inf in i ty , the corresponding coef-
ficient in the time domain, i .e. the displacement caused by a unit-im-
pulse force, is simpler to calculate, as no singular part exists.
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The Sal ient features of f-!u> dyntvnic-st i t fness .»nd f l e x i b i l i t y c o e f f i -
c ients i n the time doaaift ar«? i l l u s t r a t e d «sing the s e m i - i n f i n i t e rod
wi th exponent ia l ly incnias imj area, f o r which ana l y t i ca l expressions
general ly e x i s t . Mater ia l damping is introduced using the correspondence
principle.

The dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain arc calculated
for .» H<ji<J (.imitar «IKl. resting on the '.iirf.it;** of .1 halfspnrc and of
a layer bui l t - in at i ts base. The three-parameter Kelvin and the Voigt
models arc used to represent material

7. it. C4u be appropriate to establish the basic equation of motion using
A f lex ib i l i ty formulation for the contribution of the unbounded so i l ,
together with the direct-stiffness method for the structure and the i r -
regular so i l . The interaction forces nf the unbounded soil in the ex*
piicit-integration alnorithm involve convolution integrals of the
dynamic-flexibility coefficients in the time domain and the interaction
forces at previous time steps.

8. Alternatively, the influence functions (Green's functions) in the time
domain of the layered halfspace can be used directly in the computation-
al procedure. The displacement-force relationships (dynamic-flexibility
coefficients) in the time domain are calculated using the indirect bound-
ary-element method, which is based on a weighted-residual technique and
involves these Green's functions.

i>. The displacements (and for an embedded foundation also the surface trac-
tions) have to be determined along the structure-soil interface and are
caused by unit-impulse point forces. Those Green's functions for the
lo.id acting at the surface (and for an embedded foundation at the inte-
rior of a layered halfspacc) a**c calculated usiny the integral-transform
technique.

10. I t is computationally eff icient to reduce the number of the degrees of
freedom as far as possible in the frequency domain before transforming
into the time domain. For a rigid three-dimensional basemat, the degrees
of freedom affecting the convolution integrals are thus reduced to six.

! 1 . As an example of a non-linear soil-structure-interact ion analysis, the
partial upl i f t of the basemat of a structure is examined.

12. As the convolution integrals have to be recalculated for each time step,
the computational effort in this rigorous procedure is substantial. A
reduction can be achieved by simplifying the Green's function by "con-
centrating" the region of influence. Alternatively, assuming a speci-
fied wave pattern, a coupled system of springs and dashpots with f re-
quency-independent coefficients can be used as an approximation.
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SWMAKV:

The foundation-structure interaction is very important for the dyna-

mical analysis of structures due to the high influence of the stiffness

and dnnping of the foundation on their dynamical characteristics.

This interaction can be modelled by using springs and dampers which

represent the stiffness and the daRping of the foundation respectively.

In the particular case when the plate can be considered as rigid and

it is founded on a linear elastic and homogeneous material, the formula de

rived from the half space theory can be employed. In other cases numerical

nethods are used.

In this paper a general procedure for the determination of the spring

constants and danping coeficientes which represent the foundation-structu-

re interaction is presented. According to this procedure it is possible to

determine the variation of the stiffness and danping with the frequency

for flexible foundation slabs by employing the equivalent rigid slab con -

o»pt. It is also possible to determine thn distribution of the springs oJonj

tho foundation.

The results obtained for the reactor building of a NPP of 1300 MW PWR

of KWU type taking into account the flexibility of the foundation slab is

presented as an application example of tht« procedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intercut on the determination of t i e dynamic s t i f f n e s s of a foun

dot ion inerooHt-Vl ouiii>i«Vif;ibly with tl*> large sca le const ruc t ion of nuclear

power p l a n t s .

Whenever i t i s poss ib l e , the s u b s t i t u t i o n of a conplete dynamic ana-

l y s i s by a simple analy^i.*; of a iw.-lcl in which tit? soi l - foundat ion i n t e r -

action i s represented by the foundation s t i f f n e s s i s reconuended.

Whenever t !v ricjid foundation assumption i s acceptable and the hypo-

t h e s i s of semi - in f in i t e , l i n e a r , e l a s t i c and homogeneous foundation ground

i s v a l i d , the foundation frequency independent s t i f f n e s s can be e a s i l y d e -

termined applying the half space theory [ 1 J .

Velctsou 12] (3J presented frequency dependent s t i f f n e s s for c i r -

cular ricjid foundation!;.

Many otU.T works intended I IHSÜ.' tiotiulLts for otlter foundation Í;IU|*':!

and for layered medium.

Wlion t l » r ig id foundation assunption i s not v a l i d , i . e the foundati

on p l a t e Is f lexible i f uunixircil with t\m e l a s t i c l iulf-spacc, t i c a.ra. aiin

p l i f i e d aijproaches can not be arjplied.

Recently, r e s u l t s for f l ex ib l e foundations were presented by Luco

[ 4 ] . 'llie determination of t ie stiffness of flexible foundations docs not

present theoretical difficulties but only practical limitations.

The oonputational costs are large because the determination of the

dynamic stiffness require the solution of several dynamic problems, one

for each degree of freedom of the foundation plate, luco [ 4 ] suggested

that the flexible foundation problem could be substituted by an equivalent

rigid foundation problem.

In the present work, IUOO'S suggestion is adopted and in order to de-

termino the equivalent rigid plate an approximate procedure is propcxjcd.

2. PROPOSED PROQDURL*

In this section a procedure for the determination of the foundation

stiffness and its distribution along the foundation plate is described,

1. The stiffness is calculated based on the half space theory considering
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the foundation plate as rigid.This stiffness will be desiccated ;is Khs*

2. using the finite element method and considering the foundation plate

uy rigid, the static stiffness of the foundation can be obtained as
Kfc s ? (l)

where P is the static force (or ntwient)applied to the foundation and y is

th^ displacement, (or rotation) of tlie rigid plate.

"). The aun of steps 1 and ? is to determine the accuracy of the finite

ok-m^nt. method for tlie mesh defined in item 2. A factor C= K ^ (2) can be

iiefined in order to correct tht? results to be obtained using the actual

stiffness of the foundation plate due to approximations inherent to the

f inile element method. It is assunixl hc>re that the correction factor

(VU-iiiiined for rigid plate can be appliod ai»? for thv» flexible plate.

-I. in i liiü uU*t> the* fvtittix'u:; iiixl itu distribution aloncj tlx? foundation

phite is calculated using the sane model as in item 2 but considering the

actual stiffness of the foundation plate. The ground under the structure

could lx* tiiibstitutod IJV springs ami dampen; since with both nodels the

bcji;o pli;te ejqxsrimcnts the same deformation. 'Hie procedure to determine the

discrete springs ki connected at point i with an influence area Â  can

\K sunmorized as follows:

.i. Vertical stiffness

.i.l The loads of the structure are transferred to the base plate through

th.' walls. In case of tho existence of several walls connected to the base

plate, an uniform distribution of loads (p) (fig. 1-a) can bo considered

M u good op^noxijnation. For thia distribution and with the help of trie

finite elenent ncthod, the displacements yj. at the nrxlal points under the

pUite cam bo determined. The stiffness nf a vortical spring wliich acts at

mxki] point i, will IJC calculated oat

Ki * l' OsL. »)
yvi

a.2 Tht; value of this stiffness ha3 to be corrected to reduce the

^approximations inherent to tic finite ulenwit iicthod

kvi B Cy kyi (4)
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Figure 1-a and 1-b

b. Itocking stiffness

b.l The load p is distributed in this case in such a way to reproduce

a moment (figure 1-b)

The vertical stiffness which represents the rocking stiffness of the

plate is :

' P -ÍL (5)
Vv.fi

b.2 Corrected stiffness

b.3 Considering that the vertical springs calculated through equation (4)

contribute to the rockinq stiffness, the additional rocking stiffness has

to be determined.

Where <^ ky^^ is the additional vertical stiffness at point i to produce the

correct rocking stiffness. As it is not possible to consider additional

vertical stiffness in order not to change the vertical structural behaviour,
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Lhj (Yjuivalcnt rocking stiffness (k,pi) to be appi ics\ at. point i will !x?
determined «•is:

whom Ui i s tin? dis tance from nodal {joint i lo the ax i s about which the

roekiivi occurr..

<;. Horizontal s t i f fnes s

TIx? foundation p la t e i s cons jdemi r i q i d in t h i s c i s e and tliorcfòro

l !v ííl.iffnrPí.; of i\f vihoir fovirhlnl ion (k|,) i«; c i t cu l i to»! .̂ >{».!yirvt Ux> luilf

i'-pvic* tlj-ory.

l i o nntVil f1ir;l;riU»t ion i:i olAaimvl propnrt.icn.illy t o f.u*h infliicntv

khi - kn ̂ i (9)
At

wlvro Aj. jr. the total area of tlx» foundation.

d. Torsion

As in thfi caso of horizontal stiffness, trvi tor.'iion stiffness (Kt) i s
'kji-ormirxxi itilncj tin ri'fkl plate .luuunf'tion. 'ííw lorizonlal at if tntsti
i.x>:itributcs to the torsional stiffness with:

kth ' >N fchl
T|f n 0 )

w!x»rr Tj i.:; the distance from ncxioi joint i to tlx' torsion center and N is
t:>* nimilxjr of nodal pointy of t)v foundation plate.

Tlie missing torsional stiffm•.•;•.;

A k t •• k t - k t h ("•)

Ivi3 to bo considered.
r>. As i t is known, the stiffness of a foundation is a function of the
natural frequencies.

However, repeating a l l the above described steps for different?
tvirnonic loads results in an expensive method. Due to this fact and
iollowitvj Lucn \A), the adoption of an ecjuivalent rigid foundation is
proposed.

An the correction of the foundation stiffness for rigid plates is
{'?.), [i], it As possible to correct the stiffness as function of the
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frequency through the equivalent calculated rigid platv concept.

6. Another ortvitnUKp- of LU_> equivalent i i«jul pinto i s that Itsu^a»

to determine also the donping of tin? foundation as a function of

frequencies.

3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION

The determination of the stiffnesr, of the foundation of a typical reactor

building founded on s t i f f rock is presented L\S C simple application of

th is procedure.

Only the ver t ica l and rocking stiffness will be detonnined in order to

analyse tiki flexible behaviour of tlm foundation pla te . Ti*? found.iLLon

consists of a circular two meters thick pi.Tr» v/ith 30 r»>tors of radius (R).

The concreto has a modulus of Young E of 30 x 106 KM/nr* and a Poisson's

ra t io of 0-25. The shear nodulusof the fouixlation ground i s 10 x 10^

and \)=0-30.

TÍXÍ atructure and i t s foumiation are representcil Uiroufjh the* f ini te

nodel dcscrifcxxl in figure 2.

Due to tin special characteristic» of the reactor building, tluj properties

of svimi'try were eonsiden?d. Only tit; main wall of tlx? reactor building

wure UihL'n into «Jctt>tinL br . iux- , in Lhii; c\uk.', only tin» inflik'no' of ih-

structure on tht? stiffness of the foundation plato is to Lo

3.1 Vertical stiffness

According to t t e half spiice tiioory, ttie vert ical .stiffness i s

kvnB = 4 C3R » 1.71 x 109 m/m (12)
TTv

Considering tiia f in i te eleiiunt nudel presented in figure 2 and, in order to

fulf i l the rigid plato condition, a largo modulus of Young was considerai

for the foundation p la te , the foundation stiffness was determined

using tl-e f ini te e]i>iicnt program /\SIKD. (C].

» 2.11 X 109 IC.i/r.i

Cbn-scquontly, the correction factor is

Cy a Kyhg » 0.B1 (13)
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Considering the actual properties of tho foundation pJate, using the

sane finite element model, the displacements for o lood p̂ lKN/m2 were

determined. The calculation of the vertical stiffness and its distribution

is shown in Table 1.

NODE
i

56

57

58

41

24

12

7

8

R i

0

5.40

10.

15.

20.2

23.65

27.

30.

22.9

163.23

304.47

482.02

537.46

504.56

535.82

275.55

TABt£ 1

Yvi IO"6

2.21

2.05

1.92

1.77

1.60

1.44

1.39

1.15

K*vi 107

1.04

7.96

15.86

27.23

33.59

35.04

38.55

23.96

*vi 107

0.84

6.45

L2.84

22.06

27.21

28.38

31.22

19.41

V T M 8 1.48 109 KN/m

The equivalent rigid plate can be calculated as R» 1^ (1-V) _ 26.6m

4G
3.2 Rocking stiffness

The xocking stiffness for a circular rigid foundation plate i s :

8 1.03 x 1012 KMn (14)
3U-V)

Employing the sane finite elenent nesh as previously, the rotation
the plate considered rigid was determined for an applied moment M.
The rocking stiffness can be calculated as

of

Ku£e s M (15)

To simulate the nonent M, an uniformly distributed load p»l and p* -1 was
considered at each semicircle (figure 3)
The moment caused by this distribution is
M = 4 pRJ (16)
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•11»' » >aJ p ik>íu.*iilixl pn;vloa'$ly vxva tianyfoiniNl Ln N lex*'"

distributed in the N rings of radius Rj ln order to satisfy requirements

of the cocputer program ASHSD.These loads were expanded by Eburier's series.

. i . . . m
A total of nine terms of the Fburier's serie was considered to

approximate tho distributed load. Ftor cadi ring of radius R̂  the influence
arm Â  ̂ ntj tlv perinetor 2ffRi »ere considered.

J"
/ / / / f/SS/SA

fir)

Fbr this load condition and considering a rigid foundation plate the

rocking stiffness was obtained applying (15)

-. 1.277 x 10u Win

The correction factor C,. 0.81 (18)

was calculated.

The fact that Cy * Cr should be considered as casual.

The procedure presented fr> section 2 has to be followed. In the case

of on axicsymnctric structure, due -to ccnputer program limitations, a cons-

tant stiffness along each ring has to be used. Therefore some changes have

to \n introduced.
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Bar each urea Aj.j (i = nurber of nodal point, j= matter of circular
sector) shown in figure 4 a vertical stiffness is determined.

FIGURE 4

(19)

(20;

Tte rocking stiffnisa K^j wfüch corrcspomls to Ky ĵ is

Ktfij (21)

The stiffness for each rim/ i

2 f-2-
j l

(22)
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1b have constant vertical stiffness along each ring, i t i s
necessary that

Yvij = constant for a l l j

As this is true only for small iprit. is necessary to define only one
displacement for each ring i .

I t is proposed the following approximation

in

«23,

Yvi 5 -
/
jVl

vi 5 -
cos1

j i istüleU by L1*Í followimj rt.M.«»ns:

- Yv^j = constant for saull values of iP .

- the influence of K^j in the vicinity of 90° has no influence in the
total K« .̂ .
- Ktfi varies with cos2ip and with _^ ^

yvij

Cbnsidering now YVij « Yvj_ - constant for each i

n
K 5n R i 2 im i P4 »l T - f 2

"ipi - ^P t'H» - Kl- j > C D S 1 ^ ! ^ ^ ) ; a C I cos'lp dip I>JA\
Yvi 2 j s l Jo

with C = 2p ^_ (R i+J - Rj-*) (25)

/if ter ijitegration

i JLKipi B P K i J L % • ' - Rj,-1) * P R i* Ai * R i ' Kvi (26)
Y 2 2yv i 2

and

N
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ti** - Ri-') =
Ai

(23)

(20)

Applying the procedure now dcscrihtxl it is possible to ci leu Into lhe

rocking stiffness as well as the distribution of the verticil stiffnesses

responsible for the rocking stiffness.

In table 2 and 3 tlv calculation of tin? nockina r.l iffnor>r; and the

vertical stiffness which produces this rocking stiffness are surrwrizcxl.

It is shown also the distribution of the vertical stiffness on the

nodal points.

TABLE 2 • V • •
^Vl}

rv-7

NC»E
>_ i

57

58

41

24

12

7

8

j
oostpi

CDS^i

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

*

**

• • Ü 1

1.

1.

3.83
0.261

6.65

0.150

9.01

0.111

9.48

0.105
8.35

0.320

8.34

0.120

6.36

0.157

15°
0.9659

0.933

3.78
0.247

6.48

0.144

8.74

0.107

9.25

0.101
8.14

0.115

8.06

0.116

6.19

0.151

30°
0.866

0.75

3.54
0.212

6.12

0.123

8.25

0.091

8.85

0.085
7.84

0.096

7.87

0.095

5.95

0.126

0.707

0.5

3.01
0.166

5.46

0.092

7.49

0.067

7.99

0.063
7.11

0.070

7.19

0.070

5.37

0.093

60°

0.5

0.25

2.27
0.110

4.43

0.056

6.17

0.041

G.G6

0.038
5,98

0.042

6.18

0.040

4.50

0.056

7ü°
0.2585

0.067

1.34
0.050

2.76
0.024

3.85

0.017

•1.42

0.015

4.09

0.016

4.65

0.014

3.09

0.022

** TOii2J{L.

yv j i

Vvi

3.346 IO"7

S.939 10-7

8.057 KT7

8.r»9fi 10-7

7.619 10-7

7.685 10"7

5.788 10-7

10'
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NODF
i

57

58

41

24

12

7

8

5.40

10.

15.

20.2

23.65

27.

30.

29.16

100.

225.

408.04

W9.32

799.

900.

A,
X

163.21

304.47

482.02

537.46

504.56

535.82

275.55

kVi I*"7

3..M6

5.939

8.057

8.596

7.619

7.685

5.788

K*v| 10*

0.183

0.513

0.598

0.625

0.662

0.697

0.476

KvilO*

0.3%

0.415

0.485

0.506

0.536

0.565

0.386

Kyi IO"

O.f»7(»

2.076

5.46

10.33

15.00

22.56

17.35

kfi = 0.73 10l2ttto

TABLE 3

One equivalent rigid plate for the rocking case wi l l have the
following radius R:

R = / ky3q-V) , 25.9m

V 8G
(30)

So, the normal procedure used in order to take into account the
inf lirnoc of the frequencies in t\n stiffness and damping characteristics
of a rigid plate could be applied.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A simple procedure for the calculation of the stiffness and danping

of flexible foundations was presented.

Tliis is an approximate nethod which permits the consideration of

the flexible behaviour of tin foundation plate in case of stiff foundation

ground.

The concept of equivalent rigid foundation permits to take into
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sans approach, the donping of the* foundation can also bo obtained.
U» global behaviour of t!*e flexible foundation plate-:,- i.̂ , ochtem?,

i . e . , for the static condition (zero frequency) the stiffness decreases
with the flexibility of the foundation. As it concerns the stiffness
distribution, hitter stiffness values axe obtained in the edge of tln>
plate than in the center.

Ttc use of the cumes which represent the stiffness and danping as a
function of the dinensionless frequency, based on the equivalent rigid
plate can be justified for dixensionless frequencies less than 2 by
analysing the results presented by Christiano [5].

Nuclear power plant building have normally low fundamental frequencie
Other procedures, as for instance the boundary integral netted coupkx

with finite elements, can be caploycd and provide more exact results than
the ones presented hrre. However, those Methods are much more expensive
than this one because i t i s necessary to solve several dynamic problems
for the whole foundation taodel in order to define the variation of the
stiffness and dapping with the frequencies of the model.
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SUMMARY

This paper presents a study on the dynamic nonlinear inter

action of elastic plates U3ing the finite element method. The

elastic plate is discretized by 4-node isoparametric Mindlin

elements. The constitutive relation of the discrete supports

can be any nonlinear curve given by pairs of force-displacement

points. The nonlinear behaviour is represented by the overlay

approach. This model also allows the simulation of a

progressive decrease on the supports stiffnesses during load

cycles. The dynamic nonlinear incremental movement equations

are integrated by the Newmark implicit operator. Two alternatives

for the incremental-iterative formulation are compared. The first

one is the classical Modified Newton-Raphson (MNR) algorithm. The

other one is the selectively updated (SU) stiffness matrix

algorithm. The study of a typical cano showed that the SU

Algorithm is more efficient than the MNR algorithm. The paper

onds with a discussion of tho advant.rtqc'ft nnd . .1 *-* «'tot Ions of lhe

presented numerical moucio.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

This work presents a study on the dynamic nonlinear

interaction of elastic plates on discrete supports.

A finite element idealization is adopted,and, in particular,

a 4-node linear isoparametric Mindlin plate element is used. In

this element the stiffness terms are integrated selectively by

Gauss quadrature and the mass matrix is consistently lumped by

the Lobotto quadrature. This approach has the advantage that

the effects of transverse shear deformation and rotatory inertia

are automatically taken into account.

The nonlinearities are restricted to the discrete supports.

The mathematical model for the deycription of the nonlinear

behaviour of the plate supports employs the overlay concept.

Such model allows the use of any kind of constitutive relations

for the supports, provided only that they have symmetry. It

should be pointed out that the hysteresis loops are adequately

simulated. This model also permits the representation of a

progressive decrease along load cycles in the support stiffness,

i.e., a time-depending stiffness variation.

The time integration of the nonlinear incremental equations

of motion1'2,

M . t+Atü • Ç . Uhtú • K í V - Au - t+ôtP - R{fcu! d)

is performed by the implicit Newmark time-stepping procedure.

Here, M and C are, respectively the mass and damping matrices, R

is the vector of internal forces dependent of the current

displacement pattern and F is the vector of external forces. The

vector Au contains the unknown Incremental nodal displacements

and the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time, t.

Regarding that the solution of (1) requires successives

evaluations of the stiffness matrix K, this paper compares two

different approaches for the effective solution of the nonlinear

movement equations.



The first one is the classical Modified Newton-Raphbon (MNK)

incremental-iterative algorithm. In this scheme, the r.tiffneas

matrix is updated in the beginning of each new time step and an

i fcor.ji ivc prooi'iUiro to onsnro the dynamic equilibrium »•'• carried

out. The other one is a vury attractive alternative for this

c.las-s of problems. It is a variation over the MNR algorithm, in

which the stiffness matrix is updated only after a changing in

the stiffness of any discrete support, i.e., the stiffness matrix

is .selectively updated. This can be performed at the beginning of

a new «tup or durimj the equilibrium verification. The main purpose

ol the SU {selectively updated) algorithm is saving romputcr time,

allowing the integration during a long time interval. The results

obtained in the analysis of a typical problem are compared in the

point of view of quality of response and computer time. The re-

sults also show the particularities of the numerical model for

the discrete plate supports. The paper ends with a discussion on

the advantages and limitations of the used models.

2. NUMERICAL MODELS

2.1 - Elastic Plate

Tho theoretical idealization in the present model is derived

from Mindlin's thick plate theory1.This allows for shear deforma

tions and roUitory inertia, and is based on the assumptions that:

U) Transverse normal stresses are negligibles.

(ii) Normals to the plate midsurface in the initial configuration

remain sliMight but not necessarily to the midsurface after

deformation.

The finite element used is the 4-node isoparametric Lagrangian

clement, for which the displacement field is written,

u = £ N U (2)

«hurc w is the interpolation matrix and U the nodal displacements.

The ntiffness matrix of each finite element is evaluated

numerically using the selective reduced integration technique" to

ivoid shear 'locking' in thin plates. Hence, it was used c

1 x 1 Gauss quadrature in the shear parcel and 2 x 2 Gauss qua-

drature in the bending parcel. GenericaJly, the mass matrix can

b ud by,
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M = / a N T H N dA (3)

where A i s the element arca, p the mass density, N the inter-
polation matrix and

H -
t o o
0 tJ /12 0
0 0 tV!2

(4)

This mass matrix is also evaluated numerically through a

computationally attractive scheme for Lagrange elements, i.e.,the

Lobbato quadrature5. In this scheme, the nodal points coincide

with the integration points, and a diagonal positive-definite

mass matrix is produced.

2.2 - Discrete Supports

The discrete supports of the elastic plate are assumed to

be nonlinear scalar elements attached to the plate nodal points

and acting in the normal direction to the plate plane. The mathe-

matical model for the scalar elements is based on the following

assumptions*

(i) The behaviour of each scalar element is governed only by

the force acting on this element.

(ii) The material modeled by the scalar is isotropic in its

initial state, but anisotropy may be induced by the

development of plastic strains.

(ill) It is not considered the influence of thermal effects en

the nonlinear behaviour of the scalars.

Generally, in the finite element method context, nonlinear

constitutive relations are given by a discrete relationship

between stresses and strains or forces and displacements. This

model takes it into account and uses the overlay approach7 to deal

with the constitutive relations of the scalar elements. Assuming

for mathematical convenience only, that the overlays are perfect

plastic and the constitutive relations are symmetric, tho force

on a scalar at a time interval or iteration, x, i3 given by,

J.I *
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whfio n in I ho total nmnbor of ovorlnyft mul I', lit lhe fore*» on

the j-th overlay (shear force on the plate). The force K. is

determined by the plasticity algorithm, i.e., the yield crite-

rium is satisfied at each time interval or iteration. It should

be noted here, that the force on the overlays are different,

because they are functions of the overlays properties, the yield

limit (P ), elastic stiffness (k) and maximum elastic displacement

(><). The overlays properties are assigned as follows:

(i) The maximum elastic displacements arc assumed to be the pos_i

tive displacements that define the constitutive relation.

(ii) The elastic stiffnesses are determined directely from a

constitutive relation given by (2n-1) pairs of force-dis-

placement points, by the matrix relation,

L . E = T (6)

where L = (7)

5= <V V-1 ki]T

is the unknown elastic stiffness array

T=

is the tangent stiffness array evaluated at each point of

the discrete constitutive relation.

(iii) The yield forces arc simply the product of the maximum

elastic displacements and the calculated elastic stiffnesses.

With the properties of the overlays determined, the nonlinear

behavior of each support is completely simulated by its overlay set.

Next, this model also allows the representation of a

progressive decrease along load cycles in the support stiffness,

i.e., n t.ime-flnpnnding stiffness vari.il ion! Those effects arc

prescnl in a wide range of materials, as for example, some kind

of r.anda or concrete. The introduction of thir, effect, on Lhe

numerical model is performed by considering a degradation factor

acting on the yield force of each ovcrlny separately. The
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degradation factor ir. applied only after a full reversion of

plastic strains on each overlay. Moreover, this process is

assumed to converge aBsympt-otically to some predetermined uiininaim

load (F . ), which is material dependent. The total reaction of
nun

a discrete support after i~th reversions of plastic strains is

related to the previous ones by the expression,

F = (1-A) (F. - F . ) • F • <10)

where X is the degradation factor. The graphical representation

of this relation is shown in Figure 1.

Forct

Oisp.

Figure l_Degradotion procedure

Finally, it should be stressed that this numerical model

intends to simulate the plastic and rheological behaviour of the

plate discrete supports.

3. INCREMENTAL-ITERATIVE ALGORITHMS

Thu nonlinear movement equations (I) must be solved recur-

sively dwring all the time intervals, requiring successive

evaluation»? of tho stiffness; \ itrix K. These evaluations are per-

formed usimj the- nodal displacements of a previous time interval.

Regarding that the equations (1) are only the approximation of

the actual equations, because they were obtained from a system

linearization around the equilibrium configuration at instant t,

and, depending on the linearities involved, the magnitude of time

step and the load increments, the linearization may introduce

significative errors on tfr.o dynamic riujpoimt.: of such uŷ tera».

The usual procedures to solvo dynamic nonlinenr problems
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described by a set of recursive equations as; I!), search to .seek

the dynamic equilibrium at each time interval through a iterative

procedure, and they are known as incremental-iterative algorithms.

The incremental-iterative algorithm formulation can be assigned

by the definition,

A u ( m ) = t+Atu(m) _ t+At (*-1) (11)

where, m - iteration number

j - maximum number of iterations

and the boundary conditions.

t+Atu (0) = t u ( j ) (12)

The equations (1) can be wri ten a s ,

M . U / V n )
+ C t + A t u ( m )

+
 TK . AuW = t + A V - R C ^ ^ 1 » ) (13)

m = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . , j
where 'K is the most recent updated stiffness matrix. The

scheme employed to decide when the nonlinear effects must be

updated will define the differents incremental-iteratives alijo

rithins. One of the most popular of them is the Modified Nowton-

Raphson (MNR) algorithm. In the MNR algorithm, the stiffness

matrix is updated only in the beginning of a new time step and

remains constant during the iterative procedure of equilibrium

verification, i.e., T - t and the MNR algorithm formulation

can be expressed as,

M . ç ( u )

m =1,2,3...,j

Other very attractive alternative for the class of pr.7»
blems in s^uây is a variation over the MNR algorithm. In the

dynamic interaction of elastic plates on discrete supports, the

nonlincarities are completely well defined over the problem

domain, and their effects are restricted only on part of the

stiffness matrix main diagonal. As the vector of Internal forces

(TO have to be evaluated at each iteration during the equilibrium

verification, any support stiffness change can be immediately
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detected and the tar.ta; of updating the at if fness ri.it rix and

triangularizatJon of the effective stllfne.si: matrix on? carried

out. Obviously,these tasks will he repeated only after a now

changing in support stiffness. In other words, the stiffness

matrix will be selectively updated. The formulation of the

selectively updated stiffness matrix (S0> algorithm can be

expressed as,

M. <**jj<m)4 ç .
t W V m )

+ !5* • V
m ) = UAtF-R(t+Ahu(nV-1)) (15)

being K* » TK or Ki^V 1"" 1*) (16)

m - 1 , 2, .1, . . , •)

where i is some previous time interval and K(t+A':u(m-1') is

the selectively updated stiffness matrix in the m-th iteration.

The main purpose of the SU algorithm is to save computer

time, because unnecessary updatings and triangularizations of

the effective stiffness matrix are avoided.

4 - APPLICATION

The theory developed in the previous sections is now applied

in the solution of a typical problem1x. A rectangular homoge-

neous concrete plate with 4.0m x 2.82m is analysed. The plate

rests entirely on nonlinear discrete supports. The supports

intend to simulate the effects of the basement and the foundation

over the plate. The discrete model of analysis is composed by

15 equal finite elements and 24 nodal points. The discrete

supports are applied in each nodal point. The model comprises 72

equations and 24 of them are dircctely affected by the suppoiL»

nonlinearities. Figure 2 shows the finite element mesh, the main

characteristics of the plate and the constitutive relation of the

nonlinear supports.

Static and dynamic loadings are considered. The static

loadings are:

Piles weight: 17.3 kN/mJ

Plate deadweight: 10 kN/m1

Superstructure weight: 164 kN/ma (elements 5,8,11,14)
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E=20iK>* kN/m*
0=03
p=2.5kN mV ( o ) Finite Element Mesh
t=04m

IForct(kN)

1*6

•oom [H 263 kN/m
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Overt oy

1

2

6

0.0112

1

K

10291.

971.

Fy

115.26

971

(b)Support» Constitutive Relations

Figure 2-Structural Model Charocteristics

The dynamic loading is a sinusoidal perturbation of ampli-

tude 1134 kN and frequency 50 rad/ s acting as a surface

loading over element number 11. Moreover,it is considered the

total superstructure mass of 48 kN s'/m on elements 5, 8, 11 and

14 and acting as concentrated masses on the nodal points of these

elements.

Firstly, in order to determine the vibratory characteristics

of the structural system, a free-vibration analysis of the li-

nearized problem was carried out. The natural frequencies and

respective periods are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 - Natural Frequencies and Periods.

Mode

1
2

3
4

Frequency (Hz)
9.87

10.59
14.10
19.08
36.57

Period (s)
0.101
0.0945
0.0709
0.0524
0.0273

^^&4.
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No.xt, a tjfric-t.iiii.ory analysis considering only the static

loadings acting as dynamic loadings was performed. It was

observed in this anaJyiiiii, that ali ihu nonlinear uupporlu remain

linear and the structural system reached the steady-state around

0.30 seconds (near 3 fundamental periods). Then, a time-history

analysis considering all the loadings, with the dynamic pertur-

bation beginning to act only at instant t=0.33 seconds wa3

accomplished using the MNtt and SU algorithms. The responses were

obtained employing time intervals of 0.005 seconds and 0.01

seconds until the time t=2.0 seconda. The linear solution was also

determined. As it can be seen in Table 2, the SU algorithm leads

to results of the same level of accuracy for both tims-intervals.

Table 2 - Maxima Amplitude of Displacements on Nodal Point 22

(a) Transient

t { s )

0 .44

0 .45

0 .50

0.525
0.53

D I S P L A C E M E N T S (cm)

LINEAR

2 . 2 8

-

- 3 . 7 5

-

-

N O N L I N E A R

t = 0.005 s
MNR

-

1.7854
-

-5.7045
-

SU

-

1.7847
'-

-5.7049
-

t = 0.01 s
MNR

-

1.8111
-
-

-5.6403

SU

-

1 . 8 1 1 7

-

-

-5.6324

(b) Steady

t(s)
1.70
1.72
1.76
1.785
1.79

State

LINEAR

2 . 5 0

-

-3.88

-

D I S P L A C 1

t » (
MNR

-
-0.342

-
-6.7037

-

N 0

B M E N T S (cm)

N L I

).OO5 6

- 0

-6

SU
•-

.366
-

.6942
-

N E A R

t » 0.
MNR

-
-0.472

-

• -

-6.5549

01

-0

-6

s

-
.462
-

-

.5308

Figure 3 presents a comparison between the entire time-
histories, also on nodal point number 22, As it can be seen, good
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r
is: computed. While the MNK altjori thta performs 400 Limes i he

tasks of updat m q ami tri.inoul.iri'/in>| t i'.»v »'f fYtrt i vt.- : i i f I tu-r:,

matrix (most of them boiny avoidable) .durinij the solution with a

time :;top of 0.0(7* seconds, lhe SU algorithm docs these tasks only

in the nocesuctxy times, i.e.,14lJ times. The same argument

proceeds fcr the other solution.

Finally, it was analysed the effect;; of the progressive

decrease of the supports stiffness, by the application of the

degradation procedure previously presented. It was considered

that the yield forces at each support is diminished in 20i after

a full reversion of plastic strains, and this affect:; the dynamic

io:;j;oni;o till the yield fonroy on each support became one half of

the initial ones. In other words, it was assumed for the decjrada

t ion ««nuietor (A) the v.ilue of 0.20 and [or Hit- minimum force (l-'t . ) ,

lialf as much as the initial yield force. The same analyses

were* performed, and Table 4 shows the comparison between the ma-

xiii.i amplitude of displacements on nodal point 22.

Table 4 - Maxima Amplitude of Displacements on Nodal Point 22

(a) Transient

t

Ü

0

0

U )

.45

. 5 2 5

.54

1) I

NUNI.lNliAR MNK

At « O.OOSs

1.7854
-5.7045

-

s I»

i

- 8

1. A

At --

MNR

.7854
_

.4636

C

I.I

0.

!•: M i: N

M I A I i WIT

UOÜ

1

- 8

s

SU

.7847

.4693

T

II

;;

i)i:c

1

-7

(cm)

KADATION

Ac = 0.

MNR

.811 1

_

. 1234

01

1

- 7

s

SU

. 8 1 1 7

_

. 1 2 7 8

(h) SUMI

t ( s j

1.72

1.73

J.7Ü5

1.79

1.705

ly S la te
D I

NONLINEAR WR

At :- 0.005s

-0.342

-

-6.7037

-

-

S

-1

- 6

P I, A C• E M E N 1

NONLIMUAR WITH

At -..- 0 .

MNK
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wo:; achieved in l.hi.« tmr.lin.ii' sc» 1 ;l ir?»*.-. It. rhoulci be

noted also the urnat difforoneo botvtcn the lim-ar and nonlinear

solutions.

« LINE AN
O NONLINEAR DT =0 0 0 5 sec

0.48 A NONLINEAR OTtQOlO sec

0.32

* 016

-OK

•048

064

-080
0.00 0.40 0.80 120 160 ZOO 2.40 2 60 3 20

TIME(S)

Figure 3-Dynamic response Nodol point 22

As expected, the SU algorithm is more efficient computa-

tionally thi'in tho MNH «ilqori fchm, and u:;c\s the .same core slornqe,

i.e., 8G74 words for this particuliir problem. A coiiipiiriuon

between the two algorithms regarding relatives CTU times and r/o

times in a Burroughs B6700 configuration cr 2.4M-bytes primary

nscreory is showed in Tab if» 3.

Table 3 - Relative Computer Costs for the Nonlinear Solutions

CPU

I/O

N O N L I N E A R S O L U T I O N

At = 0 . 0 0 5 s

MNR

100

100

SU

36.54
32.32

At * 0.01 s

MNR

36.56

33.22

SU

18.30

16.95

of

The SU algorithm efficiency can be understood if the number

iipdntinqs and triangularizations of each algorithm
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Again, Figure 4 presents the entire timo-historics for

nodal point 22 for the solutions considering degradation against

the nonlinear solution. Good agreement was obtained between the

two degradation solutions. It should bo noted the strong

influence of the degradation procedure on the response shape.

0.32

0.16

'2 coo-

CL-
OT

T-0.16

-032

-048

-0.64

-0.B0

-046

X NONLINEAR
a NONLINEAR WITH DEGRADATION DT«0.005 * «
o NONLINEAR WITH DEGRADATION 0T=O0lO * « .

0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20

Figure 4.Dynamic response Nodal point 22

1.60 200 240 240 3.20
TIMEU)

As it can be seen on Table 5, the SU algorithm remains

more efficient than the MNR algorithm. The efficiency is not so

crude than the previous analysis, because the number of updatings

and triangularizations is increased when the time-depending

effect on the support stiffness is considered.

iable 5 - Relative Computer Costs for the Nonlinear Solution
with Deqradation

CPU

I/O

NONLINEAR WITH DEGRADATION
At » 0.005 s

MNR
100

100

SU
53.62

46.79

At « 0.01 s

MNR

58.94

50.87

SU

39.53

32.00
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Another important result was obtained. Fiqure 5 presents

the hysteresis loop on the discrete support attached to nod^l

point 22 for the nonlinear solution with degradation. It should

be noted in this figure a kinematic strain hardening situation

coupled with the degradation procedure. The whole simulation

capacity of the used numerical model for the discrete supports

nonlinear behaviour can be adequately exemplified by the

careful examination of this result.

1600

1200

1600

•20.00
•£.«8 -0.72 -0.56 -0.40 -0.24 -0.08 04)8 0.24

0ISP(m) x 10"'

Figure 5-Hittefe$i$ loop Nodoi point 22
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"> - CONCLUSIONS

The numerical results obtained in the previous section

show that the selectively updated (SU) stiffness matrix algo-

rithm is a very attractive alternative for the dynamic nonlinear

problem under consideration. Thn main advantage over the

classical Modified Newton-Raphson Algorithm is that unecessary

updatings and triangularizations of the effective stiffness

matrix are avoided. Consequently, there is a remarkable

decrease in computer costs without loss of accuracy.

Another merit of the present approach 2s its simulation

capacity. The Mind1in's based finite elements can analyse thick

or thin plates. The nonlinear behaviour numerical model of the

plate supports can take into account several important features,

as an adequate trecitment of complex constitutive relations, a

Limc-dcpcnding stiffness variation and it can deal with kinema-

tic strain hardening situations. It should be stressed that all

these features can be coupled.
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SUWIARY;

To consider the influence of tlic foundation on the structural dynamic

analysis, it is usual to represent the foundation stiffness by springs and

the danping by snubbers, in the structural model.

The stiffness and the damping values of the foundation can be

determined by approximate methods based on simplifying assunptinns, using,

for exanple, the formula derived iron the half space theory or numerical

methods.

'ihe foundation stiffness has a great influence on tlic dynamic

characteristics of the structure (eigenvalues and eigenvectors), and

together with the danping influence the structural dynamic response.

In this paper the influence of the foundation stiffness on the floor

response spectra of the reactor buildiny oC a Ni'l' of l:u)0 MW PWl? of KWU

type is S
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in this study uifLVivnl v-.t hit.".; r?C ÜLÍQÍKJÍ;:; as wuli it:; tliLTcivr.t

stiffness distributions along the foundation plate of a reactor building
were used and tlicir influences on tlie floor response spectra were analysed.
Par this purpose four different foundation conditions were considered i .e . :

Shear Modulus of Method of calculation
the rock foundation of tlx> foundation

stiffness

Case 1 . G * lO.GN/m2 Ace. to lilastic Half

Space Theory

Case 2 . G = 10.GN/fo2 Aec. to Ref./l/

Case 3 . C - 3O.GN/iu2 Ace. to Itef./I/

Case 4 . Infinite Fixed Base

In case 1, the vertical and Itorizontal stiffness were distributed

proportionally to the influence area of each nodal point of the foundation

plate.

Tha rocking stiffness was distributed along the foundation tlirough an

equivalent system of annular vertical springs. These rocking springs are

proportional to the corresponding annular area and also to the global

rocking stiffness divided by the global monunt of inertia of tlie foundation

plate.

lhe distribution of the stiffness for case 2 and 3 was made according

to the procedure described in Ikii./l/, considering the foundation as flexible

and correcting the stiffness and danping ratios according to the natural

frequencies of the structure.

In caso 4 each nodal point of the foundation plate was considered

fixed to Uie ground.

lhe seismic input excitation waa represented by a horizontal and a
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vertical a r t i f i c i a l acceleration t in t history (AIU).

lhe maximum ground accelexTition was O.lg for the horizontal ATH and

O.üb7 lo t the vert ical A'lil. 'IVKÍ reactor building was nixbllctl iiaiiKj curved

axisynroetric she l l f i n i t e elements (figure 1 ) .

FIGURE 1

2. RESULTS

Ttvs first frequencies for Cases 1 to 4, for harmonic 0 and 1 ore
sriown in the foil airing table.
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CASE

MODE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3L

HARMONIC

oth

9.827

L0.730

12.081

13.259

13.8S2

15.033

15.829

16.144

1st

5.487

6.451

6.793

11.208

12.606

14.803

15.544

16.208

2

FREQWSNCV (»*)

HARMONIC

Oth

9.827

10.837

11.453

13.259

13.796

15.025

15.853

16.063

5.319

6.432

6.728

11.199

12.579

14.756

15.516

16.02:1

3

HARMONIC

Oth 1 ist

9.827

12.388

13.252

13.259

14.513

15.068

16.443

16.682

5.750

6.497

6.894

11.212

13.118

14.938

15.572

4

' HAPMUNJC

oth

10.775

13.043

U . * l

13.530

15.005

16.103

17.184

16.617i17.316

.„ J

6.007

6.563

7.000

11.222

13.487

15.011

15.595

16.938

The vertical and horizontal FRS for 1% danping were determined for the

selected nodal points shown in figure 1. Those FRS vcre smoothed and

broadeiiud according to the USNHC, Regulatory Guide 1.122 in order to

obtain the Design Response Spectra to be used for components and piping

design. These spectra are showr> in figure 2 through 11.

The final vertical response is obtained by combining ÜKJ result:?;

from the analysis of harmonics 0 and 1. Harmonic 0 represents the purely

vertical dynamic behaviour and harmonic 1 is used in order to take into

account the horizontal and rocking responses.
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i . CCNCLUSICNS

In analysing the responses of the reactor building, i t can be derived

that the FKS of any case do not cover the results of the others.

Although a l l four cases correspond to s t i f f rock foundation, the
fixed base condition (case A) can not be taken as a good approximation
for the tk?terminntion of the FKS.

Cases 1 and 2 correspond both to the sane kind of rock but in case
2 the foundation stiffness and damping ratio was assumed to be frcquency-
dc[x>nfcnt and tiio spring distribution was based on the flexible buhaviour
of the foundation plate. Considering Vhe above mentioned comments, the
main conclusion which can be drawn from the study i s :
Jn case of st iff foundation, i t i s advisable to take into account the
stiffness and damping ratios of the foundation, their distribution as
well as their frequency-dependent variation because they influence
considerably the structural dynamic response.
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"General procedure íor the cletci™Lrv>t.t.«n oi fuunrt.ie.lan

stiffness", flalbritter, A.L, and Prates, CL. - Oonf .on Structural
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SUMMARY

In many structural systems significant earthquake damage is confined

to one particular location.Examples include building with a flexible first

storey,-ndjacent structures with a flexible seismic connection and equipment

mounted on flexible {supports.Also,the non-linearity is confined to the con-

nection between the uniform elastic shear beam and the moving base.Thus, such

systems take part in a general study of systems with partially localized

non-linearity.The "effective" natural frequencies,dnraping ratios and mode

shapes identified from full-scale harmonic tests of structures are used to

interpret the transient non-linear response of these structures to earthqu-

akes.The principal objective of this paper is to present a method,the phase

resonance for damping characteristic identification of non-linear soil-str-

uctural interaction.The algorithm can be applied in case of any, not necessa

rily analytic,damping characteristic of the system examined.For the identi-

fication, the system is harmonically excited and are considered the super-

harmonic amplitude* for odd and even powers of the x. The response of shear

beam system for different levels of ba»c excitation and for different loca-

tions of the load is considered.
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t. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic response of nonlinear models differs qualitatively in

several aspects fron that of linear models.lt is possible that the behavi-

our of structure is linearly clastic but its connection or soil-interac-

tion is nonlinear. Examples include also the buildings with a flexible fi-

rst storey.adjacent structures with a flexible seismic connection and equi-

pment nounted on flexible supports.Because the system is complex certain

parameters or characteristic functions are not determined.In this case the

identification methods are utilised with efficiency.The identification pro-

blem as a part of the structural problem can be divided into the parametric

and black box identification.The parametric identification is characterized

by a given mathematical model.it therefore consists of a parameters determ-

ination.Host of the ground and vibration test methods use a parametric test

model.If the parameter determination is done with an open loop process,the

method is a direct one.The classification methods in identification proble-

ms is given by H.G.Natke [i].The iterative method attempts to approximate

the individual model and/or the model parameters of the real elastomechani-

cal structure as accurately as possible by means of given error criteria

and subsequent adjustment strategy.The damping determination for the steady

state and transient case is given for time invariance of the structural pa-

rameters and linearity in the sense of the classical theory of elasticity

by H.G.Natke[,2] .The classical phase resonance test presented by H.G.Mauke

D]i[4].Vries de C.,C.Beatrix[5] belongs to the methods in the frequency

domain for the linear systems.H.G.Natke £.6] presented his phase separation

method with the assumption of a diagonal generalized damping matrix,related

to the eigenraode» of the associated conservative system and E.Breitbach[,7]

give some methods concerning the identification of nonlinear systems.using

modal synthesis concepts for the aeroelastic problems.All the identificati-

on methods are given for mechanical sy&tuma.

In the paper is given a phase resonance method for damping characte-

ristic identification of the nonlinear device seismic isolation or structu-

re-toil interaction with hysteretic behaviour in the harmonic excitation

case.The method enables the identification of damping characteristics F.(x)

of the system defined the model to be identified for an arbitrary elastici-

ty function F (x),the shape of which need not to be known.Because the syst-
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r
cm is nonlinear there is a primary resonance and a wide variety of seconds*

ry nonlinear resonances in which the excitation frequency differs from the

natural frequency of the response.These are called superharmonic or ultraha.

rmonic resonances when the excitation frequency is less than the natural fr-

equency and subharmonic resonances when the excitation frequency is greater

than the natural frequency.In this case the response is generally rich in

harmonic content with the major component having the natural frequency of

the system and only a minor component having the frequency of excitation.In

the paper,are considered the higher harmonics.

2. DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL MODEL.

Many engineering structures may by adequately modelled by a one-dime

nsioii.il linear system.Consider such a system attached at a point P to an ex

terual non-linear compliant constraint,as indicated in Fig.1.

Fig. 1

Th._ constraint force i s assumed to consist of separate contributions

from a linear viscous clementÇvith damping coeff ic ient "fi )and a non-linear

c las t ic or hysteretic element.The linear system i s assumed to be undamped.

An extension to include l ight ly dumped linear systems i s possible, but only

it tfiu tx|)insc of o liubHt.mi i.il inervunu in numcriciil d i f f i cu l ty . I f the uni

direct iortul disulact'tnunt of point P U denoted by x( t ) , then the nonlinear

restoring torce may >e expressed as F(x,x).Lct 7 be the force transmitted

to the external c o n . r a i n t force F(x,x) • jx.Tlie force 7 wi l l be a func-

tion of ilie total response oi the linear «ysiem including the motion of po-

int P.However,since the system i s l inear, 7 may be expressed as the sum

vf two «'.|)ar#te forces h(x) and « ( t ) . In this decotnposition h(x) i s the for-

ce wit it-11 would develop at P in reapenae to nn imposed dixpluccmtnt time hi»

n



Cory x(c) at this point with no other extern.il forces .icting.j-,(t) is the for

ce which would develop at P in response to any prescribed external forces a-

ppltod to the linear system with 1* fixed.Titus,thr motion of point I* is p.ovw

ned by the equation

m x F(x,x) x - h(x) - R(t) (1)

Let all external forces applied to the linear system have the same

harmonic time dependence represented by

z(t) • 2 cos cuto (2)

Then,for steady-state response,there exists a real-valued transfer

function £? ( (3 ) such that

g(t) • - <§ (u>) z(t) and h(x) x(t) (3)

Equation (1) may therefore be written as

m x + F(x,x) + ^fx - h(x) - - z cos t (4)

In most cases of practical interest,the non-1inear function F(x,x) is

sufficiently complex, so that no exact analytical solution of equation on (4) i;

possible.Therefore approximate techniques of analysis must be used.The ge-

neral model is illustrated in the particular case in Fig. 2.

SHEAR DEAM.

Fig. 2
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The n o n - l i n e a r i t y i s confined to the connection between the s t r u c t u -

re and the moving base .This system might ho n highly ideal iz<«d model for ;i

ivni'tor s tructure i rtc I ml i \u\ ivm-linear MMÜHIÍI1 iüol.tf i<»n iM'lertrt.

l.uL the uniform e l a s t i c shear beam have l ength 1 .shear modulus JUL,

c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l area A and shear wave v e l o c i t y (& .Then the tr. insfer f u n c t i -

on *1P (iD) w i l t hnve the form

(5)

As indicated in Fig.2,let the system he excited by a bnsr motion whi-

ch is transmitted through the non-linear element F(x,x).Jn this case,it mea-

sures the displacement of point P relative to the moving base and it can be

shown that

$ 3£ (6)

If the system is excited by a point loading rather than by base exci-

tation the same value of the force as precedcntly at the distance £(l),the

transfer function ^J(cD) will have the form

(U>) - - rosS-^i- + 8in&SK!. tan - ^ (7)

3. METHOD OF PHASE RESONANCE FOR THE NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC MODEL

Consider that the equation (1) can be written in the form:

• *•

m x + Pd(x)
 + ?„(*) " PÍt) or m x +£ ^*.x + JL ko« x • F (x) • p(t)

(8)

where ^ - 1,3,S,...,n* ; 0 • 2,4,6,.... ,n" ( n' «nd n" are arbitrarily

large odd and even numbers,respectively).Let us assume furthemore that the

function

x(t) - x • X e j t O t + X e"j J>t - x •o oo
2 X cosUDt +f) (9)

(X • X e J T ) is a sufficiently accurate approximation of a steady state of

the system considered if the exciting force p(t) with the period T* 2 •'/£
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is of the type

pit) = Pejt°* + P e " ^ * A.P(t) = 2P

The u>rm Ai'd ) •" ' •»*' ••l>nvo expression contains suporluiri«onio co-

mponents in the case there are any.Introducing a new variable

y • *3r • • «P (11)

we can rewrite function (9) in thi» form

(12)

hence

(13)

fn order to insert functions; (12), (13) into eq.(8) the form of aria-
s' »)" ' 3'

trnry powers x and k shovild be dettM'minod.TIni» ,thc- (IDWIT X h.is the

torm

(14)

where coefficients cS are expressed by the recurrent relation

% " " °S + 3C<1

with the additional requirement that for I " 0 , 9

Formulae (15) enable the "triangle" of superharmonic.amplitudes to

be built quickly for odd powers wf the velocity x in equation (8),Table 1

shout »ome first numbers of this "triangle" which could be developed furti.-

er up to infinity.Proceeding in a »imilar manner in the case of even powers

we can arrive at tho fbrmula fjr an arbitrary puwcr in this case.
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the coefficient* & nro defined l*y the f-orríspomlíng coef f irientfi

o£ of the preceding power

CXj..- (-^^«^ • 2<^j» - °< J»I _2) for I « 2,4,...,\>

oC - 2(e* - <* ) (>7)
o o z

where <* ̂<- • «* - . • o.

Formulae (J7) define the "triangle" of superharmonic amplitudes val-

ues for even powers of the velocity x in system (8).A few first numbers

of this "triangle" are p.iven in table 2.Substitution of (10) , (12) ,(14) ,(1<i)

in equation (8) gives

e o 1 1

e " ^ * A p (18)

where the bracket £.... |J contains appropriate coupled terms.Since argu

ment x of the function F (x) is a periodic and even function with respect

to V ,then the function F^(^) is also periodic and even and can be ex-

panded into a Fourier series

where functions f (x ,X),f,(x ,X) are the initial "coefficients" of this se-
O O 1 O

ries .while the term A f contains higher harmonics.Putting expansion (19)

in equation (18) and equating the terms accompanying the corresponding hi-

gher harmonics we obtain

Í0 «? 9"
for eJ ; 2- k,«,(idX) <K -,,+ f (x ,X) • 0 (20)

•»»»_„ V OV 0 O

for ejM/ : [-m u>2X • £1(x0,X)] • jíll k̂ , (u>X)°o< X f^'&

(21)
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where I h«% torms CX ...i .ind o< ,v» denote i'«vf f irientn O( and o< for the
„ , o3 10 o 1

power ic and x* .respectively.For real number» relation (21) yields

-> n z f«S O' I2 2- mwD2X - f1(xo,X)J • j £ k ^ . d a x ) * ^ «P,2
(22)

and

ton(- f ) - (23)
- m u> 2X •» f ,(;< ,X)

l.r-l tO Rtnnd for tlic phnso rcson;\nc<* pulsai ion,»uch that

- m «0 (24)

This requirement is satisfied when *P = 4* • - *"*Jl.i'or

expression (20) is reduced to the form

"' ..... ,?'.r
IV* 9 r r I

Thus at phase resonance the amplitude of excitation P. is an odd

function of the argument V = <O X .

(26)

On the other hand,the expression (20) yields an even function of the

H V a X tO (d^noring amplitude;; of the system velocity response)

n
n

- f (x .X) - £_ (« v,ka.,)V (27)
O O Tfm?

Kcrmulac (26) and (27) enable the damping characteristic Fj(£) of

any one-dcj;ree-of-freednm systoms defined by eq.(8) to be fully identified.

The procedure of identification consists in determining the empiri-

cal relation P. (V ) for the given object and ne*«t approximating it by fun-

tion (26) which yields the coefficients (*41kJ, (ot.-k-),..,( ©<4 , k , ) .
H I . Mi i n n

These in turn,the numbers oC being known(see the first column of table
1),will give the odd coefficients k,,k.,...,k .As can be seen when treati

i J n
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ng systtiíts will) t lie syrniik-1 r i r <>(Ui damping rharu'Mer i:>l if tel.i.sl ii'i i.y iliar.i-

cteristic need no be known.It is not the case for systems showing nonsymme-

trie damping,since in such instances the empiric;»* dependence f (V ) must

be additionally approximated by function (26) which requires the knowledge

of elasticity F (x)(for example for a linear spring F (x) « c.x we have to

f (x ,X) • c.x ,hencc the knowledge of stiffness coefficient c and ciea.su-

reatent of variable x are indispensable).It seems however,that for the ma-

jority of dynamic systems one may assume that their damping characteristics

are synmetricie.g.constructional materials)(this assumption may be easily

verified experimentally by determining the empirical relationship x (X) for

a few different frequencies u) ).

k. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The best way of checking the validity of a method and evaluating

its prnctirnl usability is its np|<l it:al ion ti> real systems witu various

but precisely known characteristics.The system was :;c-i jp so tluiL its beha-

viour within the range of velocities x £ (-0.8;+0.8) and displacements x £

(-1.5;+1.5) obeyed exactly the equation

x + 0.5 x - 1.45 x 3 + 2.12 x5 + 0.562 x - 1.14 x 2 + 1.01 x 3 - p(t)

(2«)

Here,similarly yf the system (1): tf«0.5; F(x,x) - -1.43 x 3 + 2.12
5 2 3

X - 1.14 x + 1.01 x ; h(x) » 0.562 x.Damping i'j(x) and elastic characte-

ristic F (x) of the system are shown in fi^s.3 and A.respectively.

As can be seen both functions are monotonic,although the assumed

nonlinearity was quite large.The system under investigation was put to ph-

ase resonance (us in>; Iho pulsating Itarmouii: t'xri lal ion) and I. wo shapes l'(V_)

were obtained experimental ly(l'i«.5),by mc.isuring the variable V in two

ways.In the first one the peak values of the steady-.*tate velocities x (f)

wure mcattinvd and V was ilelermlneil l>y tin- formula

t . J.-U -^ . ) (29)
r 4 r max r m m

while in Che second approach the peak values of Lhe displacement fum-lion

x (t) were measured,and V was calculated according to



0,8 0.6 OA 0.2

of (In- iiu'thod US testtul for the system with a symmetric clastici

Cy characteristic:n)- plot of given function F.(x); b) x-x-x plot of the

experimentally measured values of F.(x)(based on displacements);c) o-o-o

same as b) but based on velocity amplitudes.

Fig. 4

An elasticity plot for the system investíRated.
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eis y.

0.10

0.05
/

0,2 '03"ÒA~~Vr1vr

FiB.5
Experimentally measured values of P(V ) for the system with nnnlinenr- dnmp

ing(without a "saddle").A dnshed l ine denote» the ideal ftineLion P(V ) ;

a) o-o-o P(V ) for the dire"tly measured veloci ty amplitudes; b) xxx P(V )

for the computed velocity amplitudes(V a tD X ).

(x - x . )
r r max r m m

(30)

It can be easily seen that that if function (26) described the syst-

em vibrations exactly,then both methods (28) and (29) would yield the same

results.If however only harmonic excitation (Ap 3 0) is applied to the

nonlinear system then these two ways of computation lend to different valu-

es of V and hence to different functions P(V ).The differences will p.row

with the increasing nonlinearity of the system.From the calculations pel—

formed it follows that (Fig.5) the differences for the system (28) .ire neg-

ligible and vanish as the vibration amplitude decreases. Approxim.it ion (by

the regression analysis method) of the empirical relations P(V ) by functi-

on (26) gave the following results

a) for the method (29)

TA(k)

b) for the method (30)

0.50 x - 1.44 x3+ 2.34 x5 (31)

?.(*) - 0.48 x - 1.22 x3+ 1.66 x5 (32)

For comparative reasons the functions (31) and (32) are given in

Fig.3.In general,they differ only a little from the Riven characteristic
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l-.(x) mui the two curves coincido almost ideally up to n hnlf rnnge of v«-

city changes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

These results m.iy be of sip.nificanee in dynamic investigations of

constructionnl materials where the effect of friction and viscous damping

on vibration Attenuation is not known or in concept of non-linear system of

seismic isolation.Summing up it should be stated that the experiments con-

firmed fully the validity of the method.The fact that the accuracy of the

result» is n<H «ffertod even if nonl inenrition arc large and excitation* a-

pplied are merely harmonic is very optimistic.This permits the application

of commonly available harmonic excitation generators and makes experiments

quite simple.All that should be done is to determine the function P(V ) and

in the case of an asymmetry-also the function f (V).
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INVESTIGATION OF PILE FOUNDATIONS OF

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS WITH HELP OF NON LINEAR ANALYSES

by B.Ernani Diaz,Mauro Schulz.Elio Costa and L.Eloy Vaz,

structural engineers of Promon Engenharia S.A.

SUMMARY

A few important 1300 MW PWR nuclear power plants have been built
over pile foundations. The design requirements of Nuclear Power Plants
prescribe accurate investigation of the as built conditions of the
foundation. This study must take into account the actual concrete
strength existent among and along the pile shafts of the foundation.

In order to simulate the structural response of the foundation up
to the failure, a non linear analysis must be performed. In this paper
the required computer analysis procedures will be described.

It can be verified that the redistribution of the internal forces
in this highly hyperstatic soil-structure system can be of two types.
The total applied forces over the foundation are redistributed among
the piles and for each pile itself a local redistribution of forces
takes place along the pile shaft.

This type of analysis allows an accurate investigation of the
actual safety margin existent 1n tho pile foundation, based on the actual
as built conditions of the construction.
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1.INTRODUCTION
In the as built analysis of pile foundations two completely

different approaches can be envisaged:
a - a method based on the Level 1 of the Limit State Design ,
b - a method based on the Level 2, which Is a probabilistic design method.

Doth definition1; aro given in the Reference (1) of the
Joint Committee on Structural Safety.

In the first method, which corresponds to the present criterion
of the modern codes of practice, the structure is subjected to a
series of enhanced loads, named acting design loads. The structure
on the other hand must be ideally formed by materials presenting the
so called design strengths, 1.9. reduced characteristic strengths. The
so formed structure must be able to resist the acting design loads. This
control is presently performed in all modern structural designs of
reinforced structures.

In the second method a feasible procedure for the check of the
structural safety is based on the Monte Carlo method. In this case all
the relevant intervening parameters of load, dimensions, strengths,
stiffnesses must be statistically defined and the failure probability
is determined. The acceptable probability level for failure depends nn
the importance of the economic consequences and on the average number of
persons endangered. For "yery serious" economic consequences and "large
number" of persons endangered the failure probability of 0,0u0O001 is
suggested in Reference (1).

The pile foundation is a supporting structure with a high degree
of force redistribution capability if the number of piles is "large". The
analysis of such a structure taking into account the force redistribution
must be performed through a non linear study.

This paper deals with the non linear analysis of the foundation
formed by reinforced concrete piles embedded in soil. For the
investigation of the safety analysis based on the Leve! 1, following data
must be available:
a - definition of the characteristic concrete strength f fc along all the

piles. The definition of f k is given in the CEB-FIP Model Code (see
Reference i),

b - definition of the characteristic strength fyk of the reinforcing

steel (see Reference 2) used in the construction ,



c - definition of the characteristic soil properties,in special the force-
displacement curves, in vertical and horizontal directions.
For the present investigation following characteristics and restric-

tions will be imposed in the analysis of the pile foundation:
a - the piles are vertical or lightly out of position ,
b - the top enrts of the piles are connected by a rigid pile footing.
c - the coupling effects among the piles will not be considered in the

analysis directly»
d - at nach pile height the soil support is defined by the reation ob-

tained from the force-displacement curves. These values are com-
pletely uncoupled from other effects ,

e - in the definition of the force-displacement curves, all the rel-
evant group effects should be included in a global way or event-
ually in a differentiated way for each pile individually along its
length ,

f - the concrete strength will be considered variable with the pile depth,
g - due to the unimportant torsion effects,the acting torsion moment

along the pile and the resisting internal torsion moment will be
treated in a simplified way ,

h - the analysis will be performed in incremental steps of the external loads,
i - for each load step all the piles will be designed for longitudinal

load effects as well as for shear forces. If eventually the pile is
not capable to support the internal forces,that particular pile
will be removed from the pile foundation,

j - the reinforced concrete piles can present any shape of cross section
with any type of reinforcement arrangement. The longitudinal reinforce
ment and transversal reinforcement can be variable along the piles»

k - the pile will be defined through its longitudinal axis, which 1s lo-
cated in the cross section centroid. A n the acting forces and the
internal forces will be referred to this axis,

1 - the piles at their bottom will transfer their loads to the soil or
rock, force-displacement curves will define the necessary rela-
tionships of the support for the analysis ,

m - the tangential forces along the pile-soil interface will be also
defined through force-displacement relationships valid for the
vertical load effects,

n - n pile group with a single pile footing will be considered. However,
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F
. the computer program.which was prepared using the approach defined
herein, is capable to analyse a series of pile groups connected by an
elastic superstructure.

2.SYMBOLS
The main symbols used in this paper are:

S$- stiffness for the soil support along the pile element (PE) (12x12)

5 - stiffness for the reinforced concrete (RC) pile element (PE) (12x12)
$t- stiffness at the pile top for the "entire pile" substructure (6x6)
Sf; stiffness of the pile footing (6x6)
5•- stiffness of the "entire pile" substructure (6*n x C*n)
Sj. stiffness of the soil support at the bottom end of the pile (6x6)
F-- applied forces over the pile footing (6x1)
r - internal forces along the entire pile lenght (6*n x 1)
<L- displacements of the pile footing (6x1)
(L- displacements of the pile top (6x1)
3 - displacements of the pile nodes with exception of the top node
a (6»(n-l) x I)

3p- displacements of all the pile nodes along its length (6*n x 1)
u - upper node number of a PE
L - lower node number of a PE and also the length of the pile element.

3.THE MAIN STEPS OF THE ANALYSIS
The incremental non linear analysis will be performed using the

stiffness method. To visualize the iterative steps of the investigation, a
flow chart of the total analysis is depicted on the Figure 1.

It can be noted that:
9 - the total loads are increased in steps,
b - for each load step the collapsed piles are removed from the foundation,
c • a stability test is performed,in which the foundation capability of

supporting the total loads is verified,
d - if the design load over the pile footing has been attained,the pro-
. cedure stops. The determination of the maximum possible applied load is

not investigated,
e - a non linear iterative procedure performed for each load step is the

kernel of the numerical calculation. This procedure will be described
with more details,since it represents the basic steps of the whole
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Fiç.l-Main steps y the incremental non linear analysis.
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Fig.2-0efinition of the global and local coordinate axes.
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Fig.3-Definition of the pile elements and internal force sign convention
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nethod.
The analysis is performed considering each pile as- a substructure,

which is connected to a rigid element formed by the pile footing. At each
step the secant stiffness matrices of the piles at their top ends and of the
footing * n computed, considering all the non linearities along the piles.

The equilibrium conditions for the pile footing arc formulated and
the displacements of the pile footing are computed. Based on the footing
movement,the displacement at the pile ends in the local coordinate system
(LCS) of the piles are calculated.This analysis is quite usual and will not
be described in detail (see Reference 3).

The main analysis steps of the pile foundation are defined as follows:
a - determination of the pile top stiffness (6x6 size matrix) in the LCS by

a preceding procedure taking into account the non linearities. The pile
top stiffness matrix will be designated by 5j, in which "i* is the pile

number,
b - determination of the pile footing stiffness (6x6 size matrix) in the

global coordinate system (GCS) through:

Sf * I ( R T ) i J SJ (RT)1 0)
in which 5 f is the pile footing stiffness determined in the GCS.fRT)

1

is the rotation-translation matrix for the pile i and (RT) is the trans
pose of (RT). The expressions for the matrix (RT) are well known (see
Reference 3),

c - calculation of the displacements of the pile footing in the GCS 3 f with
help of the matrix equation:

Sf df = Ff (2)
in which Ff represents the vector of the applied forces and moments
over the pile footing,defined through its components in the GCS\

d - calculation of the displacements 3^ at the pile top in the LCS c* each
pile i based on the expression:

*\ = ( RT )* df (3)
e - with the displacement c. at each pile top,the distribution of forces

. and displacements along the "entire pile" substructure is determined
using a procedure described in the next chapters.

Thus, the displacements dfc can be computed for each pile,if the pile
top stiffness are previously determined.This step is itcratively repeated
until the required precision for the non linear analysis has been attained.
The convergence criterion is based on the comparison of the norm of the
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pile footing displacements for two consecutive iterative steps.

4.DETERMINATION OF THE PILE TOP STIFFNESS.PILE FORCES

ANO PILE DISPLACEMENTS

The substructure formed by the RC pile and its soil supports Mill be

represented by an assembly (see Figures 2,3,4,5) of:

a - pile elements (PE) formed by RC members,

b - for each PE a couple of spring sets located at both member ends (not

at the pile nodes)»

c - a spring set located at the bottom pile end.

The distribution of the pile elements should be done in order to

obtain smaller element lengths at the upper part of the pile. Each spring

set will be defined by its stiffness matrix (see Figures 4,5).

The stiffness matrix 5 of the soil support along the PE will be
defined by 5, „ and 5s»u i .e. by the stiffness representing the upper and

the lower part of the soil support.Both are (6x6) size matrices.

The stiffness matrix of the soil support at the bottom pile end wil l

be designated by 5. , which is a (6x6) size matrix.

For al l the soil stiffness matrices 5\ „ , 5" , and Sk,only the S. 1 (S. 9

S»U S«L D II CC

S^,S 4 4 diagonal components will be considered, i.e. the stiffness for Ion
gitudinal and transversal displacements as well as for torsional rotation.
These matrix element values correspond to the quantity unit "force/1enght"
or "moment/radian".They are calculated with help of the secant stiffness
"soil pressure/displacement",obtained from the soil data (see Figure 6).

The global stiffness matrix for the entire pile substructure S is
obtained adding to the pertinent locations,all the RC PE stiffnesses S ,
the soil spring stiffnesses S*s and the soil stiffness Sfa at the bottom end.

The stiffness matrix $ e of a RC pile element will be determined

as shown in the next chapter.

Denoting the displacements of the substructure -pile"at the'referencenodes by 3.,3ai a
the forces at the upper node by F ( and the pile

substructure stiffness matrix S by U s partitioned elements S
Sr, At • Sn A» the equilibrium conditions can be formulated by:p.ai. p,aa r - \ / ~ « \ J ? \

>K

'p,tt 'p.ta
e

*p,aa
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in which "t" designates the 6 degrees of freedom at the pile top and "a
the remaining degrees of freedom along the pile.The equation (4) can be

transformed in:
r , , h d t (5)

in which

S = S - S S"1 St p.tt p.ta 3p,aa V a t
The displacements d are obtained through:

H • V.« Vat *t (7)

The equation (6) allows the determination of the pile top stiffness,
and the equation (7) defines the procedure for computing the displacements
<L of the remaining nodes» as long as the values of 3. are known from the
equation (3).Actually the operations of matrix inversion shown in equations
(6) and (7) are not perforated in the computer calculations.

To avoid discontinuities in the internal force distribution along
the piles at the reference nodes,the matrices S and S should be
considered as an integral part of the pile element supported by the soil
for all numerical calculations. Thus the internal forces r at the upper
end of tj.e pile element is computed by:

-~rp - <Se.uu +Ss.u> i * C V * } \ W
5.SECANT STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR THE RC PILE ELEMENTS
For each iterative step the internal forces at the nodes are

determined with help of equation (8).By averaging the internal force of
two consecutive nodes, averaqe forces and moments are determined for each
PC. The longitudinal strain c at the cross section centroid and the cur-
vatures k andk will be now computed. The procedure presented in the
Reference (4) will be utilized.The normal strains e are defined by:

. • « • e, +ky 2 - kz y (g)

The non linear stress-strain relationships defined in the CEB-F1P
Model Code (Reference 2) will be utilized.Following functions are obtained

: using the equation (9)» the stress-strain relationships and the equilib-
rium conditions;

i « a ( ce . ky , k2 )
Í Hy - ( e§ , ky , k2 ) (10)
• M2 * ( z% , ky , k2 )

To determine the values of e , tc and k21n function of N,My and M
a numerical Newton-Raphson ittrative procedure Is performed.

As long as the longitudinal strains are known.the stiffness matrix
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for the RC PE can be computed as defined in the References (5) and (6).
The elements of the matrix S are determined with help of following cross
section characteristics:

EAX « / Ec dAc • E E $ A$

ESY « / Ec z dAc • t E s Z A$

ESZ » / Ec y dAc • E E $ y As

6IXX * G !x (11)
EIYY « / E c z

adAc • £ E $ i2 A$

EIZ7 - / Ec y
adAc + E E $ y2 A$

EIYZ « / E c zydAc + I E $ yz A$

in which E£,E$ are the secant stiffnesses of the concrete and reinforcing
steel materiais.dA is the area of a rectangular cross section clement
(see Figure 8)» A is an individual reinforcing steel area» z and y are
local coordinates of the areas, 6 is the concrete shear modulus and Ix is
the torsion stiffness.The elements of the RC PE matrix of (12x12) size are
obtained considering,additionally to the usual elements of the straight
linear member stiffness matrix (see Reference 7) related to the section
stiffnesses EAX,EIZZ,EITY and GIXX, all the other matrix elements corre-
sponding to the section stiffnesses ESY.ESZ and EIYZ. The additional
elements (see Reference 5 and 6) are:
Se(l,5)= ESY/L = -Se(l,ll) = Se(7.11) =-Se(5,7)
Se(1.6)-ESZ/L * -Se(l,12) » Se(7,12) =-Se(6,7)
Se(2,3)=12EIYZ/L

3=-Se(2,9) = Se(8,g) *-Sc(3,8)
Se(3t6)»6EIYZ/L

2= Se(3,12) =-Se(9,12}«- Se(6,9)« Se(8,ll)
Se(5.6)=-4EIYZ/L =Se(11.12);Se(3,6)»Se(5,8)*-Sc(2,5)=-Se(2,l.)
Se(5t12)«-2EIYZ/L*Se(6,ll )

The remaining elements are determined by symmetry. The stiffness
matrix shows that the effects of N,H and Mz are coupled (see Figure 8).It
should be emphasized that the coupled matrix Se1s a prerequisite for an
adequate convergence of the iterative procedure.

For the torsion effects, simplified elastic calculations are
foreseen, since their influence are small.

6.COMPUTER PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS
Based on the ideas presented herein a computer program named

ASBUILT was prepared to investigate the as built conditions of a pile foun
dation using the level 1 criterion for the safety analysis.



The program is capable of analysing various ijroups of piles assembled
in different pile footing .which .ire interconnected by an clastic super-
structure.This generalization is based on the substructure concept. This
additional feature will not be further discussed,since it 1s a quite usual
procedure.

The problems commonly encountered in the practice such as:
a - piles constructed out of position,
b - pile concrete strengths lower than specified in some parts of differ-

ent piles »
c - soil conditions different as foreseen ,
d - pile lengths different as foreseen ,
can be examined by such a proQram.

Since the program analyses the redistribution of forces among the
piles as well as along the piles,the foundation has more capability to
carry the loads than as previously designed.

. 7.CONCLUSIONS
For the as built investigation of pile foundations which are not

executed as foreseen in the design documents,a feasible and economical
method was presented to examine the safety conditions of the foundation.

The proposed analysis is based on the level 1 of the ultimate limit
design of the CEB-FIP Model Code.For the investigation,the characteristic
(52 fractile) concrete strengths along the piles,the characteristic (5$
fractile) reinforcing steel strenghtsaswpllas the statistically represen-
tative soil data are required.

The proposed non linear analysis is load incremental.The procedure
removes all the partially collapsed piles encountered during the load
history.

For the analysis the concrete pile is segmented in pile elements and
the soil reactions are represented by springs.Both elements ire treated
non linearly.

The stiffness matrix of the RC element is a coupled matrix concerning
the effects due to bending moments and axial forces. The use of the
coupled matrix is a prerequisite for an adequate convergence of the Itera-
tive method.

Pile foundations examined with help of a computer program based on
the presented procedures show an additional capacity not foreseen in the



elastic and conventional design,sinco the forces arc redistributed
and along the foundation piles.

This type of investigation can avoid strengthening construction costs,
demonstrating that a non perfectly executed pile foundation,can have event
ually enough capability to carry.with adequate safety the design loads of
the foundation.
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SUMMARY

The aim of this research work is to develop a methodology

for quantification of the structural reliability of the primary

piping (PP) of a PWR under operational and accidental conditions.

Biblis B is utilized as reference plant. The PP structure is mo-

deled utilizing finite element procedures. Based on the proper-

tier, of the operational and intorn.nl accidental conditions, a

sLatic analysis suffices. However, a dynamic analysis consi-

dering non-linear effects of the soil-structure-interaction is

to be used to determine load effects due to earthquake induced

loading. Considering realistically the presence of inital cracks

in welds and considering annual frequencies of occurrence of the

various loading conditions, a crack propagation calculation
*

utilizing the Forman model is carried out. Simultaneously leak-

and break probabilities using the "Two Criteria"-Approach are

computed. A Monte Carlo simulation procedure is used as method

ol; solution. The analysis yields an cstinatc of the failure

probability of the PP of 5«io"6 for a design life of 40 years. !
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t. INTRODUCTION

As the primary piping (PP) is one of the most sensitive

components of nuclear reactors particular attention is paid with

respect to its structural reliability. In previous studies

[1,2] failure probabilities of PP have been calculated by sta-

tistical analysis of observed defects of pipings of power plants,

including caloric and other non-nuclear power plants.

As an alternative approach, reliability of PPs can be cal-

culated by means of structural-mechanical methods, including

fracture mechanics. For this purpose information of the entire

loading spectrum, including operational and accidental condi-

tions, material data and their characteristics, qeomctrical data

and knowledge of cracks in the component are required. Taking

into consideration stochastic properties of the loading condi-

tions and structural resistance failure probabilities can be

obtained at which different failure mechanisms are to be taki>n

into account. It should be pointed out that the influence of

corrosion on crack-propagation will be neglected in th.is study,

i.e. intact cladding is assumed.

2. STRUCTURAL MODELING

The structural analysis of the loops of the PP (soe Kiq 1)

is performed by using finite-element-methods at which beam ele-

ments are used which take into account the effect of the in-

terior pressure on the structural :>tiffness. As it is shown in

Fig 2 the masses of the steam generator and the main coolant

pump are concentrated in discrete masses whereas their struc-

tural properties arc modeled by weightless beam elements. The

supports are represented by linear elastic springs. Common]y

used finite element cocks 13,4] arc used to calculate the 18

natural frequencies ana eigenvectors of the piping system assu-

ming hot condition. A comparison of the calculated eigenfre-

quencies which range between 2 and 14 Hz with the measured

values (5] shows significant identities.
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Fig 1: Schematic Sketch of the Primary Piping [2]
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Fig 2: Structural Model of Loop 2 [6]



3. LOADING CONDITIONS

Table 1 contains a list of the entire load spectrum con-

sidered in the analysis, i.e. both operational and accidental

loading conditions. In addition, expected frequencies of occur-

rence, durations, as well as resulting stresses are also qiven

[6]. It has been shown, that the dynamic maqnideation factor [71

for all load cases (No. 1 to 13) but the earthquake loading is

negligible small, i.e. < 1.015. Therefore a qu.?si static struc-

tural and stress analysis suffices.

toad-
Case
Jr.

1

2

3

4

b

6

7

a

9

10

ii

12

13

14

15

Load Case

Start up

Shut down

Scram

Turbine Trip with-
out steam bypass

Load Step •10 %

Load Step -10 t

Load Ramo +1O t

LO3d R.imp -10 I

Loss of feed Water

Loss of Offsite
Power

Fail.of 1 Ro.ictor
Coolant Pump

Leakage-Test

Pr«3ttire-Te»t

Earthquake

Vibration during
(tornai Operation

Initial
Stress

°A 2

29

153

160

160

160

160

150

ISO

160

160

160

21

21

160

160

.Max. Stress
Difference

Aft

W/m»2]

+127 / -12

-124

•1 / -8

•7 / -16

*i

-2

• 1

-1

• 18 / -12

•10 / -7

•3 / -14

•99

•124

Duration
t

{sec]

60

7 200

10

12

30

80

a

S

200

4

20

static

static

Frequence
of Occur-
rence in
4o years

2OO

2OO

400

16O

50 0O0

50 OOO

64 OOO

64 000

32

20

SO

200

10

ace sect. 5

•2 / -2 dynamic
«ensure

ca. 4'10*

Table 1: Load Cases
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4. GARTKQÜAKE LOADING

A reliability concept for the loadcase earthquake combines

the uncertainties of the occurrence of an earthquake of a cer-

tain intensity AK, the probability density of stresses due to a

<tivcn magnitude fg(x)|A and the probability density of the struc-

tural resistance f RU) (see Fig 3).

Fig 3: Reliability Concept for Earthquake Loading

The conditional failure probability for any loading inten-

sity AK can be obtained by solving the convolution integral bet-

ween fg(x) and fR(x) (for example Í8])

/ PR(x) fg (x) dx
o K

where

PD(x) - / f_(x) dx (1)

the cumulative distribution of the structural resistance. The
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conditional reliability ir. then

L|AK » 1 - pfIAR U)

Finally one obtains the reliability of the structure exposed to

earthquake loading utilizing the expression

BO

L.J, = / LIAK fft (a) da (3)
o K

For the following developments the stress-time-histories of

the PP due to earthquakes of different intensities have to be

known. In this particular case non-linear effects of the soil-

structure-interaction on the load effects of the piping have

been considered.

For this purpose both the reactor building and the soil up

to a depth of about f>o motors arc represented by fin i to oJ finem «

19], 23 layers of continuum elements with non-linear cluu id ITis-

tics [10] are used whereas the containment hull and its interior

equipment «ire modeled by two-dlinensionai beam element:.». The con-

crete base is represented by ox t rente Jy stiff linear continuum

elements. Due to the luck of strong motion records for the Jo-

cation Biblis B, the N-S component of the well-known El Centro

Earthquake is used for representation of the frequency distri-

bution of the input motion and scaled according to the probabi-

lities of occurrence for the site. Vertical components are

assumed to be 50 % of the horizontal input acceleration.

Utilizing modal analysis [4] stress time histories in the

welding connection between the pipe and RPV are ?ow determined

for the distribution of earthquake intensities utilizing the

motions of the rigid bane as input. An extremo-valuo-consider-

ation indicates then the most critical direction of excitations

in regard of the resulting stresses.

5. DETERMINATION OF CRACK-PROPAGATION

At the load cases show cyclic characteristics, not only

ultimate load failure but also the possible occurrence of the

fatigue, i.e. fracture failure mechanism has to be considered



within the frame-work of n credible- reliability analysis. It

has been shown ulsewhrrc that applications of fracture mecha-

nical methods allow taking into account that real structures

contain imporfeetions in terms of flaws, cracks, etc. as a

result from the manufactoring process. For the case of the

PP, it is justified to assume that these flows are all lo-

cated in the weldings. According to conventional methods of

fracture mechanics these imperfections may be represented by

flaws of idealized, i.e. elliptical or half-elliptical shapes,

respectively. These cracks may grow due to (static or dynamic)

cyclic loading. To determine or assess this crack growth, i.e.

propagation,a number of different models has been developed.

For the present analysis the well-known Forman-relation (see

for example [11]) has been utilized, i.e.

, AK" - AK n

dN (1-U)Kc-AK

where

K = Y

R = Ui/ou (4)

a .... Crack Length (Crack Depth)

N .... Number of Load Cycles

C .... Crack Propagation Parameter

K .... Stress Intensity Factor
(Y ... Factor of Geometry [6])
(n ... Nominal Stress)

K .... Critical Street Intensity Factor

n .... Exponent

AKo... Threshold Value of AK

It should be noto<? that a physical relevance of equ(4)

exists only for positive values of AK. Therefore, if the cal-

culation result»- in a negativo value for propagation rate of

the flaw, the size of the crack has to be assumed unchanged,

which implies that all crack-closure-effeots will be neglected.



For utilization of the Foraan-rolation, frenucnclos, mininmr»

as well as maximum stresses and the probabilities of all load

cases must be known. As the operational loadings of the PP

do not occur entirely independently this correlation miqht be

modeled by a Markov process i.e. chain. However, this would

lead to a disproportional large effort to simulate stepwisc

their occurrence i.e. transition probabilities. Therefore an

average load history, which represents the loading conditions

during the desiqn life of 40 years has been derived. The very

high number of vibrations during normal operation arc assumed

to be constant all over all operating years. The probability

distribution of maximum ground acceleration for Dibits B is

suggested in [2] (Pig 4).Earthguakes of an average return period
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Fig 4: Annual Exceedence Probability of
Horizontal Acceleration at location
Biblis B [2]

of less than 10 yea» will be neglected because of their small

maximum ground accelerations. Characteristic stress values -

selected from the calculated stress-timo-histories arc shown
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in Table 2. The «on-linear relation between earthquake intensity

Maximum
horizontal
acceleration

1*1

O,O4

0,08

O.12

0,15

0,18

0,21

O,24

Maximum
Stress

lN/«m2]

170,12

176,99

184,82

193,93

200,45

2O4,O5

206,73

Charact.
Stress
Range

lN/ram2)

8,33

12,55

19,76

28,58

33,84

35,80

36,78

Number
of
Cycles

251

252

250

251
251

250

251

Table 2: Characteristic Stress Values for different
Earthquake Intensities

characteristic stress values can be easily observed.

6. INITIAL CRACK SIZE

The probability of occurrence of a flaw of a certain

depth x in the piping after manufacturing of the welding and

quality control for example by ultrasonic methods, (r(x)J may

be - assuming independence - expected as the normalized pro-

duct of the occurrence probability of deepest cracks (a(x))

with the non-detection-probability of a flaw (b(x)) after

quality control [12]

r (x) = F«a(x) *b(x) (5)

As there is only i>.ttle information available on crack depth

distributions of high quality weldings attempts have been made

Í6] to connect data of thick-wall-weldings to those of pipes,

i.e. eimpio bulk welds. For this a(x) may be assumed log-nor-

mally distributed (see Fig 5). With respect to the detection

probability it is assumed that flaws of a size less than a
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20 25 xtmm)

Fig 5: Occurrence Probability (a(x)) and Non-Detection
Probability (b(x)) of a crack of üepth x in the Pipe

certain threshold level - in this caso 3 mn - are not detectable

and moreover they are even not regarded as being repairworthy.

Larger flaws, however, will be detected with a particular pro-

bability, and repaired upon detection immediately. These assump-

tions lead to a forp of a trunctatcd exponential probability d<

sity for b(x) as it can be seen in Fig 5. The resulting initial

crack depth probability density and its cumulative probability

distribution are shown in Fig 6. The distribution R(x) serves

now as an input information of the model to be solved by simu-

lation procedures.

7. FAILURE PROHAÜIJ.ITY

As the reliability function of the PP is a highly non-linear

function of a large number of mostly random Input Vcirinbl«.•;.>, .in.i-

lytical solution» arc; intractable. As approximate methods of so-

lution, such as first order methods may lead for these classes

of problems to erroneous results (14], and if expanded require
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25 xlmml

Fig 6: Probability Density and Cumulative Distribution
of Initial Crack Depths

considerable computational efforts [14], importance sampling

procedures wore applied as method of solution. A list of geo-

metrical and material data used as input are listed in Table 3.

PARAMETER

YIELD STRESS

TLFISILC STRESS

TOUGHNESS

C.XRACK PROPAGATION
FACTOR

A K 0 THRESHOLD VALUE

Kc CRITICAL VALUE

nmriAH EXPUNINT

MALL rillCKNESS

PIPE DIAMETER

.1. I W I I A l CRACK
UII' IH

•Vtf GEOMETRY FACTOR

MEAN VALUE

4J8 NMRT 2

J5OO Urn*'*'3

IOO Nwm"3 '2

•97O NW»""3/2

t . 1

'/4 mu

800 Mm

1.f,TJ MM

0.55

COEFFICIENT OF
VARIATION

0.O4

O.O5r.

O.t

0.5

-

-

-

-

-

O.9J

O.ii

TYPE OF
DISTRIBUTION

WEI BUM.

WRfllUU.

HEIDULL

tORNORHAI.

-

-

-

-

-

fil'KCIAI. TYI'l:

'4ORMAI.

Table 3: Input Data [6]



As crack-propagation-ea leu Ini: lona, both in dô tli ami low

direction, are carried out for each load case, failure chocks

haw; to be perforroofi. Two entirely different tyres of failure

might occur» i.e. leakaqc or break. The first type may occur

if the crack depth grows almost up to the val.l thickness, the

second type tf stresses in the crlttu.vl cross-section oxreed

certain threshold values. The so called "Two-Criteria" Approach

shown in Fig 7 (see for example [13]) allows to distinguish

between ductile (a^n .,..)# brittle (KT>KT_) as well as nixed
Jit 11 !* !•«• X I C

FAILURE

NO FAILURE

Fig 7: "Two-Criteria" Approach

fracture node where for characterizing the latter type the so

called Burdekin/Stone relation is utilized. By this

/-2in sec (£ Sr)

where

(6)

S
failure
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«. CONCLUÍ; IONS

The tot.nl fiii lure probabil il:y of t.hr? primary piping results

to about '>-to"' for a tlcsi'jn lift' of 40 ycnr3. Thin corresponds

to in annual failure rato of i«io~ . It is pointed out that for

«!»•• pi.ml umler invor.t i«jat Ion both lntrrh.il and external acci-

dental loading conditions contribute very little to the rate of

crack propagation. Furthermore it should be noted thac failures

only occur during earthquake events because of their high stress

f.i'iiks. This, of course is conditioned on initial crack sizes

exceeding 7S % of the wall thickness.

Ar> there is a dominant influence of the initial crack size

on the failure probability further investigations should con-

centrate on improving the assumptions for an initial crack size

distribution. It should also be mentioned that the piping will

not be checked only once after fabrication - as it is assumed

in the present model - in certain intervals, but also during the

rieriiqn life of the plant. This effect obviously will reduce the

failure probability whereas taking into account all effects, i.e.

that of corrosion as well, will increase then the crack propa-

gation and consequently the failure rate.
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SUMMARY

Concepts and computational procedures for the reliability

calculation of structural systems subject to fatigue are

outlined. On a component level the upcrossing approach is

chosen. Cystems arc dealt with by approximately computing

componential times to first failure. So-called first-order

reliability methods are then used to formulate dependencies

botwecn componontia] failures and to evaluate the system*

failure probability.



1 INTRODUCTION

The relinbility estimation of multi-component structures

under time-varying (static or dynamic) loading with load-

independent or load-dependent strength deterioration is one of

the most important but most difficult problems in structural

reliability. General exact results are virtually incxistcnt

but various approximate or specialised methods have been pro-

posed. One such class of methods widely rests on Markovian

properties of the stress and deterioration processes. These

arc not dealt with herein. Furthermore, if the loading or

stress process is stationary Gaussian with at least twice-

differentiable auto-correlation function, is sufficiently

narrow-banded and obeys certain mixing conditions approximate

asymptotically correct results on a component level can be

obtained for a large class of problems relatively easy as will

be shown and further discussed in the next section. These re-

sults are based on the crossing process of a scalar stress

process above a given deterministic but time-dependent thre-

shold. A number of improvements and generalisations of the

elementary case have been proposed. They need not be discussed
2 3herein. ' Serious difficulties arise if the stress process

is a vector and, correspondingly, the damage process is multi-

dimensional. Conceptual and mathematical difficulties appear

considerable so that we will maintain the assumption of a sca-

lar damage accumulation caused by a scalar (or scalarised)

stress process throughout the paper.

Another type of problem arises if system aspects have to

be included. Whereas the non-deteriorating case found some in-

teresting solutions 4'5'6 if component failure does not depend

on the state of the system, i.e. the number and type of com-

ponents which are in a failure state, almost nothing can be

said about structural systems/ possibly with load redistribu-

tion after componential failure with or without strength de-

terioration. Practice tends to concentrate onJy on some "cri-

tical" spots in the structure. If failure of any of these

"critical" elements implies system failure, i.e. the system is

a series system, some additional considerations; arc necessary
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Io ftrrvnutl T«»' thn put 11 tpi lrIty of failure modos of tho system,

particularly if the system has many such failure modes. The

modelling of arbitrary systems as series systems and its

suitable reliability estimation generally produces lower reli-

ability bounds. Most structures arc redundant, however, and

it is of vital interest in some applications, e.g. in unclear

power plant engineering, to quantify the extra reliability

provided by structural redundancy. Tn the following an attempt

is made to formulate solution procedures for this type of pro-

blem.

2 COMPONENT FAILURE PROBABILITIES

There are two types of approaches to handle fatigue problems.

The first approach determines the accumulation of damage resp.

the probability distribution of the damage measure in terms

of the random stress history. If the damage exceeds some cri-

tical level failure occurs. The damage accumulation process

is an additive process with in the limit vanishing variability

provided thac certain mixing conditions (asymptotic indepen-

dence) hold for the cumulative process- Therefore, it suffices to

determino the mean damage. An early famous result on thi3 line

is duo to Miloo. The second approach maintains the latter

simplification but takes account of the possibility that an

extreme stress evmt meeting a reduced (residual) strength

can also cause failure. For example, assume the following da-

mage accumulation relationship

^~ = cg(S(n))h(D(n)) (1)

where D̂  is the damage, AD/An the damage increment per stress

cycle, g(s(n)) a function of the stress S and c a cycle inde-

pendent constant. Then, in passing to continous numbers t of
o

cycles, integration yields:

D(t) d D t

D(to) tQ
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The left-hand side, if inteyrable, can be written as

I(D(t))-I(D(to)). Th© right-hand side is u stochastic integral

which is assumed to exist. If g is a monotonic function and

S(t) is ergodic and sufficiently mixing (e.g. without going

into details such mixing conditions have the form:

P({S(t):s)n{S.(t+T):'s})-P(S(t)':s)P(S(t+T): s)-0 for T-«•), then

t
El/ g(S(x))dtJ = AE[g(S(r))] (3)

with E[g(S(i))] evaluated for arbitrary i and A=t-t whereas

t
Var[J g(S(T))dt)] - &*k-Var[g(S(T))] (4)

to A -

k is a constant depending on thu autocorrelation structure of

S ( t ) . I t f o l l o w s t h a t t h e &tandnrii>tii;vi»il • lc»n o\ t IJO iuU;»ir;il

falls off with 1//iPand can bo neglected for sufficiently

large A. Note that in eq.(1) the classical S-N/curv^-Palntgren/

Miner approach is included where N(S)=AS the number of cy-

cles at stress S up to failure. Obviously, h(L)(t))~1 and

g(S(t))=S (t)/A. Also, the Paris-Erdogan law for crack growth

in a fracture mechanics approach is covered. In this case

h(D(t))=Dm//2(t) and g(S (t))=Sm(t). A,B as well as m are not ne-

cessarily deterministic quantities which, however, for the mo-

ment are assumed as fixed. More realistic damage accumulation

laws can be handled but it is adviscable to bring those re-

lationships into the form (1) and require analytical integra-

bility.

The damage at time t now is from oq.(2) and (3)

D(t) - l"1( (t-to)Elçj<S(T))]+I(D(to>) J IS)

If R(t ) is the initial "strength", wo have for the residual

strength at time t

IWtt) - R(to)-0(t) (6)

which, of course, implies that D(t) is measured in units of



W**"'

strength". Under these assumptions, Rice's formula after

standardisation by U(T) = (S(T)-ma)/us and

specializes to

.»(^-à(T)*(^)] (7)

with O.=J./O . The failure probability becomes:
U S S

t
Pf(t) ~ l-exi>l-Jv(T)dT] (8)

o

For the case of linear damage accumulation (eq.(6) being a

linear function of t) the integral in (8) can be solved ana-

lytically. If there are further uncertain parameters 9, for

cx.impJe ini.ontilty (MiMinctcr:; lor the stress process or uncer-

tain danuKju accumulation purautotors such as ttie parameters

A,D or m as introduced before, first- or second order reliabi-

lity methods always provide a numerical solution since in this

case

t
Pf (t) •* WexpI-JvitiOJdTjdFy (9)

o —

The required formulation is obtained as follows. The right-

hand side of eq.(9) is interpreted as the distribution of the

time T to failure. With 0=T(UA)the Rosenblatt-transformation

for 0 and I (t !l'(y0) )=/V(T |T(ÇJp))dT one writes
mm O «F

1-exp[-Iv(T|T(U0))l - $(UT) (10)

and yolving for T

)) (11)

I and, therefore, for Pf(t)«P(T-t;-O)

After finding the most likely failure point (B-point) u* and



possibly the main curvatures «̂  of the failure surface in that

point, we have with B=||u*li the first order estimate

and the asymptotic second order approximation

- •(-$) n (1-8 <j)

Methods based on Markovian properties of the accumulation

process are not discussed herein.

3 SYSTEMS

It is a straight forward matter to extend this approach to

systems with, say, k "hot-spots" each failure of which causes

system failure. We have

»P(t)»P( U {T.át)=P( U (g, (U)'.;0))«>1-$k (8;5)

Twhere tk the multinormal integral, £=(6.,, •.., 8^) the vector

of safety indices 0 . = | jxa. | | # and |*(3ras;r,s=i,. ..,k> the cor-

relation coefficient matrix if a, are the direction cosines

of the B-points with the linear approximations g y

of the failure surfaces. For small systems the union probabi-

lity can be (conservatively) approximated by the sum of the

componential probabilities. So-called parallel systems (inter-

sections of failure events) can be handled similarly.

Fatigue failures are by their very nature brittle failures or

can be well idealized by brittle failures, i.e. once failure

has occured in a component that component no more carries any

load. Redundant structures with a total of M components require

several components to fail in order to produce system failure.

Denote by M^ g M an ordered subset of components necessary for

system failure in the k-th failure sequence and by T^. the

random time to failure of the j-fch component giv^n th.it nil

components {1,...,j-1} have already failed. It is clear that
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system failure in that sequence occurs if i: T. -t 0. Fur-
3

Lhormovo, if thore aro K such sequences the system failure

event is the union of ail sequence failure events. Therefore,

K
Pr(t) « Pi U ( r. T. .-t>0>) (16)

k-1 j*:Mk
 KJ

v.'e concentrate first on a particular sequence j=1,...,m. . Let

us describe the failure process in words. The first component

to fail can bo handled.as in section 2. It fails at a random

time. During this time the components have accumulated a cer-

tain amount of damage. Failure of the first component will

aiso change the physical system, i.e. the input - output rela-

tionship of the system. The time to failure of the second com-

ponent to fail consequently must be computed given the (ran-

dom) initial damage at T-T. . and tne system change due to fai-

lure of the first component. Similar arguments apply to the

following failing components. Formally, we have in accordance

with eq.(11):

Tk1 " I ^ f T o

The residual strength in the second component with to
=0 at

tino T=T. 1 is:

Rk2<Tk2> t k 2 k 2

Due to the system change, the standardised stress and deteri-

oration process for the second component now read U J ^ Í T ) »

(Sk2(T)-mS,k2)/0S,k2 and ok2(T)s5(Rk2(T)-mS,k2)/°S,k2- W i t h

these assessments the last part of section 2 also applies tò

the second component to fail and analogously for the rest of

components in the sequence.

We shall illustrate this at an example. Consider the os-

cillator shown in figure 1 excited by stationary (accelera-

tion) white noise at its base. For the purpose of illustration

of the general reliability approach the dynamic effects caused

by abrupt system changes arc noticetod. The strength deteri-
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oration is describee by the classical S-N/curvo together with

Palmyren-Minor's hypothesis. Then, the mean damacje after t

cycles is assuming narrow-banded system output lfor general

output see the approximations proposed by Yang ' );

ElD(t)] = El E D±] = tE[S
B)/A = tv(O) (J2T)Br(1+|) * tc (19)

X = 1

'~7~iT~ tlic zero-crossing rate of S(t) and A. its i-th
Io S So

spectral moment, i.e. >. == •=-— and A_=^ 7—7 for white
o 2 çwo 2 2 r 3

° 2
excitation with intensity SQ, C the damping ratio and Q*

the natural frequency. It follows from Rice's formula that the

upcrossing rate is

The integral according to oq. (8) becomes

Inversion of this expression with respect to t as required by

eg.(11) can be carried out analytically if an appropriate

expansion for the inverse normal distribution is used.

If there are n structural elements to fail in a sequence

and, for the moment, ignoring the possibility that during a

loading cycle more than one system element can experience an

outcrossing, the time to failure of the j-th element can be

written as

3 CJ 1 *o,j
with
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-1
G. =* (n-j+1) E G.
3 j

2 -1 n

OO ijrj

2,j A2,jA 2 j A

Inserting cq.(22) into (16) and applying the Rosenblatt-

transformation to the uncertain variables, e.g. M,S ,K.,G. ,1̂ ,

and AQi (i»1,...,n) yields the required formulation. Note that

for a system of n elements (hot spots) the final uncertainty

space for one failure sequence han 2(M,So)+4n(K.,G.,B.,A .;

i=1,...,n)+n(U.;j=1,...,n)=2+5n dimensions. If nil failure se-

quences are to bo investigated the uncertainty space roughly

has dimension equal to all possible permutations of n ele-

ments.

Eq.(20) and, consequently, eq.(22) implies that an out-

crossing can occur if tha process S(t) is on the (time-

variant) threshold. However, in order to have a single out-

crossing in the j-th system element, no outcrossing event must

occur in the remaining unfailed elements. It is possible to

correct the foregoing formula • appropriately. Cq.(7) may also

be written in the form

Vjd) = P(U..(T)ca;j(T)]P(Ú.j(T),;ft:.{T)) (23)

where U,(T) and LJ.(T) are still assumed to be independent.

Denoting by U^(T),k«j+1,.,.,n the standardised stress process
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In Üio other ay atem olemonto the rato of out croneliuju In the

j-th element under the condition that the remaining elements

are in a functioning state can be given as

n
V.(T) « P{(U.(T)CO4(T))n f~\ (U.(T)5O.
3 3 3 k»i-M

3 (24)

For the first probability to make sense one nay, probably too

restrictive, require that, at least» the processes Ú.(T) and

U. (T) are not functionally dependent. Then, it has been shown

that
n

P((u,(T)ea.(T))n (~\ (u.(x)sak(T))) »3 3 k»j+1 K K

(25)

with $m the m-dimensional integral to be evaluated numerical
n

ly as in[14] Z.= l Y^V. (k^j) the Rosenblatt-transformation

of Uk(x) and

ajk * (°

Alternatively and less accurate one can estimate the multi-

normal integral by use of the well-known bounds for the union

of small probability events. In passing to the complement it

is P(j2{Uk(T)áak(T)))=1-P(jJ{Uk(T)>Ok(T)))=1-P(jj{Uk(T)í,-Ok(-C))),

with Ajt»{uk
><T)á-o. (T) }: the upper bound is

n
•n-i+ite^Si1 5 1-[P(A,)+ r. rnax{O,P(A.)- Z PtA.HA.))]

n 3+i J - j i k c 2
 K i<k x *

(26)
where P(Ak) « <|>(-otk(T))

and P(A.OAk) «
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r
o (T)-P o (T)

with Br « -ar(x> and C — * ' ^r « ar(x> and Crs — 2
1 psr'

The tine-integral in eq.(8) resp.(21) now has to be c-

valuated numerically. Also, the inversion with respect to its

upper integration limit according to eq.(11) has to be dont

numerically. The numerical effort increases substantially.

Yet, to neglect the condition that an outcrossing in a small i

time-interval should occur only in one system element is con-

servative and, therefore, formulations of the type in eq. (22)

might still, be acceptable. Unfortunately, numerical experience

for realistic systems is totally lacking so that it is hard to '.

judge the degree of conservatism introduced by the proposed :

simplification. i

The refinements just made give rise to a reconsideration

of the assumptions under which the described approach is valid.

A basic condition, in fact, is that in a sufficiently small .

time-interval only one component fails wliile the probabiiily

of mote components to fail in this interval is of negligible ,

order. Mathematically, this condition is known is orderliness

of the outcrossing point process. This assumption obviously '

is unrealistic as soon as the stress-processes become functi-

onally dependent as they would be in our example oscillator. >

A multi-degree-of-freedom oscillator, on the other hand, would :

probably have the required property of orderliness of outcros- '

sings. If, furthermore, the strength properties of the system

elements are not functionally dependent but are distributed '

randomly, the probability of having a high level outcrossing

in one system element and immediately afterwards a second or (

more outcrossing(s) in a second or more system element (s) du- •

ring the same stress cycle should also become small and should

vanish with increasing level. As a consequence of these quali-

tative arguments orderliness of the outcrossings may be as-

sumed as long as the system failure probability remains suf-

ficiently small. Since a rigorous mathematical proof appears

extremly difficult, a few simulation studies have boon carried

out whose results at least do not contradict the argument.



Only a lew multiple outcrossings have been observed for re-

latively low reliability systems and only in the very last

system states v/hich, after all, do contribute insignificantly

to the reliability of the system. Nevertheless, further re-

search must clarify moro precisely the importance and the con-

ditions of orderliness of the outcrossing process.

Rigorously, all possible failure sequences would have to

be investigated. Even if these failure sequences are exhaus-

tive and mutually exclusive the sequence failure events are

not due to common uncertain parameters. Therefore, cq.(l5)

applies. Unfortunately, the number of sequence failure events

can become extremely large even for smaller systems. One

might pratically be restricted to the investigation of only

one (dominating) or a few sequences. However, only insuffi-

ciently developed concepts exists for the selection of domi-

nant failure sequences. The most obvious one is to determine

the (locally) most likely one in searching at each point in

the failure sequence for t:he component with smallest (condi-

tional) time to failure (largest probability of Cailure). This

sequence typically is the locally most likely but not neces-

sarily the dominant one. It might be adviseable also to in-

vestigate other sequences branching off. It is clear that the

numerical effort soon becomes formidable.

Another method, probably favoured by practiontors is a

combination of simulation and the semi-analytical method as

described above. At first, the system, i.e. a few failure

sequences, arc simulated by sLandard Monte-C'arlo-methods. For

a highly reliable system its parameters, for example all means

of the uncertain variables have to be modified in the unfa-

vourable direction by certain multiples of their standard de-

viation. Very soon, a few failure sequences show up as domina-

ting the system failure. These can then be investigated by

more rigorous methods. Nevertheless, it atill is very diffi-

cult to quantify the error caused by the omission of the other

failure sequences. Further research in this direction is ne-

cessary.
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! SUMMARY

: Relationships between probability of failure and

I seismic intensity (fragility carves) summarize the results

j of the vulnerability analysis of a NPP structural component.

j The appropriate operative procedures for the evaluation of

! these fragility curves are discussed. The paper illustrates

i a general purpose computer code which includes two

different probabilistic models for two different levels of

' sophistication in the fragility analysis.

Attention in then foeussed (i) on the mechanical anpocta

dtisocitttcd with Lhe local ytrongth estimation (ii) on the

simulation of suitable artificial ground motions and (iii)

on the definition of an appropriate measure of the seismic
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1. INTRODUCTION

The probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) recently

developed for some existing nuclear power plants in the

United States *'?'* pointed out that the contribution to the

global risk of the external actions may be predominant when

compared with the widely investigated risk induced by

internal solicitations . Seismic safety is therefore becoming

more and more significant in the construction permit review

of a nuclear power plant.

In the seismic risk assessment the seismic hazard

analysis is generally separated from the evaluation of the

vulnerability of the structural component . Relationships

between probability of failure and seismic intensity

(fragility curves) summarize the results of the latter

analysis. The authors and associates arc engaged from long

time in a wide work of research aiming at the formulation

of appropriate operative procedures for the accurate evaluation

of those fragility curves " . This research effort has led

the authors to the development of a general purpose computer

code project which is named "SFrASSy"(Seismic Fragility

Assessment for Structural Systems).

This paper describes the main lines of the code SFrASSy,

particular care being devoted to the topics for which research

is presently in progress.

Several troubles remain, in fact, in the definition of the

seismic input and on the modelling of the mechanical behaviour,

although large research projects, aiming at the formulation of

procedures for the fragility assessment, have been and are
11-11

developed mainly in the United States

2. SYSTEM FRAGILITY

Complicated (i.e.multicomponent) structural systems

with uncertain characteristics are considered. They are

subject to a seismic input which in modelled by a stochastic

process. Let S be an appropriate seismic intensity parameter.

If the stochastic response of the system to a realization
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i. f ihr» r.oitimic: notion excoodfi the loax I nl rtmcith of n

component, that component fails. The failure of the system

can bs defined either by the failure of at least one element

(brittle failure) or by the interrupt ion of a functional line

because more components failed (ductile failure).

Assume now that if the system fails under a given

earthquake motion» then the system fails also if the same

• .irthijunkc is scalod by factors; larger than one. As a

consequence, the conditional probability of system failure

given that S=s, P.(s), is a non decreasing function of s.

It follows that the fragility function Pf(s) can be viewed

as the cumulative distribution function PgR(s)of a resistance

variable SR. Some numerical calculations indicated that values

of s greater than SR do not provide always the failure of the

system 6 and therefore the assumption produces slightly

conservative fragility functions. Nevertheless, no calcula-

tion showed that the sentence "Pf(s) is a non decreasing

function of s" is false at least for structural systems'*.

On the basis of the previous assumption, whose relaxa-

tion would make the analysis considerably more complex, the

problem of fragility analysis is reduced to the estimation of

the properties of SR, i.e. of the minimum value of the seismic

intensity S which causes the failure of the system. For this

purpose different probabilistic models with different levels

of sophistication have been proposed.

(i) The simplest approach requires the computation of a
LI

central values yR of S_. The random variable SR is then

expressed in the form

where S^ are independent random variables with central values

1 and standard deviations valued on the basis of expert

opinions 2. Each S^ should represent the contribution of a

source of uncertainty to the uncertainty of SR (Oyster Creeck

Model). This approach is very common in the PHA procedures

for machinery and other non-structural NPP components. Its
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main inconvenience is that the experience on the behaviour of

the structural coraDononts is vory poor.

(ii) The multiplicative scheme (01) can be improved by

pursuing a numerical assessment of the uncertainty associated

with the variables S. by using appropriate simulation techni-

ques" l S". (Multiplicative Model).

(iii) Working on the natural logarithms of S_ and S.,

Eq.(O1)canbe generalized into

In So = g(64 , In X.) • c Í02)

where X. denotes the i-th design variable and g() is a suita-

ble function. Then the classical methods of regression analy-

sis can be employed, once the form of <j() has been selected,

for the assessment of the? terms 0. and t:. For this purpoao,

an appropriate set of numerical experiments has to be planned

and conducted" (Regression Model). Note that Eq.(02) is

written only for random variables X., so that it is not possi;

ble to separate the contribution to the uncertainty of SR of

the stochastic quantities (as the seismic input): this contri

bution is confounded in c. Moreover, it is very cumbersome to

separate the contribution of large stochastic vectors as the

vector of the resistances of the single structural components

in a complicated system.

(iv) The regression scheme (02) has been improved" by

introducing (r-1) separate independent random terms E. , each of

which is associated withone of the large vectors of the system

properties, and an additional random term ER, associated with

the stochastic seismic input:

n
In SR = g(oi# In xx> • V Ek • e (03)

Both the quantities 6̂  and E^ can be derived by performing

appropriate numerical experiments,which in Ref.8 have boon

planned according to two different techniques for 0. and i;.

respectively (Mixed Model). The main advantage of this mixed

model is that the resistance S R is expressed by a "closed
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r
function of X. and, hence,classical methods of the reliability

i theory can be employed in order to calculate the probability

that SR is lower than s. The fragility curve being obtained by

' analytical procedures, a greater accuracy can bo achieved in
: the description of the tails.

t
• 3. MAIN LINES OF SFrASSy
f
i

(

'. The developments of the previous section has led the

authors to the draft of a computer code»SFrASSy, which, accor

; ding to Fig.1, consists of five main sub-programs:
• 1) the input modelling section;
í
I 2) the system-modelling section;

j 3) the system analysis section;

i 4) the probabilistic model auction;

i 5) the intensity-measure section

I The first sub-program starts with the probabilistic

definition of the earthquake characteristics to which the

system is sensitive other than the intensity. The code

considers as random the parameters w and ç of the Kanai-

-Tajimi power-spectral-density (PSD) function and the statio-

nary duration of the accelerogram11* . Suitable statistics of

these quantities can be derived from Ref.15: a lognormal

distribution is assumed for the three variables. The

simulation algorithm is that of the SIMQKE code1" , where,

the stationary segment of filtered white-noise is made non-

-stationary by means of an intensity function with initial

i parabolic ramp and final exponential decay (see Fig.2a).

• The system modelling section associates with every

mechanical quantity the corresponding probabilistic definition.

Statistics are derived from Refs. 16 and 5. In particular, for

the strengths and the constitutive laws of the different com-

ponents of the structural system, appropriate random vectors

are introduced (See Fig.2b).

Vox the system analysis different options arc included,

according to the nature of the ultimato ctatu (brittle or

ductile) and to the degree of mechanical approximation which
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Is required (3en Fig.3b). Obviously this part of the code

is an open subprogram due to the fact that the solving algo-

rithm depends on the nature of the mechanical system under

investigation. Having in mind systems which fails after a

large quantity of energy has been dissipated, the computer

code DRAIN-2D1'" M has been adopted. It performs the non-

linear dynamic analysis of plane systems which can be

discretized into truss, bean and infill-panel elements.

However more general finite-element altgorithroscan be

adopted if necessary. In particular three improvements have

been provided by the author? for the study of frames: (i) the

bending moment-axial, force interaction has been introduced"

(sec also Ref.19); (it) the code has been made enable to

proceed the analysis after one of its components fails7 ;

(iii) the spread of the plastic zones nan been included19

(see also Ref.20).

The probabilistic-model sub-program contains three

options: other than the simple simulation»either the

multiplicative scheme or the mixed model can be selected.

In the multiplicative scheme the simulation is repeated for

structural systems with all the properties at their average

values except one, whose value is simulated: in such a wny

the contribution to the global system uncertainty of the

simulated property is estimated. Obviously this property

is then rotated in order to have information on the contribu-

tion of each parameter. As an average earthquake cannot be

defined, two ways can be followed:

(i) the simulation is repeated for different accelero-

grams and the results are averaged;

(ii) the accelerogram associated with each simulated

problem is generated starting from a given average response

spectrum* .

The first way has been followed in the applications1''"6 till

now developed.

If one selects the mixed model instead of the multiplica

tive approach,several numerical experimente have to be conduc-

ted. A subset of these experiments, planned according to a
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INTENSITY MEASURES

th i

^ I
SYSTE^

p

1
1 ANALYSIS

... ..41..

A SYSTEM fiODELLING

-* n
PROBABILISTIC MODELS

FRAGILITY

to the risk asses.

Figure 1 - Schematic flow-chart of l.ho computer code SFrASSy

a) INPUT MODELLING

- Kanat-Tajiml (K-T) PS'D;
- random parameters u and r

of the K-T PSDf 9 9

- random .stationary-duration d
of the accelerogram;

- parabolic-constant-exponential
intensity function;

- nimulcition algorithm SIMQKE.

b) SYSTEM MODELLING

random strengths of the
components (correlated rv.)
random parameters of the
constitutive law ( cor-
related r.v.)
random mechanical proper-
t ies (mass, damping,
st i ffness) .

Figure 2 - Contents òf input and system modelling in SFrASSy,

a) SYSTEM ANALYSIS

- brittle f-iilure;
- flue tile failure?
- internai action interaction;
- spread of the plastic zones.

b) PROBABILISTIC MODELS

- multiplicative scheme;
- mixed model;
- simulation.

Figure 3 - Options provided
by the computer code
SFrASSy in the system and
fragility analysis.

INTENSITY MEASURES

around motion parameters
(acceleration, velocity,
displacement);
r.m.s. ground motion para_
meters (acceleration, ~~
velocity);
spectral ordinates;
spectral averages.

Figure 4 - Intensity measure
candidates considered in
SFrASSy.

Table 1 - Coeff. of variation of Pg (s) for different intensity
mcaaureti (sample oizo * 20)

_ _ . _ _ . . * • _ *

yr. ace. qx . vel . gr. din.

45% ! r>l 47»,

r .m.s . spnet . ord. s p o r t , av.

> A0% 45 to r>3t 31%

i n t . ir.níí
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f
"lattice square" scheme*, is used for estimating tho variances j

of the terms Etf in Ey.{03) (the moan values of the K's is asüu-
K K j

med to be 2cro). Another subset, planned according to a "fac-

torial scheme" plus a "star dwsign"", permits one to develop

the regression analysis which determines the parameters ü^ in >

Eq.(03). A second-order polynomial approximation of g() is j

generally adopted. The automatic generation of thi experiment j

plan for different mechanical systems is still an open problem, f

which at the present time can only be solved case by case.

Details on the intensity measure section (Fig. 4) will be

given together with the other points which are the object of

present research. In the following section a numerical appli-

cation of SFrASSy is briefly illustrated.

4. A NUMERICAL APPLICATION
j
I
>

A numerical example is developed with reference to the j

reinforced concrete plane frame of Fig.5a.which had been used I

in previous studies5"" . In Rcf.5, the fragility function of •

this frame was obtained by the multiplicative scheme and

checked by simulation. The mixed model has been applied to

the same frame in Ref.8. A simplifying assumption introduced

in those calculations, however, produced results in partial

disagreement with the indications of the previous investigation.

This ill-advised assumption has been successively released

according to the comments of Ref.9 and the new resultsz| are

plotted in Fig.5, where they are compared with the points

of the fragility curve which were derived in Rof.5.

A perfect agreement between the results appears

evident from Fig. 5 in the lower tail oi tho tragility

curve. Here, tho mixed model show3 its supremacy in that it

providos information at low-probability levels which will

never be reached by non-analyticaj procedures.

In the upper tail of the distribution, the multiplicative

scheme provides result» more conservative than the mixed

model does. Indeed, the analysis has been conducted taking

into account two different limit states
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- the first failure of a component

- the achievement of displacements qr̂ .itcr than «in !

undesirable assigned value. j

The second limit state is mainly activated when high i

values of the seismic intensity arc considered. But, since »

the experiments planned for the mixed model were centred in a j

point of the design variable space shifted from the average j

point in the unsafe direction in order to better estimate

the lower tail of the fragility curve, the displacement

limit state has been rarely reached in the development of

the mixed model calculations. The calculated fragility curve

is therefore relevant to a single mode of failure and this

justifies the disagreement of the results in the upper tail

region, where the second limit state predominates.

5. IMPROVEMENTS IN PROGRESS

Some points have been deliberately ignored in section

3 since they represent open problems in the field of the

fragility analysis; namely:

(i) the definition of the component strength;

(ii) the reliability of the use of simulated ground

motions in the numerical calculations;

(iii) the definition of the seismic-intensity parameter.

5.1 Definition of the component strength

If repeated variable-in-time loads act on a structural

component, hysteretic stiffness-degrading constitutive laws

have to be introduced . In this case a safe region of the type

- *ú < * < *u i04)

in which the inelastic strain term <p is required to remain

lower (higher) then an ultimate critical level ^(«Qr

becomes incomplete. Losses of strength and or stiffness, in

fact, are also observed in experimental tests for low values

of the inelastic deformation after a certain number of
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hysteretic cycles with excursions in the plastic range (low-

; -cycle fatigue).

; The results of the specimens tested by several roscar-

i chcrs do not permit one to derive a deterministic failure

| criterion. These results were therefore analysed by statist!-*

«! ev\l techniques in order to provide a probabilistic model.

I The authors cooperated with Veneziano" to the formula tin of
! a new damage measure R for reinforced concrete beam-elements5.

The parameter R depends on time b and is a function of the

dissipated energy L(t) and of the maximum inelastic rotation

R(t) =

the failure criterion is then written in the form

R(t) > R* (06)

where the probabilistic distribution of R* has been inferred

from experimental tests.

Equations of the type (05) and (06) should now be stated

for different material (i.e. steel) and ,mainly,for different

structural components as infill panel elements. Some experimen-

tal tests have already been conducted by several researchers

and, henen, only the probabilistic failure criterion which

besh fit these results has to bo ncloctcd.

5.2 The use of simulated ground motions

It is well known that during the past two decades the

use of simulated ground motions in engineering calculations

has been a necessity, all the data on seismic events being

in a format suitable for a seismologist, not for an engineers.

At the present time, a considerable number of accelerograms

has been recorded in several countries (U.S.A., Italy and so

on) and these data banks are available for anybody. Therefore

if one wishes an accelerogram with certain assigned properties,

it is easy to find at lcdEt one record satisfying the require-

ments .
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However toi safety analyylu purpose onuor fuw records

are not sufficient, and accelerogram samples can only be

derived from stochastic models, as for instance the usual

Kanai-Tajimi filtered white-noise. One is afraid, then,that

to substitute the complex seismic event for a very simple

pseudo-random function reduces all successive calculation

to a mere academic exercise ...! Hence a check of the

consequences of this substitution on the structural response

appears to be quite necessary.

Following the line sketched in Ref.23, research in

progress is attempting a comparison of the average response

spectra from simulated accelerograms with the ones derived

from experimental records. This research started by conside-

ring as a homogeneous sample widely different accelerograms

and is planned to continue taking into account the particular

features of Lhe seismic site under investigation.

5.3 Selection of an intensity measure

At the end of the fragility analysis, the probability

P-(s) of system failure given that the intensity S is equal

to s is obtained. Because S is usually not the only earthquake

characteristic to which the system is sensitive, the seismic

fragility Pf(s) also includes conditional uncertainty on the

ground motion, given that S=s. It follows that Pjs) is a

site-dependent function to the extent that conditional uncer-

tainty on the other relevant earthquake characteristics varies

from site to site. The perspective that an appropriate choice

of S can make Pf(s) site-insensitive, at least within large

classes of sites, is therefore very appealing.

In their applications the authors have introduced from

ten to twenty different candidates (sec Pig.4) to become an

intensity measure. The results have been compared in terms

of the coefficient of variation of the different Pc (s)«P.(s)bR r

associated with the different definitions of s. As Table I
shows, the minimum coefficient of variation is associated with

the average spectral pseudovelocity
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where S (10 , í3 ) is the pseudovelocity response spectrum
V 5 S

ordinate for (u_,íO# u>_ is the first natural frequency ofs s s
the elastic system, B is the associated damping ratio and

s

Y is an averaging interval parameter" 5.

The result of few study-cases/ however/ cannot be

generalized and a rigorous study cannot leave out of

consideration a multivariate definition of the seismic

intensity" . A large research effort is therefore starting

in this field.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A general purpose computer code project for the

fragility analyuis of NPP structural computer is presented.

It combines the complication of the mechanical model with

probabilistic complexity. The first comes from non linear

cyclic behaviour of each structural component, from the fact

that the system" response is defined algorithmically through

a finite element program and from the process of local damage

accumulation. Probabilistic complexity is due to the large

number of uncertain quantities.

A numerical application is presented for a plane

reinforced concrete frame, but further work is required to

verify the model fully and to extend it to more general

situations; specifically:

(a) extension to other material and/or structrual

component of the probabilistc failure criterion;

(b) verifications of numerical response prediction

value» from artificially yielded ground motions;

(c) sounding out the possibility of defining an

intensity measure parameter site-intensive at least within

large classe» of sites.
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SUMMARY

The concrete of the bored piles of Angra 2 was submitted to a
cleeo control, so more than five thousand core samples were
analyzed to verify the quality of the concrete.

Based on these samples and using statistics regression theory
somo conclusions could be done. It was analyzed the dependence of
the concrete strength upon the depth of the pile. Also based on
these samples some probability distribution functions that could
simulate the concrete strength were studied applying the
Kolmogorov - Smirnov fitness test. Finally, a method for
evaluating a confidence interval of one of the probability
function (Weibuil distribution) was developed adopting the Monte
Carlo simulation technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For this study a sample of 54/7 concrete specimens war.

analyzed. The test specimens taken out of the piles present a

shape of a 7,Sent diameter and aproximately 15cm hiqh cylinder.

Depending on the shape of the test sptjcimcn the value of the

concrete strength varies. All the values used in this analysis

correspond to the strength measured in 15cm x 30cm cylinder f .

To transform the data from the 7,5cm x 15cm cylinder strength f.

to the 15cm x 30 cylinder, strength transformation factors were

used1 :

fc = 0,921 fc* (1)

The age of the tested concrete from the tested specimens

varies from 70 days to 780 days. In order to have a single

reference age, all the concrete strengths were normalyzcd to the

ace of 28 days. For this determination a curve defined by

Rllsch* was used in the range from 28 days to 4000 days.

The depth of the concrete specimen was considered From the

concrete level after pouring.

2. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

2.1 Variation of the concrete strength with depth

At figure 1 it is showed the average values of concrete

strength at depth intervals equal to 1,0 m.
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(1)

I

It is noted that the strength increases with the concreting
depth. The influence 1s very important and should bo taken into
consideration.

The main reason for the increase of the strength with the
depth is due to the high fresh concrete pressure which would
increase linearly with the depth if no silo effect was existent.
The decrease of the concrete strength in the upper part is due .
mainly to the mix of the fresh concrete with the water existent
in the pile during the pouring operation.

In order to eliminate the depth dependent strenght In the
statistical studies it is necessary to normalize the strength
in respect to the depth.

It was decided that depth normalized strength could be
defined through the expression :

fkzQ * fc28/k(h)

fÃ28 is the individual depth normalized concrete strength
related to the concrete age of 28 days (cylindrical strength
15cm x 30cm), f£28 is the individual depth dependent
concrete strength (28 days - 15cm x 30cm) and k(h) is a depth
dependent function.

The function k (h) was defined as:

(h) « fh(n)/29.864 [MPa] (3)

in which f^ (h) 1s the estimated regression function (fig.1) and
29,864 MPa is the average of the concrete strength of the sample.

At the figure 1 it was also plotted the 5% fractile of concrete
strenght for Angra 2 from reference [3].
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1.2 Analysis of Probj>JnJJ_t y_ Dj s t r j jb u t i o n Func t ions f or tjte

The 547? observations form a universe that was analyzed to

investigate the best probability distribution function. Three

cumulative distribution functions were tested :

a) the Normal or Gaussian function

b) the Weibull function with c = 0

c) the Weibull function with c i 0

The Weibull CDF and PDF are expressed respectively by:

F(x) = 1 - exp (-((x . c) / (k - e))fh (4)

f(x) - [ft / (k - c)3. ((x - c) / (k - c ) ) p " \ exp (-((x-c)

/ (k - c))B) (5)

The parameters k, a, c are determined with help of the
expression0":

c + (k - c) . r 11 + 1/e) .(6)

U - e) . (r (1 + 2/3) - r M i • 1/G))0»5 (7)

r(i + 3/3) - 3 r(i + 2/p) r(i + i/p) • 2ra (1 » i/g)
( r(i + 2/3) - r2 (1 + 1/B))^.5 (8)

in which p is the average of the sample, 3 the standard
deviation of the sample, and Si the central moment of third order
üf tíiê SuftpiS.

The equations (6) to (8) in each case were solved iteratively
with help of a computer program using the Newton-Raphson method.
In the case L. -- 0 ynly the equations (6), (7) were used. The
goodness of fit was determined with the Kolmogorov - Smirnov
test1. At a significaneelevel of « » 5*, the difference between
the computed CDF from the observation F (xi), and the proposed
CDF F* (xi) shall not be greater than l%36j\pn, see':
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D = I F(xi) - F*(xi) | • 1,36 / ^ n (9)

for a = 5*i, n > 50

The results of the Kolmogorov - Smirnov test for all the
individual depth normalized strength data are:

a) Normal CDF (Ú * 29,9 MPa; õ . 8,55 MPa)

D m a * f * 0,0273

b) W e i b u H CDF (K = 33,03; 0 « 3 , 9 1 6 ; c » 0)

D m a x # * 0,0224

c) Weibull CDF (K = 33,15; 5 = 4,501; c = -4,02)
Dmax. = 0,0174

With 5477 observations the Condition (9) requires that the
difference should be smaller than 0,0184. In this case the
only acceptable CDF will be the Weibull distribution with e ^ 0.
However, the Weibull distribution with r. = 0 is acceptable at
a significance level of 1%, since the maximum difference is
approximately equal to 1,63/ yn = 0,022 (see [6.1). The mean,
the standard deviation and the central moment of 3 — order
of the 5477 depth normalized concrete strengths are:

v, 29,9 MPa; 3 * 8,55 MPa; m - - 111,71 MPa'

The figure 2 shows the Weibull distribution with c = 0

against the distribution of the sample,

^ • 3 Determin ation of a Confidence jjn t£r n a 1 of the Wei bull
Distribution

A conf^áence interval of the Weibull distribution with e = 0
was analyzed by using the Monte-Carlo simulation technique. Some
methods were developed to study a confidence interval (and the
maximum likelihood estimation) of the parameters k and f? such
as the one developed in [7].
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In this study a confidence interval determination v/ill be

performed directly, with help of the Monte Carlo method. Thus

the determination of this confidence interval will be made

without help of Vw confidence intervals of the parameters k and

is.

We have:

M = k r (1 + t/fc) (10)

3 « K . (r (1 + 2/ü) - ••'' (1 + l/ü)) 0* 5 (11)

From the above expression it can be noted that the

estimator of the Weibull CDF function F (x) depends on the

values of the estimators '<, 3.

To compute the variation of the values of the CDF function
at each level of probability, it was generated by the Monte
Carlo method 100 different values of the mean ü and the standard
deviation G. For each pair of values ú , ô) the parameters k, ü
were computed with help of (10) and ( 1 1 ) .

Using the inverse of the Weibull CDF function:

x = R (- In (1 - P ) ) 1 / i 3 (12)

it is possible to compute 100 values of the estimator x at a
certain probability level P. This procedure was repeated for
different probability levels such as 0,025; 0,05; 0,075, 0,90;
0,925; 0,95.

At each probability level it was assumed that the PDF of

the estimator x is Normal and the correspondent confidence

Interval was computed for the significance level of Ox, with

help of the mean and of the standard deviation computed with

the 100 available data x.
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For the generation of the 100 values of the estimators
ft and 3, by the Monte Carlo method, it was supposed that the
distribution of the estimators v and ô was normal, considering
for the mean H, the standard deviation and average below:

«5
f (13)

and for the standard deviation ô, the variance and average
below:

~ ã ? . ; it- = o

2 ( 1 )

in which J is the standard deviation of the universe and n the
number of observations.Figures 3 and 4 show the representation
of the distributions of the estimators v, c.

Figure 5 shows the representation of the confidence
interval.

3. CONCLUSION

Some conclusion may be inferred from the concrete strength
sample.

There is a noticeable dependence between the concrete strength
and the depth of it inside the pile. The deeper is the concreto
sample the stronger is the concrete strength. The concrete in the
first 1,5m inside the pile must be disregarded as its concrete
strength is very small. At last, it can be concluded that the
Weibull distribution (wich e i 0 or c « 0) fits better than
the gaussian one the concrete sample.

By using the Monte Carlo techniques it can be evaluated a
confidence interval of the Weibull CDF. This COF and the
confidence interval can be used in an "as-built-non linear
analysis of the building piles".
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SUMMARY

Stochastic process models are developed for prediction of

strong earthquake motions for engineering design purposes.

Earthquake motions with nonstationary frequency content are

modeled by using the concept of evolutionary processes.

Discussion is focused on the earthquake motions on bed rocks

which are important for construction of nuclear power plants in

seismic regions. On this basis, two earthquake motion prediction

models are developed, one (EMP-IB Model) for prediction with

tjiv«M> magnitude ..ud epicuntiMl distance, and ttie other (EMP-IIB

Model) to account for the successive fault ruptures and the site

location relative to the fault of great earthquakes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Simulation of earthquake motions using stochastic process

models is a common tool in modern structural response analysis

and design. Pioneering works in this area used stationary

process models in terms of shot noise , white noise , and

Gaussian processes . They were extended to models with

nonstationary variation of rms intensity1''4)'11)'12)'25)'27).

These models were applied satisfactorily to explain the general

characteristics and random variation of linear response spectra.
14)However, it has been pointed out that there is a difficulty to

develop stochastic process models that can account for inelastic

structural responses throughout ai\ over-all period range. This

aspect was disccussed in detail , and it was concluded that

nonstationary frequency content '' should bo incorparat.ed in

the models. Herein, those models with nonstationary frequency

content, which is the main analytical tool in this study, are

called "evolutionary process models," as they are based on the

concept of evolutionary power spectra ''

The form of the evolutionary process model used in this

study has been proposed using model parameters that would

permit straightforward physical interpretation. Using this, an

earthquake motion prediction model was developed which dealt

with motions on ground surface scaled for earthquake maqnitude,

epicentral distance and local soil profile data.

The earthquake motion prediction model developed in this

study is an extension of the model presented in Ref.16). One

major feature is that its main part deals with earthquake

motions on free rock surface; i.e., earthquake motions that

should take place on the surface of the bed rock in the absense

of overlying soil deposits. Estimation of free rock surface

motions provide a basis for the design earthquake motion for

nuclear power plants. The free rock surface motion models have

advantages also when ground surface motions are involved. As

the rigidity and damping of soil deposits are highly dependent

on their strain level, there is a difficulty in constituting a
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method of evaluating soil amplification effect if an

earthquake motion model is hascd only on the records of soil

surface motions. If models of input- motion from the base rock

at r fpf.abli shod, the ground surface motion is readily estimated

through the ground response analysis pertinent to qiven input

nnd site conditions. The frer rock surface motion dealt with

herein can be used as the input motion from the base rock simply

by scaling its intensity by 1/2.

Another feature of the model developed herein is that it

t;»kcf? caro of the effect of successive fault ruptures during a

great earthquake. This is achieved by superposing the effect of

individual small shocks. The method of superposition used in

ihis study is solely data-bar.ed, so that it has a rational

quantitative basis for engineering application. In this manner,

complexity of energy release from a large-scale fault rupture

can be reflected in the near-source earthquake motion

prediction.

The evolutionary process model as described above can be

used for development of prediction models for other hazard

parameters, including peak ground motions, response spectra and

ground motion duration. Their results are also presented.

2. EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS REPRESENTATION AND MODELING OF

KARTHOUAKE MOTIONS

2.1 Basic Form

Evolutionary process representation of an earthquake

acceleration x(t) is given by
i» _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

x(t) = I /2Gtf(t,w. )Lbi cos(o>. t+<t>. ) ...(1)

in which G (t,w) « evolutionary spectrum of x(t) for time t and

frequency «a , wfc • 2wf,+ (k-l)Ac>, Aw» 2it(fu»f f )/(m-l), <f>k »

independent phase angle distributed randomly over 0- 2u. The

upper and lower bound frequencies f and f^, respectively, are

taken herein as fu = lOHz, and t% *> 0.13Hz, and m » 166.
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2.2 Model Pyrometers r.o Ch.u .to+or i ze Time Variation of

Evolutionary Spectra

The time variation of the evolutionary spectra is modeled

by the following function 1 5 )' 1 6 ).

0:

= AT
t<tg(f)

t-ts(f)

exp

fc
s(

f)in which

parameter, respectively,

denoting the peak value

andt (f) = starting time

and o (f) = intensity

a duration

parameter

They are allof /Gx(t,2irf).

frequency-dependent and chürncteri :».os the nonstntionarity of the

harmonic component at f.

The values of the model parameters for a given strong

motion record y(t) is determined in the following manner. First

andthe evolutionary spectra G.(t/2flf) of y(t) are computed ,

on this basis t (f) is determined as the value of t where C

(t#2flf) exceeds 1C% of its maximum value for the first time.

Other parameters- are determined from

t p(f) * 0.8
A. (f )

0.994 2
yfi 1/1

(3 )

in which A.(f), i=0,lr is given by

i ' (;.'(t,2«i )di

G (t,2^f) andEqs.(3) and (4) require that the area under

its first moment «ibcut the timo origin be equal to those? of the

original strong motion record. Fig.l shows an example of the

evolutionary spectra and their models.
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Fig.l Recorded and Simulated Evolutionary Spectra
($-235 Aoniori, 1968 Tokachi-oki Earthquake)

3. DEVELOPMENT OF STRONG MOTION DATASET FOR FREE ROCK SURFACE

3.1 Base Rock and Free Rock Surface

As mentioned in Chapter 1, prediction of the base rock

motion has two major engineering aspects: i.e., (1) to predict

the ground motion on rock sites which are commonly selected for

critical c?iigi.ncc»riri«7 facilities including nuclear power plants

to be constructed in seismic regions, and (2) to provide

engineers with a tool for predicting input ground motions at

base rock that can be used commonly for dealing with the motions

of overlying grounds.

The base tocks dealt with heroin are characterized by

their shear wave velocities of 600-700 m/sec, which are mostly

tertiary rocks, and the free rock surface motions dealt with in

this study art? * hose that should be experienced on the upper

boundary surface of these bed rocks under an imaginary condition

that all overlying grounds are removed. The concept of free

rock surface motion is used for determining the basic design

earthquake motion for Japanese nuclear power plants.

n c

outcrop

Fig.2 Illustration of Base Rock and Free Rock Surface

Detailed definition of the free rock surface i s given in
Ref.8). Fig.2 gives i t s schematic i l lus tra t ion . Points A and
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A' in Fig.2 show Llu> itoo rock ;uu f.u-t\«;, in whirl» Piviri A is .in

imaginary case and Point A1 is a case a free rock surface i.-,

actually realized. Ground motions for all other casrs ore t̂> l>o

estimated through modifications from frrc rork r.ur fan- motion;.:

thoy are soil surface (E), ground-structure interaction rone (B

and D), and irregular topography ÍC).

3.2 Strong Motion Records and Their Modification into Kroo

Rock Surface Motion

The strong motion records used in this study consist of 91

components obtained at 17 Japanese observation stations during a

total of 25 earthquakes. The scattergram of magnitude* and

epicentral distance is shown in Fig.3. The dashed line in Fig.3

shows the mean boundary of near field regions defined later by

Eg. (12). From this, it should be pointed out that, records

obtained within the near field region are missing. This

reflects the seismic environment of Japan where majority of

major shocks take place under the sea floor. The ground motion

model for near field regions, therefore, needs careful treatment

as will be discussed later. Fig.4 shows the histogram of the

peak ground acceleration.

10 20 50 100 200 500

epicentral distance (km)

F1g.3 Scattcrgram of Magnitude
and Epicentral Distance

100 200 30(5

peak acceleration (cm/sec*)

Fig.4 Histogram of Peak Acceleration
for Free Rock Surface Motion
Database

•Unless otherwise i s stated, the magnitude M used in this
study i s the JMA (Japan Meteorological Agency) magnitude.
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The 01 -.trone? motion records «if'* rlns&i f io<\ into thr

following three groups according to the site condition.

no. of record
components

Group A: records on the surface of grounds
overlying bed rocks 77

Group B: records at underground bed rocks 8

Group C: records on rock surface 6

These records were implemented in the strong motion dataset for

free rock surface through the following procedure.

(1) Elimination of surface wave and amplification effects

of overlying grounds (Group A records)

Group A consists of 77 records obtained at 12 observation

stations where reliable data are available as to the depth of

the bed rock and the vertical distribution of the shear wave

velocity or the blow-count profile from the standard penetration

test. These data are essential requirements for transforming

the soil surface records into free rock surface motions.

The major effects of the ground conditions on the records

in Group A may be classified into (a) participation of SUL face

w.tvefi from irregular topographical formations of the boundary

between surface layers and bed rocks and (b) amplification due

to vertical shear wave propagation, within the surface layers.

Free rock surface motions should be estimated by eliminating

these effects from the original records on ground surface.

The effect of surface wave has been eliminated by using
29)the method developed by Sugito, Goto and Aikawa '. The

technique is based on the idea to cut-off on the time-frequency

domain those frequency components that display dispersive

characteristics which are particular to surface waves. It is

difficult to make an exact judgement if the surface wave

components contained in a single record of ground surface motion

have been induced by only the surface layers or if they involve

bed rocks. In this study, discussion is made under an

assumption that the former effect dominates the overall
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phenomena, and all components which were identified to be of

surface waves wero re-iwved from the records of qround suifi.ee

motions.

After removing tho surface wave components, tho amplifi-

cation effect was eliminated by computing the bed rock input

motion from the record of the ground surface motion. Then the

intensity of the obtained bed rock motion was multiplied by 2,

and the resulting time history was used as the corresponding

free rock surface motion. The ground response method usrd for

computing the bed rock input motion is based on tlm Fourier

inversion technique and equivalent linear ground models. it is

basically same as that developed by Schnabcl, Lysmer and Seed4'''

for their SHAKE program, but a modification has been made

regarding evaluation of the effective level of shear strain for

determination of the equivalent linear ground model. The

effective shear strain Y > was determined from

Ye » 0.6 (Td/Tm)
0-S

in which "V - maximum shear s t r a i n , T . - sljonq motionmax ., _. u
duration defined by Vanmarcke and I.ai (simplified formula: T.

2 L

= 7.5 P./A (sec), where P = integral of squared accclcm

tion (total power), and A - peak ground acceleration), and T

mean value of T. for the strong motion datasot (herein T •- G.9

sec is used). Fq.(5) hits been introduced in ordtrr to I'cjn.sidci

the effect of the ground motion duration on Y , whoreús the

ratio ^ . A m a x was kept constant in previous works. For the

relation between the soil properties (shear modulus iwd damping

factor) and the strain level, the formulas developed by Hardir

and Drnevich were used. They were combined with Eq.(5), and

the equivalent linear ground models wuro dotormined i tvrcit i vely.

(2) Conversion from bed rock motions to free rock surface

motions (Group D record?;)

Tho eight records in Group B have been obtained by down

hole seismometers at throe independent sites. They were

converted to corrosponding frei' rock surface motions by using
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thr í.tiv.o ground responso method as described for Group A

records. This treatment was needed for two reasons; i,e., free

rock surface motions are generally different from recorded bed

(«v-k motion:;, ,m»l I. ho loc.it ions of I ho st.» i smoy rams did not

necessarily coincide with the upper boundary of the bed rocks

defined for the present analysis.

(3) Rock site records(Group C records )

The six records in Group C (from two sites) have been

included in the strong motion dataset for free rock surface

without any modification. The rock of the sites were regarded

as outcrops of bed rocks.

4. FREE ROCK SURFACE MOTTON PREDICTION MODEL WITH SIMPLE

EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS (EMP-IB model).

By combining the model parameters defined in 2.2 and the

strong motion dataset developed in 3., a free rock surface

motion prediction model hay been developed. Using the model,

one can generate nonstationary earthquake motions for given

values of the earthquake magnitude M and epicentral distance

The model parameters « (f), t(f) and t (f) were estimated

through their regression on the earthquake magnitude and

cpicentral distance using the following regression equations.

log O|n(f) « BQ(f) + BjifJM - B2(f)log(A+c) ...(6)

log tp(f) * Po(f) + Pĵ ifJM • P2(f)log(A+c) ...(7)

t^(f) * So(f) + 31(i)t ...(8)

in which M «• earthquake magnitude, A~ epicentral distance (in

kilometers), c=30, and t'(f) « te(f)-t.(f), where t=(f) is the
9 S S S

average of t (f) over the frequency range dealt with herein.
Consideration of t'(f), instead of c (f), is necessary, since

s s

the strong motion records used in the dataset have been obtained

only on relative reference times.

After the statistical regression, a number of simulated
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n . i r l h c j u n k o m o t i o n s w r r r » n o n T i i í ^ d f o i v m it m u < i > m l > i ti.ii i«-ti-. « > f M

and â , from which corresponding mound surfner motinns wf>rr

computed for strong motion stations involved in this nMirly.

Their PGA and PGV values were compared with the att.emit.ion

equations for ground surface motions developed by Kamrda, Suctito

and Goto . There were disagreements particularly in the

peak ground motions in cpicentral rogionr, whero f-.he r.t. rong

motion data are missing in the dataset usod herein. Specifi-

cally, PGA resulted in values larger than the attenuation

equation for large magnitude (M=7~8), and PGV resulted in too

small value» for small magnitude (M=6~6.5). On this hnsis, the

regression plane of t*m(f) have been rotated by trial and error

so that the adjusted model would generate free rock surface

motions that, when converted -fco ground surface motions, will

agree with the attenuation equations of ground surface motions

in wide ranges of M and A both in terms of PGA and PGV.

The free rock surface motion model thus proposed is called

the EMP-IB model. The model parameters should be computed from

Eqs.(6)~{8) in which the parameters on the right-hand side are

given by

B (f) = 0.1553 + 0.175 loqf

- 0 . 3 3 6 ( l o q f ) 2 - 0.451 (log n 3

Bx(f) » 0.506 - 0.0131 logf . ' •'•(9)

B-if) - 1.543 + 0.455 logf

P (f) * -1.312 - 0.1054 logf + O.227( logf ) 2

o
P x ( f ) » 0.179 + 0.188 log f

P 2 ( f ) = 0.344 - 0.240 logf

S (f) = 0.439 - 0.978 logf

(10)

• o
$ 1 ( f ) = 0.528 - 0.242 logf - 0 .889( logf ) 2 ...(11)

*PGA «B peak ground motion, and PGV = peak ground velocity.

**The attenuation equation for PGV has been slightly modified
to consider the effect of removing surface wave components.
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dealt with in this study: f » 0.13-lOHz.
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Fig.5 Example of Model Parameters for EMP-IB Model

Fiq.5 shows values of the model parameters estimated from

F.qs. (6)~ (8) and Eqs. (9)~ (11) for various combinations of M and

A. These results demonstrate that the developed model is

consistent with known general characteristics of earthquake

motions; i.e., the intensity parameter «_(f) in low-frecuency

region doponds on M moro stronqly than that in high frequency

regions, wherpas it depends on A more strongly in high-frequency

regions; the duration parameter t (f) increases with A ,

particularly in low frequency regions; the starting time t (£)

(iccionr.r.". with frequency, implying that high frequency

components arrive fir3^ and lower frequency components follow.

Fig.6 shows sample time histories of simulated earthquake

motions generated from Eq.(l) using EMP-IB Model for the

evolutionary spectra G .

The EMP-Ib Model developed above are effective for

prediction of frco rock surface motions for large earthquakes,

say M=6~8, at sites outside epicentral regions. The size (in

terms of the radius of an equivalent circle) of the epicentral

region may be evaluated by

AO(M) = 1.06 x 10
0#242M-30 , i n km; M>6 . . . ( 1 2 )
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Fig.6 Simulated Free Rock Surface Motion Using FMP-IB Model

When motions in epicentrnl regions ore discussed, one?

reasonable approximation would bo to let all model parameters

for A<A (M) be equal to those for ¿ = A (M). This would bo

justified for a first ortU-r approximation, since thr» «jrouml

motions within cpirontial roijionu do not vaiy vrry much from

location to location.

There are cases whore the effect of multiple shocks in

large earthquakes with M--7~8 on seismic: motions is concerned.

In such a case, the KMP-IIB Model developed in 6. will be useful

as it reflects the effect of successesive fault ruptures which

affects the seismic motions depending on fault-to-sito

direction.

5. APPLICATION TO OTHER HAZARD PARAMETERS OF

FREE ROCK SURFACE MOTTON

5.1 General Procoduie

Besides time histories of nonstationory earthquake motion,

some simpler hazard parameters ate of special importance in

earthquake engineering. Thny include peak free rock surface

motions, response spectra, and strong motion duration. F.MP-TB

Model developed in lhe previous chapter can be used effectively

for estimation of these hazard parameters on free rock surface.
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Formulas for estimating hazard parameters were developed

statistically by using a set of sample free rock surface motions

generated from the EMP-IB Model. A total of 56 combinations of

M and A were chosen, and for each combination 10 sample motions

were generated. The magnitude range was M=5-8, and the values

of A were 0-120km for M=5, and 60~300km for M»8. All pairs were

located outside the epicentral region defined by Eq.(12); i.e.,

A>£ (M). It was assumed that the mean levels of the hazard

parameters are constant for A<AQ(M). Prom all individual sample

motions, values of the hazard parameter to be discussed were

determined, and they constituded a dataset for statistical

analysis.

The use of the sample motions from the EMP-IB Model in a

way as described above has an advantage. Since careful

consideration has been taken and required adjustments have been

made in the course of model development regarding its consist-

ency with the records of ground surface motions, it is expected

to provide reliable estimates for free rock surface motions.

5.2 Peak Free Rock Surface Motions

An attenuation rule was developed for peak values of free

rock surface motions. The attenuation formulas used herein are

of the same form as those used for ground surface motion by

Kameda, Sugito and Goto . The obtained results are as

follows.

Peak acceleration (cm/sec2):

(111 x 1 0 ° ' 5 3 4 M / ( A 4 - 3 0 ) 1 ' 8 " 7 ; A>.A (M)
A(M,A)= 0H46M ° . . - ( 1 3 )

[99 .6 x i o ü ' 0 8 4 6 M (

Peak v e l o c i t y (cm/sec):

(2 .21 x lO

Fig.7 showti the plots of Eqs.(13) and (14) in solid lines

a* compared with the attenuation rule for ground surface motions
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in dashed linos. It may bo observed that both the peak

acceleration and the peak velocity of free rock surface motion

depend more strongly on M and A than the case of ground surface

motions. This difference primarily comes from the nonlinear

behavior of the ground overlying the bedrock. AmpliCication

effect of the overlying ground decreases as the imput motion

from the bedrock increases. Therefore, for a fix^d value of M,

the ratio of the ground surface motion to the free rock surface

motion decreases as A decreases. For the same reason» the ratio

decreases as M increases under a fixed value of A .

> tte» w k mirUc», —"""« "*r%lf* I
( ( f * W W l fWWl around

wo

& M 0

200

too

r
§, 20

t

1
10 20 30 A0 10 100 Z00

tplc-rntrtl dlntunre A (kn)

io m io 40 so ino
«•plrcnir.l dlftlnnrt? A (km)

Fig.7 Attenuation of -Peak Free Rock Surface Motions and Ground Surface
Motions (Input motion from bedrock* 1/?tim*s free rock surface motion)

To verify these arguments, the ground surface motions for

strong motion stations at alluvial and diluvial sites were

computed by using the sample free rock surface motions as the

input motion from bedrocks after scaling their intensities by

0.5. Their results were averaged and are shown by the dotted

lines in Fig.7. They agree satisfactorily with the dashed

lines. This will justify the above discussion en the difference

in the attenuation rules on free rock surface and on ground

surface.

5.3 Response Spectra

The attenuation rule for pseudo acceleration response

spectra of free rock surface motion with 5% critical damping
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• n o h i . i i n e r t i n t h e f r » l l r > w i n < j f o r m .

(T)+b, (T)M-b,(T)log U+3CM; L:-\ (M)

logS.(T,5»> ---A

where

o

h' (T)-»b;(T)M
K O 1

(15)

bQ(T) *= 1.015 -

* O.r><t7

loq T - 0. M 4 (log T>

Í16)b (T) = 1.460 - 0.492 loq T

b'(T) « 0.978 - 2.27 loq T - 0.644(log T ) 2

h!(1M = 0.192 + 0.1192 loq T

in which T=undamped natural period. ThiB result is valid for a

period range of T=0.1-7.7sec, which corresponds to the frequency

r.iivjp rlofiir with herein. An ox.nmplc of thORt> results «re shown

in Fig.8.

Eqs.(14) and (15) have been obtained for 5% critical

damping. Similar results have been obtained for other damping

values. However, it is convenient to use a scaling factor for

this purpose. By using the case for rock sites from the scaling

factor developed by Milutinovic and Kameda , response spectra

for an arbitrary damping factor h can be represented by

SA(T,h) = Ch(T)

log T) log h

...(17)

...(18)

whert;

loqCh(T) = a 1 1+a 1 2logT + ibj i+l

The constani-r, on the right hand side of Kq.(lB) are listed in

Table 1.

Table 1 Coefficients for Eq.(lB): rock sites

Period range
"11 '12 '11 '12

0
0

0

.11-0.

.19-0.

.44-

19
44

sec
sec

sec

0
0

0

.7298

.0621

.2436

0.
-0.

0.

4630

4*28

0469

-4.
-0.

-1.

1141

6320

2569

-3
1
-0

.1581

.6699

.0827
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Fig.8 Modeled Response Spectra F1g.9 Modeled Strong Motion Duration

5.4 Strong Motion Duration

The r o J o o f tho cat Muuiako m o t i o n d u r í i t i o n in st

df?s' qn f<ji f i f iu in ir l m u l s i s r p c r i v i n n i n«*rcnsi nq ;it I oi>f ion

p a r t i c u l a r l y in i c ] . i i i c n t o t.fu% ronv«*tKit>u t u l e bi»iwt*f»n tlyn.imii*

g r o u n d m o t i o n s and ccn i iv i i l on l : s t a t i c s e i s m i c l o a d s . For t h i s

i n t e r e s t , thp strong n>ofcion duration defined by Vanmarcke and
32)Lai* ' , see explanations below Rq.(5) for i t s de f in i t ion , hns

been scaled for M and A in the following form.

Td '-

0.U70Í, x !U°*-'IHMU-i J O ) 1 5 ' 2 5 7 ; A
. . .(I-))

0.280M
0.0717 x 10

Pig.9 shows Lheir plotn

6 . FRp:F ROCK SliRPACr: MOTION PREDICTION MODEL FOR GREAT

EARTHOI1AKKS WITH SDPKRPOSITION OF EVOLUTIONARY SPKCTRA

(FMP-TTH Mode l )

Bnr.it' v t>»

The eartbqunko motion model developed in t h i s chapter ,
KMlJ-nil Model, ifrnortHoa frev rwM «urf."»<•!» motions <1urinn purh
large earthquakeB Uvtt hvctwuniwo f.iult f»ifj».un'« Imvc
consideiable . of fectB on tht» cha rac t e r i s t i ca of the grotind
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nu •* i cri:-;. Th<' r:»<(l<-I b.is IXMMI «.'«."volopt-tl l>y rombin i ne* tho KMI'-1B

Model wit li a tr-irhniuue of estimating the ground motion during

IIMMI cil Miijii.iki's by (Hvii'iiiu) » lie t.ml» ruplure plane inio

• • U'iiH-n! .11 y l.mll: .ii»«l supci i»os ing f. In* sîiismic motions general t'd

from t.hr tupiuro of ¡nùividuol elementary faults. The idea of

the technique luis been developed from experiences of large

earthquakes which generated ground motions with various

durations (or various degrees of energy concentration in t.ime)

depending on the Kite-to-fault directions. Major influencing

factors are the seismic moment, the dimension and the shape of

the ruptured fault, direction of rupture propagation, and its

veloci ty.

A model of nonstationary rms functions were formulated by

Midorikawa and Kobayashi considering the effect of success ve

fault ruptures on strong motion records. Ohsawa, Kamerîn and
'11)Siujiio'" iiKftl l lu> e v o l u i ioiinty f;rt>re:;.s m o d e l p r e s e n t e d in

Rof.lfc) for motions from elementary ruptures to be superposed to

simulate motions during great earthquakes. It has been refined

further and has been presented by Sugito and Kameda '.

Tn the field of strong motion seismology, estimation of

ground motions during great earthquakes by superposition of

small shocks has been proposed by Hart/ell , Kanamori ,
5 )Hadley and Helmberger , etc. by using recorded small shocks as

Green's functions. In contrast, the model dealt with in this

study is solely based on strong motion data. The elementry

rupture is of relatively large magnitude with M=6.

In this chapter, the RMP-IIB Model is developed for free

rock surface motions by using the EMP-IB Model as the motions

from elementary ruptures. The scheme of superposing small

shocks are basically same as that employed in Ref.30).

The basic concept is illustrated in Fig.10. The fault

plane iu divided into meshos, each of them represent .ing

elementary rupture. The mesh where the first rupture takes

place is the epicenter, and the rupture propagates radially,

itchunii: motioni. ¿iiiivliiq ¿it <m ober H.ivvttion uH e from individual

ruptures are superposed to constitute the site motion. The
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arrival time t

represented by

of Hie seismic motion from the rupture e. . is

. . .(2CM

in which d. . - distance between the epicenter and rupture c..,

rupture c. . and the site, A» distance betweenA.. » distance between rupture c. . and the site, Ag

epicentral distance» v * velocity of rupture propagation, and

velocity of seismic wave propagation.

epicenter
site

Fig.10 Fault Modeling with Multiple Fault Ruptures

6.2 Method of Superposition and Scaling for Seismic Moment

In the present model, superposition of seismic motion from

elementry ruptures is performed in terms of the sum of

corresponding nonstationary rms int.ensites. For this purpose, a

scaling law between the number of superposition and seismic

moment is first developed as follows.

The ratio of the ground motion intensity in an earthquake

of arbitrary size to that in a standard earthquake is represent-

ed by

c(f) /G (t,2i»f) dt4" dt ...(21)

in which G » evolutionary spectrum for a strong motion record

modeled by using Eq.(2), G* = evolutionary spectrum obtained
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from EMP-IB Model for a reference value of earthquake magnitude

M and the same epicentral distance as that for G .
*

M corresponds to the magnitude of each elementary

rupture. The value of M should be so small that the effect of

multiple shock can be neglected. On the other hand» it is

desirable to make M as large as possible in order to maintain

••he similarity of overall fault mechanisms between the

earthquake with M and great earthquakes under discussion. Prom

t.hcr.e arguments, M =6 was used in this study. Tt is the value

of M at which the size of the epicentral region in Eq.(12)

vanishes.

The number of superposition N , or the number of

elementary ruptures has been determined as the value of c(f)

averaged over a logarithmic frequency; i.e.,

c(f) ddog f)/(loq f2-log fj) ...(22)

in which f. = 0.13Hz and f- = lOHz are the lower and upper

frnqucncies, respectively. The values of N_ have been examined

for S3 of the strong motion data from 12 major Japanese earth-

quakes contained in the free rock surface motion dataset. As

the source area is closely related to the seismic moment rather

than the magnitude , particularly in large scale earthquakes,

the values of N_ have been scaled for the seismic moment.
I»

Pig.11 shows the relation between N_(M )and the seismic moment
GO

Mo, and on this basis the following empirical scaling formula

has been obtained.
NG(MQ) « 2.317 x 10"

12 M O°'
4 6 8 ...(23)

The value of M corresponding to N-{M )«1 in Eq.(23) is II
24 O G O O

"7.24x10 dyn.cm which exactly coincides with the seismic moment

corresponding to the surface wave magnitude of Ms«6 according to

the scaling rule by Geller3J. As the JMA magnitude M is said31*

to agree with M in a range M>6, this result is consistent with

the choice of M «6.
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Seiaaic Hoaent M# (Jyn-i-a)

Fig.11 Relation between Number of Superposition Ng and Seismic Moment Mo

Under an assumption of constant stress drop, it is shown '
3/2that M is proportional to S ' . This leads to a rule that the

number of elcmentry ruptures with uniformly distributed seismic

moments should be proportional to M ' instead of M °**68 j n

Eq.(23). The former case is based on phenomena in static or long

period ranges, whereas the latter case is based on strong motion

data in a relatively short period range dealt with in this study.

The difference in the scaling laws for these two cases could be

attributed to the diiference in the period ranges.' Therefore,

the use of Eq.(23) would be appropriate in strong motion studies

for engineering purpose?.

The value of NG(MO) obtained from Eq.(23) needs a sligh

modification. Instead of N_, an interger value n_ is used si

that it can divide a rectangular fault plane into uniform meshes

and is as close to N_(M ) as possible.

Fig.l? Superposed Evolutionary Spectra



The evolur ionary spectrum G (t,?T!t) of the site motion is

computod from

N (M ) "».
,'if (tTi'T) ••-- •——— IMí.M )i /G, (t,2»f) ...(24)

XO nG ° i.j Zij

in which G * evolutionary spectrum contributed to the site

motion from 1r\ipture e... The values of G are computed from
XD Li

EMP-IB model for M=6 and A= A. ., and then shiTTing it on the time

axis by t (f). The procedure is illustrated in Fig.12.

The correction factor N_(M )/n_ on the right-hand side of
G O G

Eq.(24) is to adjust the seismic motion intensity for using n_

instead of N_(M ). Another correction B(f,M ) comes from the
GO O

fact that the appropriate number of superposition is frequency
dependent. To consider this effect, $(f,M ) has ben defined as
c(f)/N_(M ) and its smoothed model has been obtained as

w O
a_(f) a,(f)

0{£,MO) »10 ° Mo
 a ...(25)

where
a (f) = 0.948 - 4.60 log C 1
° ...(26)

a (f) « -0.388 + 0.178 log f J
6.3 Procedure of Simulation

The procedure for generating free rock surface motion using
the EMP-IIB Model is summarized as follows.
a) Determine the seismic moment M^ and the dimension of

o

the fault plane.
b) Determine NG(MQ) from Eq.(23), and on this basis determine

the value of n_ And the locations of elementary ruptures
e.• on the fault plane.

c) Determine $(f,MQ) from Eqs.(25) and (26).
d) Compute G by using EMP-IB Model and shifting it on

the time axis by tfl (f) determined from Eq.(20).
e) Compute Gv from Eq.t24), and use it for G in Rq.(l)

to obtain the free rock surface motion on the site.
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Fig.13 Fault Model for the 1968 Tokachi-okf Earthquake
(northeast Japan : M«7.9, M0«2.8x1028 dyn«cm)
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Fig.14 Simulated Free Rock Surface Motion Compered with Strong Motion
Data during the 1968 Tokachi~oM Earthquake
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p.ltí motions were generated ho simulate thr free rock

surface motions at two sites shown in Fig.13 during the 1968

Tokachi-oki, Japan, Earthquake. The source model was a ISOxlOOkm

rectangle, with Mo=2.8xl0 dyn.cm, NG«47.7, v..*40, and Vf

= 3.0km/sec. The velocity of wave propagat•-v used was V

-A .liktn/sne. The generated motions are >t»6wn in Pig. 14 (a).

Fin.14(b) shows the corresponding frrv rock surface» motions

transformed from the ground surface rr ids.

7.CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this study, following conclusions may

he derived.

(1) Earthquake motions were characterized by the concept of

rvolutionary process. Their evolutionary spectra were modeled by

nr.ing model parameters that are useful for physical interpreta-

tion of seismic motion.

(2) In order to deal with earthquake motions on free rock

surface, a strong motion dataset for free rock surface was

developed. As most of the available strong motion records were

? hose on ground surface, they were transformed to free rock

surface motions by removing surface wave components and eliminat-

inq amplification effects of the grounds overlying bedrocks.

(3) An evolutionary process model was developed for prediction

of nonstafcionary free rock surface motions for given values of

".trthquakr magnitude and epicental distance (EMP-IB Model). The

nodcl is consistent with observed data in that the ground surface

responses estimated by using the model as input information from

tho bedrock agree with the characteristics of strong motion data

recorded on the ground surface.

(4) On the basis of EMP-IB Model, attenuation rules were

derived for peak acceleration, peak velocity and response spectra

of free rock surface motions. A similar relation was derived for

the strong motion duration.

(5) An extended evolutionary process model (EMP-IIB Model) was
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developed for prediction of free rock surface motions during

large earthquakes in case where the effect of multiple shocks are

concerned. It is based on superposition of evolutionary spectra

that are contributed from individual successive fault ruptures.

The model is applicable when prior information is available as to

the anticipated value of seismic moment and the possible fault

geometry relative to the observation site.
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SUMMARY

The aim of this research work is to describe the nonsta-

tionarity of an earthquake acceleration process by a stochastic

model. The Priuli earthquake sequence of 1976 is taken as refe-

rence earthquake and the Evolutionary theory is selected to mo-

del the stochastic process. Evolutionary spectra estimated from

the recorded accelerations show that the acceleration process

has to be modelled as an inhomogeneous process. Every wave type

forms approximately an independent subprocess. The source pro-

cess is modelled *B a shot noise p. ocess and the linear elastic

wave theory is considered as sufficient for describing the wave

field at a specific site.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is a well known fact that the earthquake acceleration

is a strong nonstationary process. The existing engineering mo-

dels can be classified into three groups, which generally all

are based on the Kon.ii spectrum:

- the strong motion part models, where the nonstationary sto-

chastic process is totally approximated by an equivalent sta-

tionary process f 11 .

<*> unimodulated stochastic process models, where the time-depen-

dent spectrum is the product of a time function and a fre-

quency function, which are mutually independent (this means

that the frequency pattern still remains stationary) [2].

- different proposals,which try to parameterize the nonstatio-

nary spectra computed out of recorded accelerograms by the

aid of regressia, analysis {3] or which generalize the three

parameters of j j Kanai spectrum by tine functions 14} .

A common shortcc.v t? of these engineering models is that they

are based on a i-i .1 num of seismic background and on a maximum

of stochastic bn v,round and pragmatic arguments. The main rea-

son for this may le the complexity of the seismic wave process

in the near am} intermediate field and additionally the lag of

comparable dat.. which neither allowed to prove nor to simplify

the wave theory in order to get a sufficient, but simple and

realistic model.

On the other siu1 the faríielü displacements (opicentral dis-

tance greater than hundreds of kilometres) are well investiga-

ted and understood by seismologists. They deduced a very stable

and simple Fourier spectrum tor the displacement in a log/log-

scale out of recorded data and explained it with a determinis-

tic theory [5] , Several attempts were made to describe the

Fourier spectrum of the acceleration in the near and interme-

diate field by this theory 16,7} , The results of this model

are similar to those of the stochastic models. The disadvantage

of both models is that they work with a very smoothed spectrum

and ignore important resonances of the soil layers. Based on
the data of the San Fernando earthquake 1971 and the Imperial
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Valley Earthquake 1979 seismologists showed that the displace-

ment tine history deduced fro» recorded accelerations could be

computed even with high accuracy by the aid of the linear elas»

tic wave theory [8] .

However this model is too sophisticated for the purpose of civil

engineers. An engineering model should roughly explain the ener-

gy pattern of seismograms in time and frequency with a minimum

of parameters. Such an idealized model may be constructed by di-

viding the sophisticated and complex wave model into seperate

and independent subsystems. Every subsystem should be described

by a transfer function» so that they all together built a serial

system of the form:

H(f,t) * H2(f,t) Hn(fft) (1)

In order to prove the validity of this approach in this work the

results of the model are confronted with a sufficient recorded

earthquake sequence.

2. REFERENCE EARTHQUAKE

The Friuli Earthquake sequence of 1976 is choosen as a reference

earthquake because it includes four aftershocks of a magnitude

Fig 1t map of th« seismic stations
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of 5*5 to 6*0 » well recorded by * to 11 stations. The f»picen-
tral distance of the stations is greater than 3 and less than
40 km (s. fig 1). also geological profiles of the local sites
are available for sost of the important Italian stations.

3. BASIC METHODS AMD MtBMMARY RESULTS

In a first approach the recorded accelerations are corrected,in-
tegrated and analysed by standard or slightly «odified standard
Methods. This Methods are:
- power spectrum smoothed by a Parxen window with a bandwith

(HI) of 0.1 Ms and additionally with 1.0 Hs
plotted in a dec/dec - and a log/log-scale

- Husid function
- RMS-function (o(t)) of the acceleration with a Moving ave-

rage intervall of 0.4 sec

- stochastic principle axis [4] with a Moving average Inter-
- vail of 0.4 sec

- particle Motion in the vertical plane of the integrated and
appropriate filtered displacements

As an exanple the NS-coMponent of an aftershock recorded at
Porgaria (mediu» soft soil) is shown in fig 2 .

Irrespective of the different earthquakes the power spectra show
their peaks always at the same frequencies for the «am» stations.
The second corner frequenca (or fMax l9l ), deduced from the
log/log-plots, is strongly site-dependent» but nearly indepen-
dent of the earthquake. Mostly the second corner frequency is
greater for rock than for soft soil sites. At Somplage, a sta-
tion situated in the cavern of a water-power plant, the second
corner frequency sometimes is greater than 25 Hs» which is the
Myquist frequency of the records.
The time-dependent RMS-function indicates three different parts.
The first two parts have nearly equal duration. The duration is
site-dependent only in a slight way, but seems to be a function
of the strength of the earthquake. Often the first two parts
are overlapped and the overlapping is groat in the ease of a
small epicentral distance and it diminishes in the case of grea-
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ter epicentral distances. The third part is significant only at
Stations» which are located on sedimentary basins. At other sta-
tions the decay rate of the envelope of the acceleration is very
high. The first part can be attached to the P-wave field (longi-
tudinal)» the second part to the S-wave field (transversal) and
the third part to the surface wave field (Rayleigh and Love
waves).
The aost stochastic principle axis nearly always points at hori-
zontal direction during the second part whereas a site dependen-
cy arises during the first part. In case of Medium and soft soil
stations it points at the vertical direction, but in case of
cock site stations this only happens with snail epicentral dis-
tances. In regard to greater epicentral distances the most sto-
chastic principle axis points at the horizontal direction. This
can easiliy be explained with the angle of incidence of P- and
S-waves at the surface of the earth.
The plots of particle motion of the displacement, which is re-
corded at stations on a sedimentary basin (Buia, Codroipo and
Conegliano) show elliptic prograde and retrograde motion. This
is character is tical for Rayleigh waves and proves, that surface
waves also exist in the intermediate field (d* 10k») of shallow
earthquakes.

4. EVOLUTIONARY SPECTRA ( ES )

Additionally time-dependent spectra are evaluated for the most
interesting records (including the four strong aftershocks in
September 1976). As the stochastic model for the time-dependent
spectra the theory of the Evolutionary Process (10) is chosen.
The applied estimation procedure is based on (11] and is impro-
ved by the inclusion of the transient behaviour of the filter
e',smsnt [12] . As an example fig 3 shows the ES of the accele-
ration given in fig 2 , which is recorded at Forgaria. In con-
trast to Buia at forgaria no significant surface waves occur».
The KS of an acceleration of the same aftershock recorded in
Buia is shown in fig 4 .
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J&U
Fig 3: ES of the NS-component re-

corded at Forgaria,

15th Sept. 1976, 9h21 a.m.

A systematical evaluation of the ES leads to the conclusion that

the nunstationary character of the acceleration process is

caused by the inhontogenity of the process. In a first, but al-

most always sufficient approximation the acceleration could be

expressed as the sum of four independent stationary (or uniroo-

Fig 4: ES of the NS-component

recorded at Buia,

15th Sept. 1976, 9h21
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dulated) stochastic processes, one for the P-waves, one for the

S-waves and two for the surface waves (Rayleigh and Love waves),

A schematic sketch of the acceleration pattern in time and fre-

quency is given in fig 5 , where tfa means the duration of the

body waves and t means the duration of the surface waves, dc-

tcrmincd through their group velocity. Tn a simplified manner

the duration of the body waves is equal to the rupture duration.

f
. >1OHZ

I 1
1 P- waves

5-IOHz
•

"~ ~""r

faves

1-2Hz
C ZZIZZIIZI

Fig 5: sketch of the acceleration pattern in time and

frequency

The acceleration amplitudes are not equally distributed over the

indicated domains, but they are highly concentrated at the re-

sonance frequencies of the local soil layers. The only reali-

zable influences of the earthquakes to the acceleration at a

certain site are:

- The strength of the earthquake and the location of the source

scale the acceleration.

- The strength of the earthquake also determines the rupture

duration and therefore the duration of the body waves. It

was found that the greatest detectable period of the body

waves is smaller than one half of the duration of the body

waves.

- Together with the wave velocities the depth and the epicen-
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trai distance determine the angle of Incidence, which strongly

influences the resonance frequencies of the layered soil.

Earthquakes with an acceleration pattern like that in fig 5 are

classified as single rupture earthquakes. Multi rupture earth-

quakes can be modelled by the sum of single rupture earthquakes.

An example for a multi rupture earthquake is the El Centro Earth-

quake 1940. The ES of this earthquake given in fig 6 shows five

different events, which all possess the same dominant frequency

.it 2.0 II?..

Fig 6: ES of the NS-cora-

poncnt recorded at

El Centro, 1940

5. PROPOSED MODEL

An appropriate model to describe the acceleration is the Evo-

lutionary Process model. The Evolutionary spectrum is the pro-

duct of n deterministic function A(f,t) and of a stochastic

function, the stationary pewer spectrum Se(f) :

s(f,t) = ;r.if,t)(2 ss(f) (2)

The stationary power spectrum represents the source function,

which can be modelled as white noise in a good approximation[71.

With somo simplifications it is a stationary (nonstationary)

shot noise process ti3l . Neglecting near and intermediate field
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T

tonno» o simplifie-i [>owor :;[

Bed by [ 7 J

S s(f) = nTR E <Sc(f)>

rum of the snurro can bo

(3)

which is valid for a hypoccntral distance of greater than 15 to

20 km. S If) means the power spectrum of the simple cracks,

E<->the expected value of the ensemble, T the rupture duration

and n the crack rate. The power spectrum of the crack is a band-

linited white noise spectrum with a lower cutoff frequency (cor-

ner frequency) of less than 0.1 Hz and an upper cutoff frequency

(second corner frequency) of greater than 2S.0 Hz. In this model

the spectral value is a function of the stress trop, of the rup-

ture velocity, the rupture duration and of the radiation pattern

[ 7 ] and not only of the magnitude. For smaller hypocentral

distances the intermediate field term has to bo included in the

model [13] . The power spectrum of the intermediate field is

equivalent to the power spectrum of the near field with the ex-

ception of the coefficient of the radiation pattern and an ad-

ditional scaling by tlie factor l/2wf.

•''he most important extension of I his approach is the inclusion

of the rupture velocity into the evaluation of the power spectrum.

Because of this the known fact that earthquakes with the same

magnitude may lead to quite different acceleration values can

be described.

The power spectrum Sg(f) describes the idealized acceleration

process in the vicinity of the source (region I in fig 7).

Pig 7:

seismic

model

- n loyered half space
l ' v plane wove field

n t w o h o l t ^prces
"uplone wove lie Id

. ^infinitely extended
'i"u3-dim. wove field
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T
The different wave types get seperated by the expansion of the

sciumic wave liélU ltom lhe uouicu to the uLatJon because of

Lhejr different velocities. TI1Í3 can be taken into cor.sidcration

by introduciny a boxcar wondow w(tj, which leads to the time-

dependency of the spectrum

S (f,t) - v(t - £ (4)

with v_ and v the velocity of the P- and the S-wave and r the

hypocentral distance. Because of the expansion of the body wave

energy in space, the acceleration amplitudes decay by a factor

of r . If one formulates the dominant influences on the seis-

mic wave field with transfer functions we can distinguish between

the following:

H_ = - for th« -itrical spreading (only a scaling

factor)

H.

HT -

exp (- f^§Tf)> f°r ^ e damping, which slightly de-

pends on the frequency. Q(f)- 1/(2.Ç)

is known as the quality factor [14]

const, for the transmission coefficient at the sig-

nificant bounderies of different media

(region II in fig 7). For the practical

purpose only one or two bounderies have to

be considered. This tranfer function is not

only a scaling factor, but also allows to

consider wave conversion, e.g. S- to P-waves

(s.fig 8)

Fig 8: transmission coefficient*

as a function of the ray

parameter p

6.0/3.5 km/svP2/vS2

v?1/vSt 3.5/2.0 Km/s

2.8/2,2 g/m
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HRa»!l(f) the steady state transfer function of the layered

half space (7] or (15) . The soil layers, which

bhould be taken into consideration can be esti-

mated by means of the experience that the lar-

gest resonance period is smaller than one half

of the wave duration. A simple estimation of the

resonance period with the travel time approach

might be sufficient [16] .
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Fig 9: transfer function of the soil layers at Forgaria

Fig 9 shows the computed transfer function H_ for Forgaria com-ix
pared with the power spectrum of the recorded acceleration

scaled down by a factor of 10 . The squared modulation function

of (2) therefore can be written as

lA(f,t)|2

(5)

The transient character of the transfer function may be token

into account by the appropriate selection of the type of the

window. Surface waves can be modelled in a similar way.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It was shown that the earthquake acceleration process is an in-

homogeneous process, which produces the main nonstationary be-

haviour of the process. For the physical model the linear wave

theory is sufficient.

The different effects can separately be described by simple
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transfer functions.
The soil layers of the local site determine tl e spectral shape

in the frequency domain.
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SUMMARY

The first part of the paper introduce» new simple approximate for-
mulae for the average and the standard deviation of the peak factor of a sta-
tionary Cnussiar. procustt. The formulae take into account the bandwidth of
the process anü aro consistent with both Vonmarcke's model and the one based
on the assumption that the extreme point process is Markov, for the response
of the linear oscillator to a white noise. The second part of the paper com-
pares the new formulae with FFT simulations, for various spectral shapes :
(i) response of the linear oscillator to a white noise, (ii) bimodal spectrum,
and (iii) ideal bandpass process. The results suggest that none of the cur-
rently available bandwidth parameters can represent accurately the overall
effect of the spectral shape on the peak factor. The approximate formulae,
however, give reasonable estimates, except for the case of bimodal spuctro
with very light modal damping.

1. INTRODUCTION.

Lot X(t) be a Gaussian random process of zero mean and W(T,b) be the
associated reliability, that is the probability that X(t) remains in the dou-
ble tided safe domain defined as 1X1 < b during the observation period T :

W(T,b) - Prob ju(t)|<b ; 0< t < T j (!)

W(T,b) represent» the fraction of samples which have not left the safft domain
during the observation period T ; it depends on the duration T, as veil as on
the extent of the safe domain b. If the process is stationary, b may be re-
placed by the reduced level, t> • \,fo, where o is tin? RMS value of the process.



The first-crossing probability density function is

P,(T,ii) - - , ^ {
a y

} (2)

Pl(T,n)dT represents the probability that the first-crossing of the b.trrirr
occurs in [T,T+dT|. Numerous approximate solutions have been developed for
P|(T,n) in the case of a s.d.o.f. oscillator excited by a Caussian white noi-
se ; the reader is referred to Crandall |l|, Yang * Shinozuka |2| |3] and
Y.X. Lin f4J for comprehensive reviews of the subject. Alternatively, W(T,n)
can be considered as the probability distribution function of the largest ex-
trcmum during the observation period T (peak factor).

There is a great engineering interest in having simple approximate
formulae giving the moments of the reduced extrcmum qr as functions of the
spectral moments of the process :

»
I w| 4>(io) iu (3)

The main engineering formulae available to date are summarized in Table I :
formulae (4) and (5), proposed by A.C. Davenport (S| arc based on the assump-
tion that the amplitudes of successive extrema arc independent. They only
depend on the central frequency of the process, "o * (m2/mo) '^

2/2* , without ta-
king into account its bandwidth. It is well known that formula (4) tends to
overestimate the extreme value for a narrow band process. Formula (6), due
to Vanraarcke (6,7], gives the reduced cxtrcmum which will not be exceeded
with a probability Pc. It ia based on more accurate rnnsider.ittons, taking
into account the statistical dependence between extrema (their tendnncy to
clump), which is significant for narrow band processes. The corresponding
probability distribution function reads :

WÍT..0 - I 1 - e" 1^ 2 j exp I v

1 - exp /—-

/ « - • .

(9)

> o
where *e • * ' and h is a spreading parameter defined, in term of the spec*

2 1/2tral moments, as * • (I - m./m m») . * can be considered as a measure of

the bandwidth of the process ; its value lies between 0 and I ; it is close Co
0 for a narrow-band process. Based on equation (9) and introducing the con-
cept of equivalent number of statistically independent half-cycles, Nc, for-
mulae (7) and (8) have been proposed by Dcr Kiurcghian (81 . The idea in in-
troducing Ne was to retain the simple form of formula (4), while taking into
account the bandwidth of the process. Clearly, in view of the complicated
form of formula (8), the concept of equivalent number of statistically inde-
pendent half-cycles does not hold for the standard deviation o^ .



• T A B L t I -

Engineering formulae for the reduced extremum over a period T

(two-sided barrier)

A.G. Davenport (SI (based on independent peaks) :

Expectation : £[n) a (2 In N ) 1 / 2 + —
* (2 In N)TfT

Standard deviation : o_ e
(2 In N)

rn-
1 / Z

(4)

(5)

H * 2 »' T s number of equivalent half-cycles, y * 0.5772.

E.H. Vanmarcke 16,7) (based on equation (9)) :

Reduced extremum which will not be exceeded with probability P :
r ^ !l/2

,Pe
a 2 l n { N * [ ]N*') (6)

N s 2 * T ( - In Pe) « corrected number of equivalent half-cycles

. _ . 1 . 2

A. Der KiurcgMan 181 (based on equation (9)) :

Expectation

Standard deviation : o. &
'it

(2 In N ) 1 / Z • 2! r ^
(2 In N e ) 1 / Z

1.2 ' . 4

(7)

(Nc > 2.1) e (2 In N e ) i / £ 13 + (2 In HJ*''

N » equivalent number of statistically Independent half-cycles :

Ne • N(1.63*°*45 - 0.38) * < 0.69
4 > 0.69

Recommended for 10 < N < 1000 and 0.11 < * < 1 (interest In earth-

quake engineering). For large N (N > 5000), formulae (4) and (5)

may be used.
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lit wltul follows, alternate formula** will be developed, which arc-
consistent with both Vanoarcke's model |equ. (9)] and the model based on thu
assumption that the extreme point process is Markov, in the case of the li-
near oscillator response to a white noise. The formulae will then be compa-
red with FFT simulations for other snectral shapes.

2- EXTREME POINT PROCESS. MARKOV ASSUMPTION.

Let X(t) be a narrow-band process of zero menn. Associated with
X(t), a point process can be defined, corresponding to the absolute extrema
of the process. It is the exfivme ptUtit pioce-SA. It follows from the nar-
row-band character of X(t) that the points are almost uniformly spaced along
the time axis, the spacing being approximately A * 1/2 v .

Since the probability distribution function W(T,n) of the reduced
extreme value of the process X(t) over a duration T is also the one of the
extreme point process, it can be estimated in the following way [2] :

IS

i) - ;] Í I - h(n) ] (10)
n-l

where N is- the number of extreme points over the duration T, that is approxi
matcly the number ot equivalent half-cycles, N a 2 " OT, ami h(n) represents
the probability that the n-th cxtremum Y(n) is the first extreinum departing
from the safe domain \0,v\ i

h(n) - Prob < Y(n) (11)

Based on equations (10) and (II), model» can be developed by making assumptions
on the extreme point process.

The simplest model is obtained by assuming that successive extrema
are independent, in which case the condition on the right side of equation (11)
can be dropped. The statistical distribution of the maxima of a random func-
tion has been studied in |9j ; for a narrow-band process, it can be closely
approximated by the one of the envelope, which is the Raylcigh distribution.
Therefore, one has :

T I T -x2/2 -n2/2h(n) - qo - P J Y(n) > " \ ' x • ' <>x - e ^ U (12)

F.quu t i on (10) hecumi'H ;

2 T

W(T,n) - [ 1 - c"" /2 ] e exp [ - 2 ̂ T «"" /2 ] (13)
2 »' T/2 ] [ ""

tor the high values of the reduced level (n > 2.5) . This result i s identical
to the one obtained by assuming that the level crossing» occur according to a
PoUuon prucRSu. f:qu«fion (4) in buavd on the u»»umpi\on thnt uxu'cusmivt' cx-

urc independem (3) .



Cuing * step further, one way assune that the extreme point process
is Markov |2) , that is a process with a one-step memory. In that case, the
conditional probability distribution of an extreme point depends only on the
previous point and equation (II) reduces to

h(n) « Prob I Y(n) >I Y(n-l) <

Prob i "(n) > v. , Y(n-l) < t

i_ ( n>2) (14)

Prob i Y(nn-I) < n j

Its evaluation requires the joint distribution of the extrema of the process
X(t). Once again, for a narrow-band process, this distribution can be appro-
ximated by the joint distribution of the envelope process (sec Appendix) at
tiroes separated by A «• 1/2 »o. The result depends on the definition which is
adopted for the envelope process. Combining equations (10) and (14) leads to

[ .M 1

I - , j (15)

where

q : Probi Y(n) > n, Y(n-I) < n j - / *|- / dw, p f %(*,.1- I *) (16)1 - J, % IA}
and p. >(t||,n. ; A) is the joint probability density function of the envelope

process,' given by equation (A.7). In equation (15), the first term in the
right side represents the probability that the first point be below the level
n, while the second term represents the probability that the remaining N-l
points be below ij. The double integral, in equation (16) can be reduced to
a form involving a single integral a» indicated in [10] ; this reduces consi-
derably the amount of computation involved in the computation of q". Series
developments of the modified Bessel's function of order zero appearing in
P ,('?•.'?7 ; A) fan be found in 111) , both for small and large values of thew
argument.

Note that besides the central frequency "o, the probability distri-
bution function W(T,n> depends on the parameter k(A) which, a» ò in cquotion
(9), U related to llu- bandwidth of die process» k(A) is a measure of the
memory of the tnvelo|.c process (see Appendix).

The Markov assumption deserves some consent : it is well known that
the vector process constituted by the state variables (X,ft)T of the response
of a single degree of freedom oscillator to a white noist is Harkovian (13).
So is the vector process of polar co-ordinates (A,6)T defined as



which is involved in Crandall 4 Mark's definition of the envelope process.
It can be shown (14) that the discrete process formed by the values of the
envelope A(«.) at times t; • i*A*«| * i*/"n ft « 1) is a one-dimensional Markov
process* It is not surprising therefore. Hint in A rnmp.tri.MU> study made by
Yang ft Shinoxuka |2,31, the Markov model described above was found to be one
of those in closest agreement with simulations by Crandall et al 1121 for the
response of a linear oscillator to a white noise.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS.

Let us consider the response of a linear oscillator to a white noise.
The governing naramctets of Vanmarcke's model and the Markov approximation are
respectively * a (4t/«)1'2 and k(A) «* ©"•*. Example» of probability distribu-
tion functions obtained by equations (9), (13) and (IS) arc compared in Fig. I.
One sees that accounting for the bandwidth of the process shifts the probabi-
lity function to the left ; peak factors provided by the Markov assumption are
slightly larger than those provided by Vanmarcke's model. The deviation bet-
ween the three estimates decreases as the bandwidth and the number of equiva-
lent half-cycles increase.

Figure 1,

4. GUMBEL TYPE 1 DISTRIBUTION.

The Cumbel difltribution is concerned with the asymptotic theory of
extreme values : if the initial distribution of a random variable Is of the
exponential type, that is if the probability distribution function approaches



I as e~* approaches 0 (this include* exponential, normal and lognormal dis-
tributions), the probability distribution function of the largest amongst n
independent observations, VQ(x), converges with increasing n towards

W(x) - exp(- e~*) (17)

where y • «(x - u) is a reduced extreme value. This distribution is called
rumbrl type I (15,16,17). « and u are scale and location parameters, respec-
tively. From equation (17), one sees that u is the mode of the distribution
(for the second derivative W"(x) vanishes for x • u ) . The expectation and
standard deviation of x are given respectively by

E(x| - u • - 2 - (7 m Eulcr's constant • 0.5772) (18)

Equation (17) is equivalent to y - - In | - In W(x)J. Consequently, if one
knows an estiaate of the probability distribution function W(x) and if one
fits a straight line on the curve x vs. - In [ - In U(x)1 , the coefficients
of the fit will be respectively u and l/«, for x • u • y/«.

It is the similarity between the fonts of equations (IS) and (19)
anil equations (4) and (5), which suggested the use of the Gunbel type I dis
tribution for the devclopaent of new approximate formulae.

r>. NF.W APPROXIMATE FORMULAE FOR THE PEAK FACTOR.

Once again, we consider the lightly damped linear oscillator ; for
any values of N • 2 ?OT and t, the probability distribution functions V(T,«)
of the various models can be computed from equations (9), (13) or (15) respec-
tively. Then, fitting a Cumbel type I distribution on V leads to numerical
v.iltirr, for the parameters u and «. They depend on N and {. Comparing equa-
tions (18) nnd (19) to equations (4) and (5) respectively, one further *ee9
that formulae similar to equations (4) and (5) can be obtained by fitting on
u(i ,.\') and a ({,N) expressions of the form :

u - (2 In * U N )
I / 2 (20)

« » (2 In " a N ) I / 2 (21)

where « u and *ff are functions of the bandwidth of the prrcess only. The va-
lues of *u and K« are plotted in Fig. 2 a» functions of *. One sees that the
numerical values corresponding to Vanaarcke's model and to the Markov appro-
ximation are close to each other ; they both tend asymptotically towards the
values corresponding to the Poisson approximation : *„ • 0.94 and «a » 4.05.
(These latter should be compared to « u • I and «« • 1 corresponding to equa-
tions (4) and (5)). Also plotted in Fig. 2 is the correcting factor involved
in formulae (7) and <g), « c • 1.63 A0.45 - 0.38 ; one sees that «• is not too
fnr from *„, as would be expected from the fact that, for sufficiently large
values of N, u makes up the dominant port of Efa ) .
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Figure 2

The last step in the development of approximate formulae for E[nel
and «^ consists in finding functional relationships for * and « a as func-
tions of the process bandwidth, which may be measured by the damping (, the
spreading parameter * of Vansurcke's model, or the parameter k(A) of the Mar-
kov approximation. The latter two should be preferred for their generality.
In the simulation which will be reported in the next section, it will be seen
that none of * or k(A) brings a definite advantage, as fir as the dependence
of the peak factor on the spec-teal shape is concerned, * has therefore been
adopted because of its popularity. The approximate expressions for *u and '-o
read :

« u - 1.5(1 - e

- 0.94

-1.8J * < 0.5

6 > 0.5
(22)

- 4.05

« <0.5

* >0.5
(23)

The approximate formulae for the expectation and the standard deviations of
the peak factor are :

(2 In « H) 1 / 2 •
u (2 In

(24)

(25)

6. SIMULATION.

The aim of the simulation is twofold : first» to *»*•** the validi-
ty of the new approximate formulae (22) to (25) ; second, to validate these
formulae which are based on the response of • linear oscillator to a white
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noise» Cor other spectra! shapes. In particular, it is important to assess
the ability of a single parameter such as $ or k(A) to represent the overall
effect of the spectral shape on the peak factor. Three spectral shapes are
i-onaiderctl iii the simulatiou :

(a) the response of a linear oscillator ft .w^) to a white noise ;

(b) a bimodal spectrum, representing che coupled response of tw> modes with
equal damping ( ; the total variance is equally distributed between the
two natural frequencies, (I • «)«->n and (1 - «)uh. Note that this shape
converges towards the first one as a tends to zero ;

(c) the ideal bandpass process (bandwidth **> centred on <*>n).

Approximate analytical expressions of the control pan
models are given below :

tters of the various

Linear
oscil-
lator

Binodal

Ideal
bandpass

•

1/2

«2 • «2 l/Z

( '^"f
6 COS ' **

sin -^r-

2 s

w f i \

The sinwlation technique uses the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (18)
f 19], which is a standard tool for that purpose*. For each case, 400 samples
of unit variance have been used in the simulation, which reduces the 95 Z
confidence interval for the expectation to about ^ 10 Z of the corresponding
standard deviation. ~

It should be born in mind, however, that the frequency resolution 4, of the
FFT is fixed by the duration T o of the signal : <*b • 2*/To. As a result,
the energy equality

Cx(k) I'

(k

must be substituted to the amplitude equality

«-, JI C j f(k) I

in the calculation of the Digital Fourier Transform amplitudes I C^(k)l, whan»
ever the frequency resolution dots not provide an adequate atepwise approxima-
tion of *xx* w)' VoT cl'* liwar oscillator, this is the case in tho vicinity
of the natural frequency w ,unless w « 2 { « .
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1 give* the average and Hit* standard ili'vi.ni ion oi tin- pf.tk
factor for the three spectra! shapes as functions of A, for r: * 2tW hair-
cycles, which is representative of earthquake engineer inf. problem*. Upper
bounds for the 95 t confidence intervals are also indicated. Also plotted
in Pig. 3» are the predictiona of formulae (24) and (25). One sees that :

(I) When the bandwidth inrrmscs (say for * > 0.35)* the p*«afc factor
essentially independent of both thr luindwtth and lhe spectral

(2) For the same value of 4, the peak factor nay vary considerably from one
spectral shape to the other. In particular, for strongly peaked hinodal
spec trust, the peak factor drops considerably for non vanishing A. It is
to be remarked that the dependence of the peak factor on the spectral
shape is essentially Maintained if the parameter 1 - k(A) is used instead
of Ã ( which implies that k(A) brings no improvement over *, as Far as the
influence of the spectral shape on the peak factor is concerned.

(3) When the bandwidth tends to zero, the asymptotic value of the peak factor
for both the ideal bandpass process and the response of the linear oscil-
lator is V?, for the process becomes a pure sine of unit variance. Fo
bincdal spectra, the asymptotic values for f -• 0 are * « (o2/! • * 2 1

and Ep}e] » 2 (the process identifies itself with an ideal beat sine of
unit variance).

(4) Except for very small modal damping (Í < 0.01), the standard deviation »n>
is fairly independent of * and of the spectral shape.

(5) Formulae (24) and (25) provide the right asymptotic values (large 6 ) . For
narrow band processes, formula (24) provides a reasonable estimate of the
average peak factor, except for strongly peaked bimodal spectra (f < 0.01).

(6) The decrease of the standard deviation with increasing h.inriwidth, an pre-
dicted by formula (25), is not confirmed by the siimii.il ion ; the asymptotic
value of « a could be used throughout the whole ranpf of A. This conclu-
sion, however, ought to be confirmed for other values of the number of
equivalent half-cycles N.

Whether the Gustbel type I distribution is appropriate for the peak
factor can be judged by the Kolmogorov -Smirnov test of goodness of fit |20| .
In most cases*, if the parameters of the Cranbel distribution are computed to
lead to the same average and standard deviation an the observed distribution,
the assumption that the sample comes from the Gumbcl distribution cannot bo
rejected at a significance level between 0.2 and 0.01 ; the agreement tends
to be better as the bandwidth increases. It should be emphasized that the use
of the Gumbel distribution is no more than a computational convenience. The
Kolmogorov - Smirnov test, however, indicates that this choice cannot be proved
to be obviously inappropriate.

7. CONCLUSIONS.

New approximate formulae for the average and the standard deviation
of the peak factor of a stationary Gaussian process have been developed. They
take into account the bandwidth of the process ami arc consistent with both
Vanmarcke's model and the one based on the assumption that the extreme point
process is Markov.

All except some of the strongly peaked bimodal spectra leading to very small
standard deviation (see Fig. 3).
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FIT simulations for various spectral shapes have I>IM n reported.
They suggest, that the spectral shape has a considerable influence on the*
peak factor, which cannot be accounted for by a single bandwidth parameter.
The new approximate formulae, however, give reasonable estimates, except for
the case of bimodal spectra with very light modal damping..

8. APPENDIX - THE JOINT PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF THE 1NVELOPI PROCESS.

The envelope of a narrow band random process can be defined in va-
rious ways [21,22,23]. The various definitions lead to the same first order
probability density function : the Rayle\gh distribution. On the contrary,
the joint probability density function depends on the definition which has
been adopted. If Rice's definition is used, one has :

where B « m - it.- - it ; I T 1 i s the modified Besse l ' s function of order
O U IH O u "*

zero, and

• 0 - . - (A.2)

'13 " 2 J *«
o

•o

(CJ) cos(w - « )T
L m

(A.3)

(A. 4)

Since Cramer i Leadbetter definition is the particular case for ̂ « 0 of
Rice's definition, the foregoing result applies with fcfo « 0. For Crnndall
A Mark's definition, the moments (A.3) and (A.4) must be replaced by :

,3 • Rfr) - 2 / cos (A.5)

o

(A.6)

2 2 2 2Introducing the non-dimensional parameter k • (P.- +I»|,)/III and the redu-

ced values *j, • o . /a , IJ^ •

n.n,
Pr .(ipUHj.tti) - J- I

W

* e 1 u a t ^ o n (A.I) can be written as :

.2

exp - — * 5~ (A.7)
2(1 -kZ ) J



r
i

•>
k"(T) is a measure of the mwnory of the envelope process. Its exact relation'
ship with the correlation function of the envelope process can be found in
1241. In |IO|, it is d.'iaonstrated that 1<2(T) is in fact the coefficient of
rorri'kition of A^fr) and A^ft+T).
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SUMMARY

Design methods hated on random vibration nodal time history analyses

are defined and used to design several rigid frames. The designs are

compared with others based on response spectrum analyses.

Casco Jed secondary systems having multiple supports are also analyzed,

The formulation does not require definition of "floor" excitations.

The primary need* relative to implementing random-vibration-based

design methods are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Response spectrum and time history are well understood and widely

used deterministic Method* for dynamic analysis. Why random vibration

analysis?

Two unique aspects of random vibration are:

1) It uses stochastic excitation models which capture part of the

uncertainty in vind and earthquake loading.

2) It captures explicity the effects of correlation between any two

random processes such as excitation components, modal coordinates,

or load effects.

Is random vibration fully developed for the common linear dynamic system

models which are used? Are there new insights on system behavior gained

from random vibration analysis? Can random vibration consider realistic,

non-stationary, non-white stochastic models of earthquakes? Arc random

vibration analyses cost effective? Is random vibration too complicated?

Is there a design methodology associated with load effects determined

by random vibration? This paper addresses these questions and identifies

need* relating to random-vibration-based seismic design.

RANDOM VIBRATION FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS

In random vibration, as in deterministic analyses, there are

frequency domain and time domain formulations, It's well known that the

stationary power spectral density functions of the imput and output

are related in the frequency domain by simple multiplication. While in

the tine domain the aur:> covariance functions art related by a double

convolution integral if tb« excitation i» non-wltitu and by a »ingU'

convolution integral if the excitation is white. Clearly this is an

advantage of the frequency domain approach if the stationarity assumption
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is uppropiinte, although tuc responsos oi i ut creu I :misi In- obtained by

int»y,rat in}», tin* output powe:* «pert ral density lumtiiins over a! I

frequencies. !» thf titw dt»m.iin ihr variance ol ¡i response is ¡simply

the value of the auto»* ova ríame function at a zero time la}',.

In llà-- lime domain, rattier iliau wriliit;» I!ic ••«•i»iI ibrium equations in

the conventional linear, second order way, one can write them in a linear

first-order fashion by defining a vector of state variables as the

primary unknowns. This was done early by Wanj; and Uhlenbeck | l 2 | and

is now called the "state space" formulation. Its characteristics are:

1) The system i s defined by a "transition matrix" which i s

analogous to the unit impulse response function.

2) The excitation may be non-stationary. If i t i s white, the

output covariance matrix may be obtained by evaluating a single

(matrix) convolution integral. Non-white excitation may be

¡noddled and the single convolution integral relationship may

be retained by a usinent i np, the state vector with a cascaded

f i l t er .

3) The state variables constitute a vector Markov process.

4) Mean I'oisson crossing rates out of "safe" regions may be

rompu tod directly font the covurijiue matrix of the state

vector.

5) All cross correlations between elements of a vector process are

re ta i nid.

This paper is based on a time domain, state space random vibration

formulation. It is a modal approach analogous to conventional modal time

history analysis, so. the formulation is called Random Vibration Modal

Time History (RVMTH) analysis. It i« given in detail in Réf. ¡2 j . A

brief review of tbt unalyaic is an follows.
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FANDOM VIBRATION MODAL TIMK HISTORY (KVMTH) ANALYSIS

.**"All_.C*t_.';yV!?! ~ A nY ' t ^ w r.ynttm which can K» <k.«coiiplr«d inlo modes may he
considered. An analysis must bo done to determine the system's modal
properties. The stato vector of each mode is augmented by additional vari-
ables from a cascadtxi second order filter 121. If non-stationary, white
excitation is input to the augmented modal state vector, the filter colors tho •
input so that each mode is driven by non-sta'tionary, non-white excitation. >
Analytical expressions for the elements of the transition matrix of the aug- •
mentod mrxtol state vector havo l>oen defined (4|. Any element of Lho transit ion ;

matrix relates a state variable at time, fc, to an initial value of a state j
variable at a previous time, t . j

Model of Excitat-jor» - The excitation to the aurjmonted rnodal state vectors can ''
bé a non-stationary, correlated, vector-valued randan process. It's defined
by:

1) Strength function of each excitation component. •

2) Filter parameters for each component to define its frequency
content.

3) Functions for the correlations between excitation components. •

A (deterministic) strength function of an excitation component is the \

evolution of the integral of its autocovariance function. Its maximum value

is a measure of the intensity of the excitation. An important question is: j

what is the relationship between the strength function and other deterministic

and stochastic intensity measures? For non-stationary processes additional

studies are required to arrive at a useful answer. For stationary prrx:pr»s(\s,

the stationary strength value is directly proportional to the intensity of the •

mean power spectral density function. Of course, Varmarcke 110) has developed i

an approximate relationship between the mean power spectral density function

and the response spectrum, the most commonly used earthquake model.

The filter parameters which define the frequency content have been

studied extensively (8] and there exists a good basis for selecting realistic

values.

Correlation between seismic components at a point is important when the

sane modes are strongly excited by each of the components. This may be true



•; for asymmetrical structures. It is riot always conservative to assine perfect

| positive correlation; any particular response may increase or decrease with

increasing positive correlation.

Analyses of earthquake components indicate that the level of correlation

can vary widely. Of course any Gaussian vector process can be transformed so

that its covariance matrix is diagonal. This was done for sets of thrpp trans-

laUonal earthquake components by Kubo and Penzicn (7). lhe resultant

directions of the transformed vector process were in general not horizontal or

vortical. Moreover such directions vary during an earthquake, implying that

correlations between the horizontal and vertical components vary with time.

Therefore it is not possible to orient a structure in such 0 way that a

designer can safely assune uncorrelated excitation canponents.

An issue to be resolved is whether design values of correlation can be

inferred frcro historical earthquakes or from geophysical arguments, if not, a

lojical alternative is to analyze systems using extreme correlation values and

th«n choose conservative design load effects.

Analysis - For zero mean excitation, the fundamental analytical step is the

.-• imputation of the cross-covariance submatrix between two augmented modal

«••tnte. vectors. Ref. (4) gives analytical expressions for evolutionary covari-

v»nc:e matrices for excitation having a linear strength function. So non-

rr-itionary modal responses are analytically determined for any non-stationary

'•xe it at ion modelled with piece-wise-linear strength functions. lhe modal

rr*;5-covariance matrices arc then assembled into a system modal covariance

-'.itrix containing as many modes as are needed.

H»!»l ^'^rrjrw^tjon - Onco the evolutionary mortal covariance matrix of the

«y.Nw has boon determined, the evolutionary covariance matrix of any response

v.>rtor expressed as a linear function of the modal coordinates can be

'Tvuted. Load effects can be accelerations, displacements or element stress

resultants such as shears or bending moments.

Because of the state vector formulation, CToss-covariances between re-

sponses and time derivatives of responses are also obtained. Such output is

'i-̂ J to compute probabilities of outcrossing thresholds or safe domains.

*;rising Rates - For very high thresholds, a cannon assumption made is that

•«tcrossings are a Poisson process. Rice's 19) classic result for the mean
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DESIGN OF PRIMARY SYSTEMS BASED ON RVMTH ANALYSES

s - Sc

proposed as follows:

1) Choose design responses to be a fixed multiple of the peak (not
necessarily stationary) RMS responses.

2) Calculate mean Poisson crossing rates of thresholds by scalar
response processes and choose design responses corresponding to a
set probability of non-exceedance. This procedure is the sane as
the above one for structures vibrating in one dynamic mode. For
general dynamic systems, many dynamic modes contribute to the
responses; moreover the modes contribute differently to each
particular response. Therefore crossinj rates of the scalar
responses will bo different, even for thresholds which aro the s.we
multiple of the corresponding (peak or stationary) RMS response».
Thus» design procedures 1) and 2) arc, in general, different.

3) Calculate a mean Poisson crossing rate out of a safe dana in by a
vector process which represents a failure mode; select design
reponses to achieve a prescribed reliability in a given failure
mode. Or calculate crossing rates for a set of vector processes
(related to failure modes) and choose design values to achieve a
system reliability.

The issues associated with the proposed design procedures will bo illus-
trated by considering a 1-story rigid frame and multistory rigid frames.
One Story Frame - A 1-story portal frame with stiffness ratio R «= (Ic/h)/(itJ/i)
is shown in Table 1. The lateral stiffness, S, is given as

The bending memonts at A and B f ran the ground motion are

V " - 3 - Î 7t s 1M

r
nutcrossing rate has been generalized by Verve zianu et ai*» (Ill for vector- ;

valued processes. RVMTil analyses yield directly al l the output mpjirod to j

compute mean outcrossing rates fron which probabilities of non-exceedance can J
be inferred. ;

Design Methods - Several linear design procedures based on RVMTH may be j

ion



MA(t)

1+3R

in which d(t), a randan variable, is the displacement at the top of the frame.

> Crossing rates of the responses depend on the design strengths of the

{ colunn, Myç, and of the beam, Hyg, and also on the stiffness ratio R. TIK>

' results given in Table 1 were computed using the following data: mass * 20
1 6

: lb-s /in, column - W10 x 45, h = 144in, E. « 30 x 10 psi, t. « 0.02. Usiny

design procedure 1), the colunn strength My_ is fixed to be 3 times the

| stationary rms value of the bending moment at A, the strength of the beam is

S expressed as M,_ = 3o A . The frame is subjected to stationary, nonwhite
; ID MA j 5
: excitation with strength 36it in /sec , and the filter parameters given by w, =

! 5*, it • 0.4. Table 1 contains stationary rms manent responses and crossing

j rates for frames having several different column to beam stiffness ratios, R,

! and strength ratios, Y. A 1-DOF dynamic model was used for analysis, therefore
í

Í all the responses are perfectly correlated.

por the lDOP system, whun threshold strengths are exactly proportional to

the corresponding stationary RMS responses (i.e. design values are the nan*.-

multiple of stationary RMS responses) crossing rates are the same and re-

liability in the panel mochanisn failure mode may bo inferred fran the (equal)

crossing rates of the scalar processes. Of course, an analogous argument

applies to multistory plane frames. That is, if a frame is vibrating solely

in its fundamental mode and if the strengths can be and are set in proportion

to the stationary first-dynamic-mode RMS responses, then crossings will be

simultaneous and reliability in a failure mode may be inferred from crossings

of any one scalar process.

In general, if the girder to column strength ratio is not proportional to

I their corresponding RMS responses, scalar crossing rates differ and there

cannot be simultaneous crossings (because for the 1DOP system all responses

are perfectly correlated), if the crossings are sequential, and the first

crossing affects the stiffness (and damping) properties, then the use of the

liwnir muriol is cjni'st Lonable. Inferring failure motto reliabilities trcm

individual crossing rates is also problematic.

There is then an issue regarding whether design procedure 3) is possible

In conjunction with linear elastic system models. Wneziano (111 did apply the



vector process models to evaluate modal and system reliability for a specific •

case of a plane frane with rigid girders. To estimate system reliability, he (

computed conditional mean crossing rates for each failure mode which, for the \

system considered, was the crossing of a prescribed interstory distortion.

That work was further developed by Ditlevsen (3) although, in an exanple, the

dynanic effects of the excitation were neglected, in the following examples,

only design methods 1) and 2) are considered.

Multi-Story Rigid Franes - Fig. 1 shows three steel rigid franes which i

were designed based on RVMTH analyses. The design flexural stress for all j

members was 248.2 MPa (36 Ksi). For simplicity, axial forces' in the elements I

were ignored. Scalar, horizontal, stationary excitation with strength equal ,

to 14.3TT in /sec was used. The filter parameters were Cf * 0.32, u. » 9.ST. i

For computing failure probabilities a time of 24 seconds was used. The input j

was intended to represent a motion similar to the El Centro 1940 earthquake;

5% damping was assumed for all modes. Two different design methods based on

randan vibration were used as follows:
I) Design bending moments are chosen to be a constant multiple of the

corresponding stationary RMS responses. The multiple was determined
iteratively so that the design bending moments would be close to
those of the U.S.N.R.C. (with am,w * 0.32g) at the base of the
franes. roax

II) Design bending moments are computed fron a constant element
probability of failure. The probability of failure was determined
iteratively so that the design bending moments would be close to
those of the U.S.N.R.C. (with a ^ « 0.32g) at the base of the
frames.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 contain the results. Tho following observations may *

made.

1) The quantity °:/ 0
M increases frcm the bottom to the top because

higher modes contribute more to the upper story responses. Therefore
designing for a constant multiple (Method I) implies that the
members near the top have a lower reliability.

2) By considering some PMS values as positive and others as negative,
each joint is in "RMS equilibrium".

3) The fundamental mode contributes a large fraction of the total
responses.

4) The RVMTH load effects match (by design) those of the USNRC at the



base, but near the top they are greater than thosr of the IISNRC.

5) The failure probabilities are conditional rm tho assumed strength,
frequency content and duration of the excitation. Failure
probabilities are slightly analler for the 10 ano 4 story frames.
This simply means that for the particular frequency content assumed
fo.r_-inr! wyMTO analyses, the MSNKC desiqrf spectrum is more
"conservative tor the 10 and 4 story frames.

RVMTO ANALYSIS OF CASCADED SECONDARY SYSTQ1S

The cannon procedure used to qualify equipment and piping for the scisnic

load condition is to define response spectra at attachmer.t points and then use

then as input for the dynamic analysis of the "secondary" systems. If response ;

spectra are defined for a position of the primary structur. without j

consideration of the dynanic properties of the secondary system which is to be

attached, the implicit assumption is that the secondary system is cascaded

from the primary system, lhe cascading assumption may be inappropriate if the

mass of the secondary system is a significant fraction of the mass of the

primary system or if the frequencies of the primary and secondary systems are

"in tune".

Aside fran the cascading issue, two other problems arise in connection

with the analysis of secondary systems. One is defining appropriate rules for

combining effects fran several excitation cenponents snd for combining modal

effects. Another is formulating an efficient procedure lor including

r*> uric-static effects in statically indeterminate secondary systems with

miltiplo supports.

All rules for conbinlng effects from multiple excitation components or

for combining modal effects are based on concepts fran the theory of randan

variaules or random processes, lhe issue is the level of correlation between

components -.*úch must be combined. One of the advantages of randan vibration

It that f?ff<>cts arc canbined exactly, explicitly considering the actual level

of correlation between than.

Pseudo-static effects are those which would be induced in the secondary

'./stem if it responded strictly statically to the support motions, dough and

['•nr.ion (1] present a formulation for capturing such effects while retaining

mnriai decoupling approach. It was used as part of the analysis described
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The RVMTH formulation used for the analysis of cascaded point-supported j

secondary syst<»ns was reported in Ref. |5). Its extension for canceled j

secondary systems with multiple supports is briefly described herein. !

Hie primary steps in computing the randan response of cascaded ',

secondary systems with multiple supports are:

i

1) Eigenvalue analysis of primary system •

i
2) Eigenvalue analysis of secondary system '

i

3) Static analysis of secondary system subject
to unit displacements at support points j

4) Randan vibration modal time history analysis [
i

Input: a) Seismic excitation of primary structure. It may be modelled '
as a vector-valued, non-stationary, correlated, non-white j
randun excitation. j

b) Properties of first few modes of primary system; that is
modal frequencies, modal damping values and modal shape ;

coordinates at points of attachment of the secondary system.

c) Pseudo-static displacements for the secondary system.

d) Modal properties of secondary system.

Output: a) Non-stationary covariance matrix of any vector of load
e f f e c t s which i s expressed as a linear function of the '
(augmented) secondary system modal state vector. <

The main assumptions of the formulation are: !
i) Primary and secondary systems are linear and may be j

decoupled into modes !
\

ii) Secondary systems are cascaded from the primary :

system. . •
i

Ihere are two basic ideas in the formulation, one i s that the modal coor- •
dinates of the primary system may be considered as a sol of f i l ters in iviralJ-
e l . Another is dough and Pension's recognition that a total displacement may r
be expressed as:



r
v^t) - v(t.) + B

in which v(t) is the dynamic responso and v (t) is the pseudo-static displace-

ment. Vov a linear system which decouples into modes, v(t) may be expressed in

terms of modal coordinates; v (t) may be expressed as a product of displace-

ments from unit support motions times the absolute displacements of the sup-

ports. For cascaded secondary systans, Bq. (1) must be used twice: once to

obtain the total displacement of the primary system at the support points and

then again to obtain the total displacement of the secondary system. This

means that the total displacement and any other load-effect vector for the

secondary system must be expressed as a linear combination of an augmented

modal state vector. That is, a response vector, R is computed from:

R « D a

in which D depends on the actual effects desired and a is:

in which a * modal coordinates of secondary system, a = modal coordinates
of primary system and y, = the output of the filters. Analytical expressions
for the evolutionary covariance matrix of a, Y. , hove been derived for non-
stationary excitation (6); they are used to compute j , the covariance matrix
of R.

The formulation is valid for any linear system for which the stated
assumptions are appropriate. However, the canputer program which conbines the
four steps in the process is currently limited to plane frames and space
frames.

Examples - Two example problems are presented in order to demonstrate the
capability of the formulation and subprograms. Both examples use a three
story plane frame as the primary system.

The first example problem takes a simply supported beam as the cascaded
secondary systun. RMS values of relative displacement and stress resultants
are plotted and compared with coupled analyses to check the accuracy of
cascading.

The second example problem takes a two-span continuous beam an the
syslviu, it iliinurmt ratou the aí; I lily of the formulation to conputw
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pnoiidostatic dir.plnct.tnonts and stresses which characterize multiple-support-

excitation problem*;.

It is worth emphasizing that, in the present formulation, no floor

excitation needs to be specified to solve cascaded systems. Exact modal

accelerations of the primary system are computed and combined with mode shape

coordinates of the support points to obtain the absolute acceleration inputs

to the secondary syston.

The main objective of thn examples presented is not to infer any specific

properties or trends in tho systems, but to demonstrate the capability and

potential of the formulation in analyzing multiple support excitation

problems.

Example 1

primary Systan; A three-story plane frame is used as the primary system

in this example, as shown in Fig. 2; the numbers in parentheses represent th<?

element numbers. The numbering of the degrees of freedom is shown in Fig. 3.

Natural frequencies, mode shapes, and modal participation factors are shown in

Table 5. The modal damping value is taken as 5% in both the primary and

secondary systems for all modes considered.

Secondary Syst<CT; A simply-supported beam is taken as the secondary

system in this exanple, with the elements and nodes numbered as shown in Fig.

2. Ttie numbering of degrees of freedom is shown in Fig. 3. Natural frequenc-

ies, mode shapes and modal participation factors for each of the first four

modes of the primary system are given in Table 6. The mass ratio, R , and

frequency ratio, R. are 0.017 and 8.32, respectively.

Combined System; The results of eigenvalue analyses of the combined

primary-secondary system are shown in Table 7 , along wi*h the modal partici-

pation factor for ground excitation. A master-slave relationship for the

shared degrees of freedom was used in analyzing the responses of the combined

system.

Excitation: Scalar evolutionary white noise is used as input excitation

to a filter whose output is taken as ground excitation to the primary system.

The strength function, q(t), of the input excitation is given i.n Fig. 4.

The maximum value of the strength function used in all problems is 40
2 3

inch /sec which approximately corresponds to an RMS ground acceleration of

ooc
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Filter parameters w , , and •.., aro CIUKIMI \n I»» ffju.il to 4Tt and 0.4»

tf»íífxTt ively, for a l l problems.

Pour modos aro ustxi to ampule responses for U>th primary atkl soi.-ondary

systnns. lhe HMS values of relat ive displacement, in the X.-diroction at nodes

1, arvi 2 am shown in Pigs. 5b and c , ami absoluto acceleration variances at

»hi> attachment points of the secondary system ( i . e . a and c) are given in

Kiqs. f>a and b. The correlation coeff ic ient between them is i l lustrated in

r i t ) . 7 .

Fit). 8a. qives the RMS values ot shear fore* at no»1e 1. Figs, fib and c
• ;ivu, respectively, RMS value of shear force and bendire) mement at norle 3 of
.-totnoDt 3 while Fig. Bri shows the RMS of the shear force at node 5.
I'M respond ing results from analyses of the crmluned system are also shown and

d in the same figures. Good agreement has been obtained with an
percentage difference less than 5*. lhe responses of the cascaded

system are higher ( i . e . more consorvntive) than those of the
••..-. ootary system in the cnml)ined mndel. In addition, all the responses follow
- r<- or 1vy,r, the s.«nr trend as the strength function of grrnjnd excitation.

In this problisn, sinco tho secondary system is a statically determinate
«-.imply supported beam, no pseudost.atic stresses are induced fru.i the differen-

. ti.il nvitions at twt̂  attaclment points. Stress resultants arise only frcm the
tyn.iric part of tho secondary systtan responsos.

Kxrinple 2
Primary Systran; itie same primary systen as in example 1 is used. Modal

'! irpinrj values are again asnunod to be 5% for all the modes considered in both
'?•<• ptimiry and secondary systems. Four modes are superposed to cempute the
[•••spnnsos of both sysLeans.

Secondary Systemt A two span continuous beam is taken as the secondary
ryr<trm in this example, as shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 gives the numbering of
ttn> drrjn.»es of freedom. Natural frequencies, male shapes and modal participa-
ii<m factors for each mode of the secondary system are presented in Table B.
l".<-ixlf)static displacements due to each supiiort motion are given in Table 9,

Itv? mais ratio, R , and frequency ratio, Rf/ are 0.04 and 5.16, respectively.

Fxcitation; The sane as in example 1.
J>incussions on Responses; The RMS values of shear forces at nodes 1 and 7
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of the secondary system are given in Fiys. lla and d, respectively. While

KiijR. Ill) and c show tf*? RMS value of shear force and trending munetit at nodes

4 of element 3 of tin.» sec* xKhiry system. Alsr shown for o«ip.iri»>ri aro lho

result;; of analyses of lhe cunbii»! systan. A tnaximun difíervmv oi 20U

occurred in the (stationary value of) bending manent at node 4. Using more

nodes in the secondary system can improve the accuracy.

In this example, the secondary systtro is a statically indeterminate

structure in which differential motion at its supports induces pseudostatic \

stresses, one of the salient features of the multiple support excitation

problem.

Again, it is emphasized that in the present formulation, all tho cross-

correlation terms are retained without any floor excitation beirtj explicitly

c*efined. In this example, the correlation coefficients between accelerations

at the attachment points of the secondary syston an; shown in Firj. 1? (please

also refer to Fig. 3 for labeling). As can be seen frcm Fig. 12, fj «mil i arv

much more correlated than y and e or e and i. Hie reason is that one mode

doninates responses g and i more stronyly than the other two pairs.

C0NCLUSI0NS/NEBD6

Tt̂ e intent herein was to show that:

1) RVMTH is a canplete analytical method for any linear primary syston
which decouples into modes and for linear secondary systems which
decouple into modes and are cascaded fron the primary syston.

2) Ramlan vibration explicitly considers part of the uncertainty in
seismic, wind or other excitation. It canbines exactly:

i) correlated excitation components

ii) correlated mcxJal coordinates

It offers unique insights on the effects of correlation. The issues
of how to combine modal coordinates, effects fran different earth-
quake C'JtipnrtentH or effects* of different: excitations t»t Viir•i.-nif,
supports of cascadtxl secondary systuns are moot.

3) The excitation model may be a non-stationary, non-**»ite, vector-
valued, and correlated cancksn process.

4) Because of the modal approach, because of the analytical form of the
evolutionary cross-covariance matrix and because covariances evolve
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smoothly in tine, RVMTH analyses are inexpensive, although no cost
comparisons are given herein with other deterministic or stochastic
analyses.

5) KVMTH is canpletely analogous to the conventional modal time history
procedure. The analytical expressions for the transition matrix
terms and for the evolutionary cross-covariance terms are long,
especially for cascaded secondary systems. However, they have been
derived once and are readily evaluated by canputer.

6) RVMTH is a state variable formulation, so all the quantities
required to compute mean Poisson crossing rates by scalar responses
are obtained directly. Therefore a design roethodoltxjy which
achieves a uniform, prescribed reliability in all elements was
proposed and illustrated herein.

The primary needs relative to the development and use of random-vibration-

based design are:

1) Recitation - There is a need to infer from real earthquakes:

i) strength functions
ii) correlations between components

Design strength functions must be calibrated with currently used
earthquake models.

2) Analysis - Random vibration analyses of non-linear systems remain to
be developed. Analyses of secondary systems which cannot be consi-
dered as cascaded are also needed.

3) Design - Ideally, there is a need to develop a random-vibration-
based design which achieves a prescribed system reliability.
However, such an objective may not be feasible if linear system
mcviuls are used.
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i) mass fixed ii) 12/EIc/h fixed

Stiffness
Ratio

*c/h

Xb/l

0.0

0.2

1.0

2.0

Natural
Frequency

u

54.79

S2.33

45.84

41.42

Ratio of
RMS Modal
Coordinate
and its Tine
Derivative

°d/5d

44.93

44.76

38.93

35.76

Stations
Moment R«

„ °MA
k-in

49.50

52.09

61.56

71.33

ry RMS
isponses

B 3+lc/h MA
Xb/t

49.50

43.33

46.17

42.30

Crossing Rate
At A For
Column Strength

" 3°MA
VA

0.0795

0.0791

0.0688

0.0632

Strength
Ratio

Myc/Myb

£ 1.0

1.0667

£ 1«°

1.1

1.2

4/3

1.5

<_ 1.0

1.2

1.5

5/3

2.0

Crossing
Rate at

B

VB

X'°l

0.538V;

1.0vA

0.0302V.

0.1210V*

0.34«vA

1.0»

2.571,A

.00O33vm

O.O153vx

0.348Vfc

l.Ov

J.955V
A

Table 1 (*) indicates crossing rates at B
deteminarf by stranqíít of column*
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SUMMARY

A methodology for the seismic analysis of linear structural systems,
using the Monte Carlo method for the generation of spectrum-compatible
artificial time-histories is presented. The proposed methodology is
t;.v,e<l on approximate probability density functions for amplitudes of
frequency components, obtained from the statistical analysis of a set of
several artificial time-histories matching a given design response
spectrum, using these probability functions it. is possible through
the Monte Carlo simulation, to generate new independent time-histories
also matching the design spectrum. Using frequency-dependent transfer
functions, sets of response time-histories for a required elastic effect
in a given structure are also obtained. Results obtained with the
proposed methodology are compared with the ones obtained with
conventional design procedures.
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1. INTRODUCE UN

The methuds for t.he seismic analysis of structures tan be divided

in two main groups, with respect to the Iwsit seismic input:

i) Spectral analysis

ii) Time-domain or frequency-domain analyses using time-histories of

ground accelerations.

These two groups of methods have their advantages and disadvantages, that

shall be examined before selecting one of them for the analysis of a given

structure.

The spectral analysis is the simplest way of performing the seismic

analysis of a structure; it is necessary, however, to consider that this

technique will only provide an approximate evaluation of the maxim.) of

structural seismic responses. The adopted rule uf superposition ol the

contribution of each modal component plays a major role in the

determination of the final responses; the square root of the sum of the

squares (SRSS) is the most widely used of these rules. The spectral

analysis provides generally a conservative evaluation of the maxim.» of

seismic responses; in some cases this conservativism may lead to

significant discrepancies between the required responses and the obtained

ones. It should be also pointed out that the spectral analysis furnishes

only the maximum absolute responses, being that the algebraic signs are

lost after the modal superposition; in this way, the correct interpretation

of the results becomes often wry difficult.

The time-history structural ana lysis uses, as basic seismic input, the

records of ground accelerations of an actual seismic event or a set of

several artificial time-histories matching a given design response

spectrum. The fulfillment of the safety requirements in the nuclear

industry has been led generally to the second of the hypotheses above.

It is necessary to note that the reliability of the analysis using

artificial time-histories requires that they maintain the basic features

of an actual seismic event, for instance, the artificial input shall be

digitized in a great number of points (about two thousands). Additionally,

in order to cover the uncertainties about the actual features of a

seismic event to be expected, it is generally necessary to perform the

seismic analysis with a certain number of statistically independent



I.inti'-lii",Lories in each of the ri.'U'Vun*. directions for the design of the

given structure. In this way, the strict application of the time-history

analysis, in both time or frequency domains, will lead to a considerable

computational ellorl.

Considering the basic features of the two techniques described above, it

can be concluded that although the spectral analysis is perfectly

adequate for most of the current structures, the accuracy and safety

requirements lor lhe design of structures such as the main nuclear power

plant facilities, will oblige the designer, in many cases, to perform

a complete time-history analysis.

It is proposed in this paper an approximate methodology which intends to

maintain the basic features of the time-history analysis, with a

considerable reduction of computer costs.

In the proposed methodology, a set of several statistically independent
time-histories, expressed through the sum of harmonic components in a
broad range of frequencies, is artificially generated, matching a given
response spectrum. These time-histories are analized with respect to the
statistical distribution of the amplitudes in each of the considered
frequencies. As the result of this analysis, probability density functions
are determined for each of these frequency components. Using these
functions, it will be possible to generate new time-histories, through
the application of the Monte Carlo method. The agreement of the response
spectra obtained with these time-histories and the design response
spectrum is shown to be satisfactory. Through frequency transfer
functions, it is also possible to obtain probability density functions
for a required elastic effect, in a given structure, for each frequency
component.

Using the Monte Carlo method, it is then possible to generate

easily any desiralnumber of response time-histories for the required

elastic effects. Comparisons are made between results obtained with

the proposed methodotoijy and the ones obtained with conventional design

procedures.
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Fit) = (2)

2. GENERATION OF THE ART1FICAL TJME-HISTORICS

For the generation of a wl of a r t i f i c i a l time-histories matching

a given response spectrum, the methodology proposed by Levy and Wilkinson

[1] is followed in i t s general aspects. I t is supposed that the

time-histories can be adequately represented through the superposition

of a serie of harmonic components, times an adequate envelope function:

vg ( t ) . F ( t ) £ A. cos (u . t • • • ) (1)

The envelope function F(t) is determined in order to define time histories
with 15 sec of duration with a 0-2.5 sec risinq interval and a final
10-15 sec decay interval:

t/2.5 fort < 2.5 sec
1 for 2.5 sec i t i. 10 sec

1 - (t-10)/5 for 10 sec i t S15 sec

0 for t 5 15 sec
For each time-history, contributions of 100 different frequencies were
considered. These frequencies are non-uniformly distributed between
1 - 34 Hz. According to Levy-Wilkinson's original criterion, the maximum
difference between adjacent frequencies, in order te ensure the full
coverage of the frequency r.inge, shall be:

A fi/fj < 2 (c/cc)
 (3)

were A f • is the frequency separation at frequency f. and (c/cc) is the
damping ratio. It was found to be more desirable, in order to improve the
reliability of the implemented random process (to be described next),
to work with more cfosely spaced frequencies; in this way, a greater
interaction among neighbouring frequencies is accomplished. The
limitation Af./f. ' 0.05 is considered for 7% damping.

The random charact of the process is introduced through the phase
angles ̂  associated with each frequency f... An uniform probability
distribution between 0 and 211 is assumed for this variable. A complete
set of phase angles is generated for each required time-history.

The main task of the time-history generation will be the determination
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«if Iht: corffic iiMtts A f. T h K is dom» through an iterative* prot.ev.

repeated until -i good agrpomonf between the responso spectrum

>.orrespondin*) to the generated time-histories and a target design

rf'.ponM1 MVLtrum i-> achieved. A simpl»* procedure is followed to

the coofficit ints A. in each steo of the process: the values

A,, .in' oh t'<i»u\l !>y multiply inn, the cnrre'.pontSinn, values A. of the

jH-r. tMltti'j rt.ep l»y t.ho ra t io t-rtwt.'cn th<; n.H|uiri»i spectral values i t the

f rcijuLMK y I- iU»d l'i>' oh! ainod ones in j»r"«v:r-il i»:| '.top.

The toríjct responso spertrtim of cjcctlerdtions herein considcred is

presented in Table 1 below, corresponding to o dampinq ra t io of 7 .

Those values are in accordance with USNRC's regulations 12) for horizontal

«;pct.tra.

Frequency (H^ 0.01 0.25 2.5 3.0 33. 1000.

n (q's) .007 0.43 2.72 2.27 1.00 1.00

Table 1 - Design Response Spectrum {71/, Damping)

A number of 1500 points was found to be adequate for the discretization of

the time-history; a very good agreement between obtained and target spectra

ir- iirnerally attained with five Hora».tion:,. The uwiputor program RtSPEC

| ;| i- ur,r»d for (If'terminr Mir lime-hislories reiponso specfrrt.

3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE FREQUENCY AMPLITUDES

For the analysis of the probability density functions of the

frequencies amplitudes,30 different time-histories were generated.

A Gaussian distribution for the frequency amplitudes was assumed . The

number 30 was selected as being the minimum one for which the standard

deviation of the universe of the frequency amplitudes could be reasonably

approximated by the samples standard deviation.

The average and the standard deviation were calculated for each of

the 100 considered frequencies. The magnitude of these two variables 1$

graphically displayed against the frequencies in Fig.1.

The Monte Carlo simulation for the non-deterministic seismic

analysis of structures has been successfully used lately (see, for
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instance [4] ). Here, the application of this method is based upon the

already determined probabil i ty density functions of frequency amplitudes.

New time-histories are generated using expression (1 ) , being now the

amplitudes A. determined applying a random number between 0 and 1 to the

density distr ibut ion functions in each frequency; new sets of phase angles

0. are also generated. In f igure 2, an a r t i f i c i a l t ime-history generated

using this procedure is shown. The agreement between the response spectrum

corresponding to the so generated t ime-histories and the target design

response spectrum is generally acceptable; a comparison between these two

spectra is presented in f igure 3 fo r one of these t ime-histor ies.

4. MONTE CARLO ANALYSIS OF A GIVEN STRUCTURE

The procedure presented above for the generation of a r t i f i c i a l time-

-histories can be extended for d i rect ly generating response time-histories

of e last ic effects in a given structure:

E (t) = I A. H cos { ^ t+$.) (A)

The required c last ic effect E ( t ) is obLiinod through the summation

above, where the meaning of the terms is the same of expression (3 ) ; H (».)

are complex frequency-dependent transfer functions expressing the complex

elast ic response for a harmonic ground-acceleration of unitary amplitude

in the frequency f . . The use of expression (4) corresponds to considering

the time-history frequency amplitudes times the transfer functions as the

frequency distr ibut ion functions of the required elast ic effects.Using

these functions, any wished number of response time-histories can be

easily generated through the Monte Carlo method, allowing a s t a t i s t i ca l

analysis of the results.

5. NUMERICAL APPLICATION

In order to i lustrate the described procedure in the analysis of a

simple structure, the three-story shear bui lding displayed in f igure 4

is analyzed. The considered numerical values for the analysis are:

oij = lOt ; m2 * I5t ; i»3 * 20t

k1 « 6000 kN/m; kg « 12000 kN/oi; k3 » 18000 KN/m
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FIG. 2 -ARTIFICIAL TIME-HISTORY GENERATED EY MONTE-CARLO
SIMULATION
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Damping of 7? and the already defined design response spectrum «ro

considered. Transfer functions of elastic effects are determined using

the computer program PRODIN [5] . The transfer function for the total

base shear is shown in figure 5. A typical generated time-history of

base shear forces is displayed in figure 6.

The complete structural analysis was done 30 times and histograms
of the maxima of the response time-histories arc constructed for some
main elastic effects. A maxima statistical distribution type I
function is used to f i t these histograms:

F(x) = exp[-exp(-a(x-u))] ; i. > 0

X = u +0.57722/a

o = 1.2825/a
= u+2.977/a (5)

Average and deviation of the maximum values obtained in the 30 performed

analysis are compared, in table 2 below, with results obtained with a

conventional spectral analysis. Three elastic effects are compared:

displacement at the top of the structure and shear forces and bending

moments at its base. A good agreement is found between the averages of

the elastic effects and the spectral analysis results. It is important

to point out that great differences between individual results were

found when using different time-histories, all of them matching the design

response spectrum. This fact corroborate the necessity of analyzing

several time-histories, when using this technique in the analysis of a

given structure.

Average

St.Deviation

Spectral

Displacement

(nsr.)

0.01512

0.00281

0.01695

Shear Force

(W)

84.45

14.77

92.73

Bending Moment

(kNm)

529.1

97.59

510.2

TABLE 2 - Comparisons of Numerical Results
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f». CONCLUSIONS

An approximate procedure was presented for generating a r t i f i c i a l

t ime-histor ies as well as response t ime-histor ies of e last ic ef fects for

.1 given st ructure. The proposed procedure intends to be an aux i l ia ry tool

when, fot instance, i t would be necessary to enl ighten certain dubious

aspects of a spectral analysis or when i t would be desireabic to perform

A pro-analysis of a given structure before doir,g i t s f u l l t ime-history

analysis. From the numerical evidence presented in this paper, acceptable

results are to bo expected when using the propose! methodology.
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